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CHAPTER IV.
OF ELEMENTARY COMBINATIONS IN MECHANISM:.
SEt-rION I.-Defonitions, General Principles, and Olassi,fication.

89.
,,Elem Elementary C,omblnatlon■ Dedned. (A. M., 431.)-An
entary
in Mechanism (a term introduced by
M.r. Willis) Combination"
consists of a pair of primary moving pieces, so con
d that one transmits motion to the other. In other words,
�eete
o quote the .Article Meclui,nics (Applied), in the eighth edition
0f t he
Encyc. Brit.). '' An elementary combination in mechanism consists of two
:pi�ces whose kinds of motion are determined by their connection
'\\t�th the frame, and their comparative motion by their connection
'Wtth each other; that connection being effected either by direct
onta
(SU.c ct of the pieces, or by a connecting" (secondary) "piece"
h as a band, or a link, or a mass of fluid), ",vhich is not con
:n
e()�d with the frame, and whose motion depends entirely on the
lll otio ns of the pieces which it connects "
.
l\. "The
piece whose motion is the cause is called the driver; the
t'lece whose motion is the effect, the follower."
i "The connection of each of those two pieces with the frame is
ge�eral such as to determine the path of every moving point. In
d � investigation, t�erefore, of the comp�ntti:'e �ot�on of the
l'lver and follower, 1n an elen1entary comb1nat1on, 1t 1s unnecesBa
1i ry to consider relations of angular direction, which are already
by
inlee1� y the connection of each piece ,vith the fra1ne; so that the
/l nr is confined to the determination of the velocity-ratio, and
0 he
b ; directional-relation so far only as it expresses the connection
r:llWo een forward and backward movements of the driver and
co �er. • When a continuous motion of the driver produce� a
�tinuous motion of the follower, forward or backward, and a
th1P�ocating motion a motion reciprocating at the same instant,
e
ll1 _directional-relation is said to be constant. When a continuous
'e �ion produces
a reciprocating motion, or vice versa; or when a
l �1 catin
g motion produces a motion not reciprocating at the
sa; Pr?
e
� inst ant, the directional-relation is said to be variable."
1',lne of' ()onnectlon.-In every class of elementary combina
tio ns,
O. exc
Of COrda, ept those in which the connection is made by reduplication
or by an intervening fluid, there is at least one straight
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line called the line of connection of the driver and folJower; being
a line traversing a pair of points in the driver and follower
respectively, which points are so connected that the component of
their velocity relatively to each other, resolved along the line of
connection, is null
91. Comparative D101ion• or Connected Polnca and Pleces.-From
the definition of a line of connection it follows, that the components
of the velocities of a pair of connected points along their line of
connection are e,qual. And from this, and from the property of a
rigid body already stated in Article 54, page 32, it follows, that tM
compcments, along a line of connection, of all the points traversed by
tltat line, whether in the dri1.,er or in the follower, are equal.
The general principle which has just been stated serves to solve
every problem in which-the mode of connection of a pair of pieces
being given-it is required to find their comparative motion at a
given instant, or vice versa.
The following are the rules for applying that principle to the
three classes of problems which most frequently occur with refer,
ence to elementa.ry combinations :I. Pair of Points; or PaiT of Sliding Pieces.-In fig. 57, let A:, 13
be a line of connection; and let it be taken as the axis of proJe c,
tion. Let A be a point in the dri"e_r,
and B a point in the follower, both 1�
the line of connection. Let A a,,
A at" be the two projections of the
k'-===:.::::::j�,,-;---:B8'�--r direction of motion of A at a gi�eo
o
instant '· and let B b'' B b" be the t�
.
projections of the direction of mot1 �
b" of B at the same instant. Lay o�,
along the line of conn�ction and Ill
Fig. 57.
the same direction, the equal distances
A a= B b; draw a� a a', b'' b lJ perpendicular to the line of <:<>11nection; then A. a' and A a", B b' and B b" will be the projections
'
of a pair of lines pro�rtional respectively to th:
velocities of A and B 3
: that instant. The lengtbd
i of those lines may be fonn9'
····-y by the Rule of Article 1
•
! page 7.
i
11. Pair of TumitlU
58, le� A�
Piecea.
In
fig.
!
C
• !I be the line of connection
a
l
a, pair of turning prun g
B
pieces. Let A and B .
Fig. 68.
the points where that h06

t
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met by the common perpendiculars from the axes of rotation of
the _two pieces. (As to finding such common perpendiculars, see
.A.rt1cle 36, page 15.) Let AA' and B B' be the rabatments of
tbos_e two perpendiculars, drawn in opposite directions. Draw the
straight line A'B' (called the line of centres), cutting the line of
connection in I.
Then, because the component velocities of A and B alongA B
are �qual, the angular velocities (or the component angular
�loc1ties) of the driver and follower about a�es perpendicular to
B must be to each other in the inverse ratio of the perpendiculars
AA' and B B'; or, what is the same thing, in the inverse ratio of
he
� - s e_gments I A' and I B' into which the line of centres is cut by
1
w� line ef connection.
Hence the following construction :-In A B take A K B I
( or BK=A I); and through K draw an oblique straight line in
any convenient direction, so as to cnt A'A produced inc and B'B
produced in d; then the component angular velocities of the pieces
a�out two axes,Ac and B d, perpendicular to the line of connection,
�ill be to each other in the direct ratio ofA c toB d. Also lay off,
1n �pposite directions, the anglesBA a and/B b, equal to the angles
Which the two axes of rotation respectively make with the line of
Bnn_ection, and draw c a and d b parallel to A B, cuttingA a and
, _� ma and b respectively. Then the ratio qfA a to B b will be
1
w� ef the resultant angular velocities of tlie two pieces.
Through A' and B' draw A' a' andB' b' parallel to A B; and
t roug h a and b draw a ea' and bfb' perpendicular toAB.
hen
tte proportion borne by c a =A e A' a' to d b B / B'Tb' is
that of the component angular velocities of the t,vo pieces about
axes parallel to the line of connection A B. Also A a and A' a'
represent the projections of the axis of rotation of the first piece
llpon a pair of plane.s which cut each other inA e, one perpendicular
and the other parallel to the common perpendicular whose ra.ba.t
lll�nt isA A'; and B b and B' b' represent the projections of the
axis of rotation of the second piece upon a pair of planes which cut
et\ch other in Bf, one perpendicular and the other parallel to the
eonunon perpendicular whose rabatment is B B'
III. Turning Piece and Sliding Piece.-ln fig. 58, let AL he
the line of connection of a turning piece and a . sliding piece,
and let it be taken for the axis of projection; and let one
0 t
he planes of projection be parallel to the axis of the turning
l>1ece. Let A a and A a' be the projections of that axis; so
t hat A A'
perpendicular to A L is the common perpendicular
of the axis and the. line of connection. Take A a to represent the
:ngular velocity of the turning piece, and from a draw a c parallel
0 LA,
cutting A'A (produced if necessary) inc. Then Ac will
represent the component angular velocity of the turning piece
18
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about an axis, A c, perpendicular to A L; and the J?roduct A .A1• A c
will represent the compo'Mnt velocity of any point in A L along tlid
line.
Let L be a point in the line of connection and in the sliding
piece; and let L m and L m' be the projections of the direction of
motion of that piece. Lay off any convenient length, L l, to
represent the component velocity of the sliding piece along the line
of connection, and draw ml m' perpendicular to that line; then L m
and L m' will !ep�esent the two projections of the velocity of tM
sliding piece.
Another construction is as follows :-Having determined the angle
which the direction of motion of the sliding piece makes with the
line of connection A L, draw A' I, making the angle A A' I equal
to that angle; then the velocity of the sliding piece will be equal
to that of a point revolving at tlte end of the arm A' I, with the
angular VPlocity re-presented by Ac.
92. Atfju8tments oC Speed.-The velocity-ratio of a driver a.nd its
follower is sometimes made capable of being changed at will, by
means of apparatus for varying the position of their line of con
nection: as when a pair of rotating cones are embraced by a belt
which can be shifted so as to connect portions of their surfaces of
different diameters. Various such contrivances will be described
i n a later chapter.
93. A Train oC Mechn.nl•m consists of a series of moving pieces,
each of which is follower to that which drives it, and driver to that
which follows it. In the case of a train of elementary combinations
the comparative motion of the last follower and first driver is found
by multiplying together all the velocity-ratios of the several element
ary combinations of ,vl1ich the train consists, each ratio having the
directional-relation with which it is connected denoted bv means of
the positive or negative algebraical sign, as the case may be. The
product is the velocity-ratio of the last follower and first driver;
and their directional-relation is indicated by the algebraical sign of
that product, found by the rules, that any number of posit�ve
factors, and any even number of negative factors, give a positive
product; and that any odd number of negative factors give 3
negative product.
94. Elementary Combinations Cla•aed.-The only classification of
elementary combinations that is founded, as it ought to be, on
comparative motion, as expressed by velocity-ratio and directional·
relation, is that first given by Mr. Willis in his Treatise on Pure
Meclianism. Its general plan is as follows:Class A: Directional-relation constant; velocity-ratio cons�ant .
Class B : Directional-relation constant; velocity-ratio varyin.g.
Class C: Directional- relation changing periodically; velocity·
ratio constant or varying.
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�.ch of those classes is subdivided by Mr. Willis into five
di v1s1ons, of which the cha1acters are as follows :·
Division !.-Connection by rolling contact of surfaces, as in
toothless wheels.
- II.-Connection by sliding contact of surfaces, as in
toothed wheels, cams, &c.
- III.-Connection by wrapping connectors or bands,
as in pulleys connected by belts, cords, or
chains.
- IV.-Connection by link-work, as in levers and cranks
connected by means of rods, &c.
V.-Connection by reduplication of cords, as in blocks
and tackle used on board ship ;
and to those five divisions may be addedDivision YI.-Connection by an intervening fluid, as in the
hydraulic press.
�n the present treatise the principle of the classification of 1\fr.
'Willis is followed ; but the arrangerueut (as in a .1.lfanual of Applied
Mechanics, already referred to} is modified by taking tbe rnode of
connection as the basis of the primary classification.
With reference to classes B and C, in which the velocit.y-ratio is
or_ may be varying it is to be observed that two kinds of problems
,
anse respecting velocity-ratioe: the determination of the instan
t�neous velocity-ratio at the instant when the pieces are in one
giv�n position ; and the determination of the mean velocity-ratio
�ur1ng the interval between two such instants : the latter quantity
18 the ratio of the entire motions of the pieces during the interval.
SECTION

II.-Of Rolling Contact and Pitch Surfaces.

95. Pitch Surface• are those surfaces of a pair of moving pieces
"'hich touch each other when motion is communicated by rolling
�0ntact.
The LINE OF CONTACT is that line which at each inst�nt
ra:v�rses all the pail·s of points of the pair of pitch surfaces which
are in contact.
The motion relatively to the line of contact of their surfaces, of
a pair of prim�ry pieces which move in rolling contact, is the same
'With that of a secondary piece and a fixed piece, of ,vhich the former
upon the latter, as already described in Article 7 2, page 5 1 ;
•1-ticles 74 and 75, pages 53, 54 ; Article 77, page 5G; Article
8
t 2, Page 68, and Articles 84, 85, 86, pages 70 to 7 4 ; and therefore
e proper figures for the pitch su1faces of such primary pieces are
�
t e sa
rne; that is to say, cylinders, cones, and hyperboloi:ds.
9 6. Tooth
leu ,vbeels, Bollen, Too&hle•• Baca-Of a pair of

:u�
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primary moving pieces in rolling contact, both may rotate, or
one may rotate and the other have a n1otion of straight sliding. .A
rotating piece, in rolling contact, is called a toothless wheel, and
sometimes a roller; a sliding piece may be called a toothless 'rack.
97. Ide)al Pit�h Su1•face•.- The designing of pitch surfaces is
used not only with a view to the making of toothless wheels and
toothless racks (,vhich are seldom employed), but much oftener as
a step towards determining the proper figures for wheels and racks
provided with teeth.
The pitch surface of a toothed wheel or of a tootl1ed rack is an
ideal smooth surface, intermediate between the crests of the teeth
and the bottoms of the spaces between them, which, by rolling
contact with the pitch 8urface of another ,vhcel, would com
municate the i:iame velocity-ratio that the teeth cotnmunicate by
their slidiug contact. In designing toothed wheels and racks the
forms of the ideal pitch surfaces are first determined, and froJJl
them are deduced the for1ns of the teeth .
Wheels ,vith cylindrical pitch surfaces are called spur wliuls ;
those with conical pitch surfaces, bevel 1.1Jlieels; and those with
hyperboloidal pitch surfaces, slceiv-bevel wlie,els.
98. The Pilch Line of a wheel, or, in circular wheels, the PITCll
CIRCLE, is the trace of the pitch surface upon a surface perpen
dicular to it and to the axis ; that is, in spur wheels, upon a plane
perpendicular to the axis; in bevel wheels, upon a sphere described
about the apex of the conical pitch surface ; and in skew-bevel
wheels, upon an oblate spheroid generated by the rotation of all
ellipse whose foci a1·e the same with those of the hyperbola t�at
generates the pitch surface. The pitch line might be otherwise
defined, in most cases which occur in practice, simply as the trace
of the pitch surface upon a plane perpendicular to the axis of
rotation.
The PITCH POINT of a pair of wheels is the point of contact of
their pitch lines ; that is, the trace of the line of contact upon the
surface or surfaces on which the pitch lines are traced.
The pitch line of a rack is the trace of its pitch surface on a plane
parallel to its direction of motion, and containing its line of con·
nection with the wheel with which it works.
A SECT�R is a name given to a wheel whose pitch-lin� forms
part of a circumference!,,: sectors are used where the motion 1·equf
is reciprocating or "rocking," and does not extend to a comp ete
revolution. Everything stated respecting the figures of complete
wheels applies also to the figures of sectors.
99. General Condition• of Perre�, Bolling Contact. (A• H., 439:)t
-The whole of the principles which regulate the motions of a_Pj6
of primary pieces in perfect rolling contact follow from the sing
p1-inciple, tl,at each pair of points in Die pitch surfaces which "'r'
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coo
.ntact at a given instant must at thaJ, instant be m oving in the same
direction with the same velocity .
T�e direction of motion of a point in a rotating body being per
pendicular to a plane passing through its axis, the condition, that
each pair of points in contact ,vith each other must move in the
same direction, leads to the following consequences :I. That when both pieces rotate, their axes, and all their points
0f contact, lie
in the same plane.
II. That when one piece rotates and the other slides, the axis of
the r?tating piece, and all the points of contact, lie in a plane per
pendicular to the direction of 1notion of the sliding piece.
The condition, that the velocities of each pair of points of con
tact must be equal, leads to the following consequences :III. That the angular velocities of a pair of wheels, i n rolling
co�tact, must
be inversely as the perpendicular distances of any
}>air of points of contact from the respective axes.
IV. That the linear velocity of a rack i n rolling contact with a
hheel is equal to the product of the angular. velocity of the wheel
Y the perpendicular distance from its axis to a pair of points of
contact.
especting the line of contact, the above principles III. and IV.
R
lead to
the following conclusions :V-. That for a pair of wheels with parallel axes, and for a wheel
an� rack,
a:k.is ; andthe line of coutact is straight, and parallel to the axes or
hence that the pitch surfaces are either CJ.lindrical or
·f�ne (t?e term "cylindrical" including all surfaces g!nerated by
e Inot1on of a straight line parallel to itself).
co '\TI. �hat for a pair of wheels with interse�ting a�es the �ine of
ntact is also straight, and traverses the point of 1ntersect1on of
the a es;
and hence that the rolling surfaces are conical, with a
co xon apex
(the term " conical'' including all surfaces generated
bYn:n:ne
r;t motion of a straight line which traverses a fixed point).
ere
bet�ee is a sort of impe1fect rolling contact which takes p!ace
n hyperboloidal pitch surfaces; that is to say, there 1s a
alidin
g motion, but along the line of contact of the surfaces only;
so that
the component motions of points in directions perpen
d " u.l
�� ar to th� line of contact are �be sa1ne a� in perfect roll�ng
t. This kind of motion will be considered 1n treating
�e
8Pec ally of skew-beve whee
ls.
l
1�O.
Wbeele with Parnllel ..lxe•.-Given, the positions of the
Pa
�llel axes of a pair of wheels, and their velocity-ratio at a given
nt, to find the pitch-point. Fig. 59 repres_ents the case in
'1P'hi!,,
c
"lih._ t the directions of the rotations are contrary ; fig. 60 that in
Jar they are the same. Let the plane of projection be perpendicu•
is th �e two axes, and let A and B be their traces; so that A B
e e of centres. Perpendicular to A B draw A a and B 6

t
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proportional to the intended angular velocities. Draw the straigl1t
line a b, cutting A B (produced if necessary) in K. Lay off B I ;::::

T"-"'·---;O,

]31°:'t-,
.

Fig. 59.

I .,/
)('/

Fig. 60.

B K); I will be the required pitch-prnnt or trace
A K (or A I
of the line of contact.
The line of connection may be any straight line which traverses
I, or whose projection traverses I ; as O D. Let A C and B D be
perpendicular to the line of connection; then the velocities of the
points O and D are identical ; and the perpendiculars A C and B D
are inversely as the angular velocities of the pieces.
101. Wheel and Bnck.-Given, at a given instant, the angular
velocity of a wheel and the linear velocity of a rack, to find their
pitch-point. In fig. 61, let the plane of projection be perpendicular to the axis of the ,vheel, and let A be
A
the trace of that axis. Draw A I perpen·
dicular to the direction of motion of the rack,
and make its length such that a point in the
C wheel at I shall revolve with a velocity equal
V..-;;;----�
to that of the rack; that, is to say, make
linear veloc�ty o� rack .
then I will
AI=
angular velocity of wheel'
U
be tlie required pitcli-point.
Fig. 61.
Tl1e line of connection may be any straight
line which traverses I, or whose projection traverses I ; as C 1!·
I.Jet fall the perpendicular A C ; then the velocity of the point C 1n
the wheel is equal to the component velocity of the rack along
C U. Dra,v I V perpendicular to A I, to represent the whole
� e�ocit� of the rack, and from V draw V U perpendicular to C -0;f
it is ev1�ent that I U is the component velocity along the line o
connection; and that A I : A O : : I V : I U.
102. Circalar· Wheels in Geaeral.-In order that in an elemen
tary comb�na�ion_ <?f wheels,_ or of a, wheel and rack, the velocity-

=
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ratio
. . may be constant (so that the combination shall belong to J\Ir.
W1�hs's class A), it is obviously necessary that the pitch-point
�ur1ng the entire revolution of each wheel should occupy an
�!1variable position in the line of centres ; in other words, the pitch�ne of each wheel must be a circle, and that of a rack a straight
11ne. The corresponding forms of pitch-surface are :-for a spur
heel, a circular cyliuder; for a bevel-wheel, a cone with a circular
;ase,
and sometin1es a plane circular disc; for a rack, a plane; for
a skew-bevel wheel, a hyperboloid of revolution. Circular wh.eels
are by far the most common, the cases in which non-circular
'\Vheels are used being comparatively rare.
103. <:ircular Spur-Wheels.-Given, a pair of parallel axes and
the constant velocity-ratio of a pair of wheels which are to turn
about them, to draw the pitch-circles of those wheels. Fig. 62
ep
�g. resents the case in which the directions of rotation are contrary;
63 that in which they are the same. Let A and B, as before,
be the traces of the axes on a plane perpendicular to them. Find
l

,/

,,,,/ 1<

'

I
I

I

b:_____B

.B .-' -,'l..
,/J
I
1

•I II

I

I

,

I

J

1I

Fig. 62.

Fig. 63_.

:e P_itch-point, I, as in Article 100, page 83. Then, about A and
th the radii A I and B I 1·espectively, draw two circles; these
�
"ilf
l e the pitch-circles required.
fig. 62,
and the p1tcb-po1�t
het! n the where the rotations are contrary,
axes, the pitch-su1faces are both convex, and are said
to be�1n
the!,,same " outside gearing." In fig. 63, where the rotations are in
ra id rot d.irection, and the pitch-point b_eyond the axis of most
ation, the sn1aller pitch-surface 1s convex and the larger
co�
e ; and these
�
are said to be in " inside gearing."
1 • <:irc
'\Vh el, the alar Wheel and Stral"hl Back.-Given, the axis of a,
direction of motion of a rack perpendicular to that
axi:
'Who' and the distance from the axis of a point in the wheel
velocity is to be equal to that of the rack, to draw the
I>itchr
• ines of the wheel and rack. In fig. 64, let A be the trace
f

•

•
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of the axis on a plane perpendicular to it. Draw A I perpen
dicular to the direction in which the rack is to move, and of a
length equal to the given distance; then,
about A, with the radius A I, draw a circle,
and through I draw a straight line, M N,
touching that circlea; · these will be the re•
quired pitch-lines.
.
pan·
�
105.
c:ircalal'
Bevel
\Vheels.-Given,
a
M
of axes which intersect each other in a point,
Fig· 64•
and the constant velocity-ratio of two wheels
which are to tum about those axes, to draw projections of the
pitch-surfaces of those wheels. Let the plane of fig. 65 represent
the plane of the two axes; let O A and O B be their positions, and
0 their point of in�ersection. Lay
\
�
15 ,�0.s
off� on any convenient scale, along
�
,,,,, 0:
)�l those axes, the distances O a and
N
.
� b respectively proport��nal to _the
,,,/
-:=-- A__, ..intended angular veloc1t1es (which,
�
.,,/'
·
in the example shown, are contrary).
,,/
Draw a c parallel to O b, and b c
,,,/
parallel to O a, cutting each other
'
in c ; draw the diagonal O c C ;
\
\'
this will be the line of contact ; and
'
the 1·equired pitch-surfaces will be
\
'
parts of t,vo cones described by
and
making
O
A
s,veep
C
round
O
'
0 B respectively, and haYing their
common summit at 0. 0 0 will be
one of the traces of both these cones;
and their other traces will be O G,
making the angle A O G = A O C ;
Fig. 65.
and O H, making the angle B O II
= B O C.
In any convenient positio� on the line of contact, mark a con
venient breadth, C F, for the rims of both ,vheels, so that C F
shall be their actual line of contact. Dra,v C A G and F D I{
perpendicular to O A, and C B H and F E L perpendicular to
0 H ; then C G K F and C H L F will be the projections of the
two wheels on the plane of their axes.
To draw the projection of one-half of each of those wheels on 8i
plane perpendicular to its axis, about A, with the radius .A C,
draw the semicircle C M G, and with the radius A R D F dra�
the semicircle R N S ; these will be parts of the pitch-circles of
which C A G and F D K are projections, and will form the r�
quil'ed projection of one-half of the rim of the wheel whose axis is
0 A ; then, about B, with the radius B C, draw the semicircle
\

\

\
I
\
\

\
\

I
\
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point whose projections are D' and D.
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III. Po draw tlie traces of a tangent pla-ne to the pitch surface at

the ?oint D', D. The line D' D is the trace on the second plane of
pro,1 ection; and the trace on the first plane is D' q perpendicular
to D' H.
Another process for finding the trace D, q is as follows :-About
D, with a radius, D E, equal to C B, draw a circular arc, cutting
the circle A B a in E. Through E draw E E' parallel to B O,
cutting O A in E'. The straight line D E' q will be the trace
required.
· D E and D ' E' are also the projections of a generating line of
the hyperbolo'id.
. IV. Tangent cone.-The summit of the tangent cone at the
pitch-circle D' G' is at the point q, and D' q is the trace of that
cone on the first plane of projection. When extreme accuracy of
�rm is not required, a portion of that cone, having the pitch-circle
' G' at the middle of its breadth, may be used instead of the
e:xact hyperboloidal surface (Article 86, p. 73).
V. Normal spiral.-Tbe normal spiral is a curve on the
hyPerboloidal surface which cuts all the generating straight lines,
SUch as those whose projections are E' D', 0 0', &c., at right angles.
It� gen eral form is indicated by the winding dotted curve which
traverses O and T in fig. 68. It has an uniform nor1nal pitch,
. T, which is found as follows :-From A let fall A S perpen
dicular to O C'; then the normal pitch of the normal spiral is
to the circumference of a circle whose radius is O S; that is
�ual
say,
710
0T =
0 S.
113
It. is not necessary to draw precisely the projections -0f the normal
8 1ral
ke ; but for purposes connected with the designing of teeth for
:h w:bevel wheels it is useful to know its radius of curvature at
e pitch-circle chosen for the wheel. That is done as follo\vs :
.A._bout G, with the radius G F = G f = B C, describe a circle,
;u:ing the circle A B a in F and j; from which two points dr-a,v
' �lldf
/' parallel to B 0. (Or oth�rw�se, lay off O F' = o_f' = �E.
}"
l Q and F G will be the two pr0Ject1ons of a generating line.)
n O lI take
O g = E' D '; join F' g, f' g, and produce both these
li es
�s
th tr far as may be necessary. 0 F' g ,vill be the rabatment of
h iangle whose projection is O F' G'. In O H produced, take
9
c t :"'= R D'; through It, draw k h l perpendicular to F' G' k, and
p� :ng f' gl in l: through l drawl m parallel to O A, cutting O H
Uced �n m ; then g m will be tlie radius of curvature <if (fl)ery
�
l 8p�ral at the point whe1'e it crosses the pitcl1r-ci1·cle G' D'.
T°'
( h � 0bJect of making this construction above instead of below
the 0
P mt fl is merely to avoid confusion in the figure.)
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Through g draw u g v parallel to k }1, l; this will be tl1e rabatment
of a tangent to the normal spiral at the point G'.
To find the radius of curvature of a normal spiral at the throat
of the hyperboloi:d, in O H take O w = 0 A ; draw x ·w y perpen
dicular to O C', and y z parallel to O A ; 0 z will be the required
radius of curvature.
The lower part of the figure shows the projection on a plane
through the axis, of a pitch-circle equal to the pitch-circle G' D',
and at the sa1ne distance from the throat along the axis in the
opposite direction. D E R and D' E' R' are the two projections
of one generating line extending from one of those pitch-circles to
the other. G' F' R' is the projection of another such generating
line. The drawing of a pair of equal pitch-circles may sometin1es
be useful in the making of patterns for the wheel and for its teeth.
P, P' and N, N' are the projections of points in the two edges
of the rim of the wheel. When the exact hyperboloidal pitch
surface is to be used, and not merely a tangent cone, those points
are to be found by a process similar to that by which the projec
tions D, D' are found. When a tangent cone is used as an
approximation, they are simply the intersections of two planes
perpendicular to the axis, with a ta.ngent in the plane of the axis.
VI. Radius of curvature nf hyperbolic trace.-In constructing
the pitch-surface of a skew-bevel wheel, it is sometimes useful to
determine the radius of curvature of the hyperbolic trace of that
surface on a plane traversing the axis, at the point where that trace
cuts the pitch-circle, in order that a circular arc of that radi us
may, if required, be used as an approximation to a small arc of
the hyperbolic curve.
In fig. 68 A, let O X be the axis of the hyperboloid, 0 A tho
radius of its throat, 0 D an asymptote (being, as before, the pro·
jection of a line of contact that is parallel to the plane of projectioo),
and X Y the trace of the plane of the intended pitch-circle. Part
of the following process has already been described, but it will be
described again here, to make the explanation complete :-Let D be
the point ,vhere X Y cuts the asymptote. Lay off X E =
!,, 0
join D E; and make X Y D E; then X Y will be the radius 0
the pitch-circle, and Y a point in the hyperbola. Perpendicular to
0 D draw D F, cutting the axis in F; join F Y ; this will be a,
normal to the l1yperbola. at the point Y. Thus far the process bas
already been described.
Through A draw A B parallel to the axis, cutting the asymptote
in B. From B, perpendicular to O B, draw B C, cutting O A
produced in C. Then C will be tl,,e centre qf curvatu're, and A C
tlte radins of curvature of the hyperbola at A ; that is, at the th1•oat
of the hyperbolo'id.
In X Y, produced both ways as far as may be required, take

=

.A.}
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Y R = A 0, Y L = A C, and Y G = Y F. In Y F t.nke
Y K = A O : join H F and K G. Through L, parallel to ]' H,

.

<(�,
'I '
I

,

I
I

.
I
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'

\
\

•,•

J

\
\
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Fig. 68 A.

p

L M, cutting F Y produced in M ; throngh M, parallel to
, draw M N, cutting X Y L produced in N ; and through N
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parallel to F H, draw N P, cutting F Y M produced in P ; then
P will be the centre of curvatu're, and Y P the radius of curvature of
the hyperbola at Y.*
VII. Foci of liyperbolic trace.-To find, if required, the foci of
the hyperbolic trace of the pitch-surface; produce, in fig. 68 A, the
straight line O A, in both directions, as far as may be required,
0 B. Then Q and Q' will be the
and lay off in it O Q = 0 Q'
t,vo foci. The well-known property of a hyperbola, by means of
,vhich it can be drawn when one point in it and the two foci are
given, is, that the difference of the distances from any point in the
cut·ve to the foci is a constant quantity ; for example, Y' q - Y' Q
A Q' - A Q 2 A 0. Instruments founded on this principle
are used for drawing hyper.bola.<J.
1 07. Non-clircular Wheel• in General. (A. M., 443.)-No1=1·
circi.1lar wheels are used to transmit a variable velocity -ratio
the
between a pair
· of parallel axes. I n fig. 69, let Ci, C2 represent . ts
axes of such a pair of wheels; T1' T2, a pair of poin
,vbich at a given instant touch each other in the line of
contact (which line is parallel to the axes and in thf
same plane with them); and U1, U2, another pair 0
tr..: points which touch each other at another instant of
the motion; and let the four points, T1, T2, U1, U2, be
in one plane perpendicular to the two axes and to
the line of contact. Then, for every such set of four
points, the two following equations must be ful·
filled :-

=

=

=

C1 u1

+ c2 u2 = c1 T1 + c2 T2 = c1 02 ;

} (1.)

arc Tl ul = arc T2 U2 ;
and those equations sho,v the geometrical relations which must
exist between a pair of rotating surfaces in order that they w:a,Y
move in rolling contact round fixed axes.
If one of the wheels be fixed and the other be rolled upon it? a
point in the axis of the rolling wheel describes a circle of the radius
C1 C2 round the axis of the fixed wheel.
The equations are made applicable to inside gearing, by putting
- instead of + and + instead of - •
Fig. 69.

• The algebraical expressions of these operations are as follows :

Let O A = b ; A B = a ; 0 X = x ; X Y = y;
X F = m ; Y F = n ; Y P = p; A C = Po ; then
Po

2

=�

;

y

=�

V(

2X
b
A /(
m = a2 ; n = V y

2

a2

+ x2 ) ;

n
)
+ m ; p = Po bi'
2

3
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The angular velocity-ratio at a given instant has the value
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c1 T1 : c2 T2• • • • • • • • • • • •� •••••• • • • • • • • • • (2.)

Non-circular wheels, when without teeth, may be called Bolling
�-Ill•; and in order that motion may be communicated by means
0
� � pair of rolling cams, and of a suitably shaped smooth rack or
slidiug bar, it is necessary that the forces exerted by the two pieces
<>n.Tach other should be such as to press their pitch-surfaces together.
he following are the general problems to be solved in designing
ll.on�circular wheels:I. Given, the axis and pitch.line of a non-circ1.ilar wheel; to find
fJ:Pproxirnately the axis of anotlwr no·n-circular wheel which shall turn
7:ntrolling contact with thefirst wheel, and of which an arc qfa given
,gt/1, on the pitch-line shall subtend a given angle.
In fig. 7 0, let the plane of projection be a plane perpendicular to
the a:ces �f the wheels.
Let A. be the axis of the given wheel,
:8 � its pitch-line, and
:8
. its pitch-point at a
given instant · and let
� 13 be part of the line
:8 Dentres. Also, let
. be a straight tan
gent to B C at B · and
!et the length of B' D be
e length of the arc on
t
i e pitch-line of the
R lVIB
:coud wheel which is H
subtend a given
Fig. 70.
n
a gle.
In B D take B G ¼ B D, and about G, with the radius G D
?l}¾ 13 D, draw a circle, C D F, cutting the first pitch-line i-!1 C.
'\V ' en, according to Rule IV., Article 51, page 29, the arc B C
be approximately equal in length to B D. Draw and measure
tbU
e straight line A C ; and in the line of centres tak� A E A C.
'l' en
the line of centres,
t?e a d!"aw the straight line E F, making, with the a�gle that_ the
a _c ngle H E F = the complen1ent of half
of
subten�, a;nd cutting_ the �ircle
0 F 1� length equal to B D _is to a point 111 the required pitch· l) n F. F will be approximately
1llle
of the second wheel • and B and F will be the two ends of an
r
: �1 approximately equal 'in length to B D and B C. To find the
Ji B of that wheel, find, by plane geometry, in the line of centres,
lI: Wdl
.E, the centre, H, of a circle which shal! trave�·se It" and E;
be approximately the trace of the required axis.
Q.8 II. Tofind a point in the second pitch-line whose distance frorn B,
i measured on that pitch-line, shall be approximately equal to any
Q v� 8tr
ai9ltt tangent, B L. Take B N = i B L; and about N,

=

=
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with a radius N L = ! B L, draw a circular arc, cutting the first
pitch-line in K. . Then B I( will be approximately equal in length
to B L. Join and measure A K, and in the line of centres
take A �f A K. About H, with the radius H M, draw !1°
circular arc, l\'I P, cutting the arc K L P in P; P will be approXI·
mately the required point in the second pitch-line.
By repeating the same process, any number of points in the re·
quired pitch-line of the second wheel may be found approximately.
The error of the two preceding rules, in what may be considered
an extreme case-viz., where the pitch-line of the first wheel
coincides with the straight tangent B D, and the angles B II .:F
and B A C are each half a right angle (as in designing a roller to
roll with a square roller)-is about 0·003 of the length B D to be
laid off, and is in excess ; the arc B F being too long by t�at
fraction of its length ; and the error, in fractions of the arc, varies
nearly as the fourth power of the angle subtended by the arc. Td
ascertain whether the error is sensible, and to correct it by a secon
approximation, proceed as follows :III. To obtain a closer approximation to the required a,:t'l8
and pitch-line. Having drawn the pitch-line B F by Rule JI.,
nleasure its length in subdivisions by Rule I. of Article 51, page
28, and compare that length with B D, so as to ascertain the error.
Divide that error by B D, so as to express it in fractions of the
1·equired length. l\1ultiply the half-sum of the greatest and J�ast
1·adii by the fl'action expressing the ratio of the error to the required
length ; the product will be a correction, which is to be applied;
the lengths of the line of centres, A H, and of each of the ra ·£
H B, H F, H P, &c. , of the second pitch-line; that is to sa'f, \
the pitch-line, as at first drawn, is too long, each of those straigbd
lines is to be shortened by having the correction subtracte
from it.
For example, in the extreme case already cited, where the
pitch-line is a straight line, B D, perpendicular to A B, and _esu
tending half a right angle at A, and the second pitch-line ,.��..eto
n
subtend also half a right angle at its axis H, let A B be w>
as unity; then we have (to three places of decimals)

=

nt

B C = B D = A B = l ·000 ;

=

A C (coinciding with a straight line from A to D) 1·414; ani
the application of Rule I. of this Article gives the following resul
as first approximations :AH

= 2·267; H B = 1 ·267;

HF

= 0·853.

Upon drawing the second pitch-line, B F, by Rule TI. of t:!
Article, and meaauring it in subdivisions, it is found to be
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long by 0·003
of its own length ; which being multiplied by
li
B+H F
2·120
1 ·060, gives 0·003 for the correction to be
2
2
subtracted fron1 the line of centres and from eacl1 of the radii of the
second pitch-1ine. Thus are obtained the second approximations,

=

=

A H = 2·264; H B = 1 ·264; H F = 0·850.

As examples of non-circular wheels, the follo,ving may be
znentioned •1: . An eilipse rotating about one focus rolls con1pletely round in
outside gearing with an equal and similar ellipse o.h,o rotating about
focns, the- distance bet\veen the axes of rotation being equal to
e n1ajor axis of the ellipses, and the velocity-ratio varying from
I - eccentricity
1 + eccentricity
·
·
A
see
r
1
c1e lOoQ)•
�·
·
t
.
·
to
(
·
·
1 + eccentricity
1 - eccentr1c1ty
II. Lobed ,vheels, of forn1s derived from the ellipse, roll com
pletely
round in ontside gearing with each other (!)ee Article 109).
I�I. A hyperbola rotating about its farther focus rolls in inside
geari?g, through a lin1ited arc, with an equal and similar hyperbola
rotating about its nearer focus, the distance between the axes of
l'ot�tion being equal to the axis of the hyperbolas, and the velocity
l'atio varying betw
een
+ I
eccentricity
-- - - ·-. · ;· ··"----c- and unity.
eccentr1c1ty - 1
Iy. Two logarithmic spiral sectors of equal obliquity rotate i n
tolhng contact with each other; or one logarith1nic spiral sector
r?tates in rolling contact with the oblique plane surface of a sliding
iece (see Article 11 .
P!,,
0)
lO�. Elliptic Wheels.-The following rules are applicable to the
c] wi�g
of the pitch-lines of elliptic ,vbeels, and the determination
;a
0 the
ir comparative n1otions :;;
a, Given, the angle bv which each wheel is altern_ately to overtake
all behind tlte otlter, and the lengtl1, of the line of centres, to
<k to f
;::he dlipse which is tltefigure of both pitch-lines.
m a point, B draw two straight liues, B F B F ' half the
Un_e of cent
1·es, m;king with each other the given angle F B F'.
J°1n
0!,, , F F', bisect it in O, produce it both ways, and make O A
half the line of centres. Drav.- B B' perpendicular to A A",
In
Jnhting O B' O B. Then A A' is the major axi:s, B B' the
elli or axis, 0 the centre, and F, F', the two foci of the required
which may be drawn by means of a suitable instrument or
h ne, or by the
well-known process of putting an endless thread,
·of a �ength = 2 A
2 F A', round �two pins at the foci, and a
F

�he

f.:::::

xnJ8?,

=

=

=

=

=
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pencil equal in diameter to those pins, and moving the pencil
round so as to keep the thread tight. In the workshop ellipses of
given dimensions can be drawn with great precision by means of
the turning lathe, fitted with apparatus to be afterwards referred to.
The wheels are to be centred, as shown in fig. 72, each upon one
of its foci. The fixed foci, which are thus placed in the axes of
the wheels, are 1narked A, B, in this figure, and the revolving _foci,
C, D. The ellipses in fig. 72 are sin1ilar to that in fig. 71, but
dr.1wn on one-half of the scale.

,

-----
li'

Fig. 71.

•I
I
I
•

'I
\'

',
· .........

\
\

,

....

___ ,.,,._,,,,.

Fig. 72.

II. To find tlte angular rnotions and tlie angular velocity-ratio
corresponding to a given posi,tion, of the pil,ch-point. Suppose both
"'heels to have started from a position in which A, fig. 71, is the
pitch-point, being at the distance A F from the axis of one whee],
and A F1 from that of the other, so that the angular velocity-rattO
of the second ,vheel to tl1e first is A F + A F'. Let C be a ne"'°
position of the pitch-point. Dra,v C F, C F'. Then the anguwr
'lnot·ion of the first wheel is A F C j that of the second wheel A F' C ;
the first wheel has ove1·taken, the second wheel to the extent repre
sented by the angle F C F = A F C - A F' C ; and the velocil,Jj''
ratio of the second wheel to the first is C F + C F'.
and
The angular velocity-ratio ranges bet,veen the lhnits

! !';

•

t;,

se
and its mean value in each half-revolution is unity ; becau
each half-revolution is made in the same time by both wh�l�
The instantaneous velocity-ratio is unity when the pitch-point 15 a
B or B'; because B F = B F'.
III. Given, at any instant, tlie position of one qf the revolving f
°.j
to find tlte position of tlte other revolving focus, and of the pitcli·Pj\�
In fig. 72, let A and B be the fixed foci. With a radius e�ua
the distance between the foci, or double eccentricity (F F' Ul iigr
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7 1), draw circles about A and B. Let C be the given position of
�ne of the revolving foci. Then, with a radius C D = A B (the
tn� of centres), dra,v a circular arc about C, cuttiug the circle round
in
this will be the other revolving focus. Join C D, cutting
A B in I ; this will be the pitch-point.
�f th�
£ 1 b wheels and their axles overhang the bearings, the revolving
, �1ng at a constant distance apart, may be connel'ted by n1eans
0 a
link, C D, as shown in fig. 72. This is useful in elliptic
too�h_ed wheels of great eccentricity, because of the teeth in certain
P0s1t1ons of the wheel being apt to lose hold of each other.
109. �obed Wheels * are wheels such as those shown in figs. 7 4 and
75e, haY1ug
n'n
two, three, or any
2
greater number of equal great3
r��ii (such as those marked
�
1--rci__
A n
fig. i), fig. 7 4, and F A"' in
and
of least radii
(s,lc{5as thosealso
marked F a " in
ti 7 4,
�·
and F a'" in fig. 75).
F g. 7 4 re
...,.,,._
'-:-,----��-.:.----=��--:7."-__. '"
�
presents a two-lobed a'//
u'/
o l•' 1-t
\\>ueeI,
A
and fig. 7 5 a three-lobed
73.
Fig.
'\\'hee1
n
may
·
elliptic
wheel
be regardA
ed as a one-lobed wheel. Let the difference betvrcen the

p;

f

Ft

Fig. 74.
Fig. 75.
e
� ��t �nd least radii of a lobed wheel be called the inequality;
in an elliptic wheel (fig. 71) the inequality is the distance
ll��h.properties of these wheels were discovered by the Reverend W.
H
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between the foci, F F. Then any pair of lobed wheels i.n which
the inequality is the same will, if properly shaped, work together
in rolling contact, and that whether their numbers of lobes are many
or few, the same or different ; and this statement includes one·
lobed or elliptic wheels.
The advantage of wheels with two or more lobes is their being
self-balanced, which elliptic wheels are not.
The following are the rnles for designing lobed wheels:I. Given, in a pair of equal and similar lobed wl,,eels, tlie angle by
which each wheel is alternately to ovei·take and to fall behind t/1,e otJ:e1
v;/1,eel, the nu1nber of lobes, and the mean radius, to find the inequal,ity,
and thence tlte greatest and least radii. lviultiply the given angle by
the number of lobes; then, from a point B'" , fig. 73, draw two lines,
B"' F, B"' F', making with each other an angle equal to the product,
and make the length of each of them equal to the given
radius. Draw the straight line F F'; this will be the require
inequality. Bisect F F' in 0, and produce it both ways; then lay
off O A''' 0 a'" B'" F B"' F, the mean radius ; then F A'" :::::::
F' a"' ,vill be the greatest radius, and F' A"' F a"' the least
rJ.dius.
II. To find any number ef points in tlte pitch-line. In fig. 7�,
with the major axis A"' a"', and the foci F and F', draw a sen11•
ellipse A"' B''' a'". Then, in fig. 75, draw from the centre, F, the
straight lines marked F _!\.."', dividing a complete revolution into as
many equal parts as tl1ere are to be lobes (in the present �'
three). Make each of these lines equal to the greatest ra�us
(F A"', fig. 73). Bisect the angles between them with the straight
lines n1arked F a"', fig. 75, and make each of the latter set of li�eS
equal to the least radius (F a"', fig. 73). Divide the half-revolut1o�
in fig. 73 into any convenient number of equal angles by the ra.�·
ating lines F I, F 2, &c. , n1eeting the ellipse at 1, 2, &c. DiVI e
each of the angles marked A"' F a"' in fig. 7 5 into the same number
of equal parts by radiating lines, and lay off upon them lengt\�
F 1, F 2, &c., equal to those of the corresponding lines in fi�. 7M
the points 1, 2, &c., in fig. 7 5, thus found, will be points in t
7equired pitch-line.
III. To find the positions of the mean radii of the required pitch!
line. Divide the angle A"' F B''', in fig. 73 by the number �
lobes,
and lay off the quotient for each of the angles mark
.,.
5
A F B"' in fig. 7 5; then make each of the radii F B"' in fig . 1
equal to F B'", in fig. 73; these will be the required mean

�ead

=

radii.

=

=

=

8
REMARK.-The example in fig. 75 is a thr.ee-lobed wheel. '!11
two-lobed wheel of fig. 7 4 is drawn by a similar process; the elli�
used for finding the radii being A" li" a" in fig. 73; the inequa 1 {
F F'; and the angle by which each wheel alternately ove1·takes an
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falls behind another equal and similar wheel being one-half of
F B" F'' fig. 73.
IV. To draw tlie pitc/1,-line,s of a set of wheels ofdifferent nunwers
of lobes, all of which shall -w-0rk with each otlier in Tolling con
t. The inequality must be the same in each wheel. Let F F',
�
g.c 73, be that inequalitya; and let O be the centre, A"' a'" the
.
lna.Jor axis, and O B''' the semi-minor axis of the ellipse which
serves �or finding the radii of one of the set of wheels, which one
"'heel 1s given. Divide O B''' into as many equal parts as there
lobes in the given wheel ; say, for example, three. To find the
re ?f a wheel having any other number of lohes (say two), take
tr
e point B" at that number of divisions f1·om O ; join F B", F' B'';
laf. off O A" = 0 a"
= F B'' = F' B"; draw the ellipse A" B" a" with
a" for its major axis, and F and F1 for its foci ; this will be the
lipse for determining the lengths of the radii of the new (two
obed) wheel.
!he e1lipse A' B' a' with the same foci, F F', whose minor semi
aJcis, 0 B' , is one division
of O B'ir, is itself the pitch-line of the
one--Iobed
wheel, which will work in l'olling contact with any wheel
0f the s
et.
l l . Logarithmic Spiral Seeton or RolUns <,am..-A pair of
logai?:tthm
ic spiral sectors may be used as rolling cams, to com
fun.icate by rolling contact an angular mot,ion of lin1ited extent,
the course of which it is desired that the velocity-ratio shall
nge between certain limits. The general nature of the figure
a, d pos
ition of such a pair of sectors may be represented by fig. 69,
l'\!
t-ge 90.
e only
� �rs can cases in which the dimensions and figures of such
be determined by plane geometry alone, without the
ai: 0 c
and n!l-lculation, are two, viz.a: when the two sectors are equal
l lar, so that the sum of the greatest and least radii of each
of thlt
e
line 0ftwo sectors is equal to the
-- � ___ ____
centres
;
when
the
and
.
.....,..
.,.,
�/ \
cornb nat
.... k� ion. consists of one sector,
F
wor 1ng
I,�,
'
•
with a slidin...,
�-��,;
or
,'
\
bar
ir
\,
8,..,,
...
,
,
u.aOOth rack . T�e following are
the
/ , ,, .·-��--��\
caa .rules applicable to such I, , , E·-'<���- \,\,
\
,
es .111
..
'
.....
_
.
\
I
.
�f'
I
I· Given, inJ'1/
1
'
··- ,""M._,___.. -���•\
1.- least and
c,..• 7 6, ..uu:
-��- ,
I
!Jrea.te,
la .8t r�ii, A and O B, of a \ ·· ··
-............... '�:��- \._
/
og
_ .. ..
hmic spiral, sector and the \
m�
'¾..'..
'
.. .. ..�,�
a.
'
''
-·�r-e O A B between them, to find
in� .
' _____ __________ _______.::s\O:
iate points. in the pitcl,,-line.
of a1,,.
..,..
.,,,/
·u'f a 8ector, and to dra w that
'Pite
,....________..,...
i� apProximately by means
Fig. 76.
ofone v, more cir
cular area.
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Describe a circle about the triangle O A B; that is to say, bisect
any t,vo of the sides of that triangle (C, E, and D being the three
points of bisection), and from the points of bisection draw perpen·
diculars to the sides, meeting in F, which will be the centre of the
circle through 0, A, and B. Dra,v the diameter G F C H, bisect·
ing the arc A H B in H and the arc A O G B in G. Join O I{
(,vhich ,vill be perpendicular to O G, and will bisect the angle
A O B); and about G, with the radius G A = G B, draw the
circular arc A K B, cutting O H in K. Then K will be a point
in the required spiral ; and A K B will be the nearest approx.i•
mation to the spiral arc traversing the three points, A, K
and B, that it is possible to make by means of one circular arc
only.
'l'o find t,vo additional points, and a closer approximation to the
curve, treat each of the triangles O A K and O K B as the
triangle O A B was treated; the result will be the finding of two
more points i n the spiral, situated respectively in the radii which
bisect the angles A O K and K O B; and the drawing of two
circular arcs, oue extending from A to K, and the other from .K
to B, which will make a closer approximation to the spiral arc
than a single circular arc does.
The next repetition of the process will give four additional Points
aud four circular arcs ; the next, eight additional points and eight
circular arcs ; and so on to any degree of precision that may be
required.
The radius O K is a mean proportional between O A and O � ;
and this property enables its length to be found by, calculation, if
required.
'fhe obliquity of a logarithiµic spiral, being the angle which a.
tangent to the spiral at a given point makes with a tangent to a,
circle described about the axis through that point, or the equal
angle which a normal to the spiral at the same point makes wi�h a
radius drawn from that point to the axis, is uniform in a given
spiral. In fig. 7 6 the equal angles, 0 A G, 0 H G, and O � G,
are each of them less than the true obliquity of the sprral,
and the angle O K G is greater than the true obliquity. . To
obtain the closest approximation to the true obliquity possible
without further subdividing the angle A O B, proceed as
follows :-

II. To find the approximate obliquity. In H K take H L :::: !

H K ; join L G ; then O L G will be the obliquity, very nearly.
In other words, L G will be very nearly pa1·allel to a normal,
and perpendicular to a tangent, to the true spiral at the
point K.
II A. Tofind the approximate obliquity (Another method). Bf
Rule_L or Rule IL of Article 61, page 28, measure the approxi·
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nia� length of the arc A B in fig. 76. Then, in fig. 77, draw the
Btra1�ht line M N = 0 B - 0 A; draw M P pe1·pendicular to
:rtf N ; and about N, ,vith a radius
---�1..____n,__a_-P
equal to the approximate length of
l ,_a/,,,,/,/'B
the arc A B, draw a circular arc,
1
cutting M P in P ; join N P ;
i ' i '.l!

----. vr-- 7- $.

l

!���o!l:a:.�; •th� !q!et �h�i�
quity.
lJ /·····1 Q /
III. Given (in fig. 76), one radius,
.A\\ ! /
0 K, in a logarithmic spiral of a
\l /
given obliquity, to draw approxi\!/
mately a sho t arc ef that spiral
through K. Draw O G perpeno
Fig, 77.
dicular to O K ; draw K G, making
the angle of obliquity,
0 K G
8?d cutti
ng
circular arc O K G in G; then, with the radius G K, draw a short
through K.
To draw the pitch-line of a sl1:ding bar which shall wo1·k in
F ing contact wit/1, a given logarithmic spiral sector, A O B (fig. 77).
_rorn _ the trace of the axis O draw O Q R perpendicular to the
d ction
in which t:1e bar is to slide, making O Q = 0 A, and
0te
0 B. Find the obiiquity of the sector by n1eans of one or
otf ::::::
of. the preceding rules. �et I be any �iven position of the
Pitch.P01nt,
Pa 11 t? and let T I S, traversing I perpendicularly to O Q R, be
the direction in which the bar is to slide. Draw the
st�ghlt
N I P, making the angle S I N
T I P the
ob}i ui. yhne
� q � ; then draw Q N and R P parallel to T I S, and cutting
1 P 1� N and P respectively. The straight line N I P will be
the re
corr pqu1r�d pitch-line ; and N and P will be the points in it
s ond1ng to A and B respectively in the pitch-line of the
sec�r.
t
slitngthe instant when the pitch-point is at I, the velocity of the
sa i bar is equal to that of the point I in the sector ; that is to
�-1ngu1ar velocity x O I; agreeably to the general principle of
e 101,
'r�e fol page 84.
!owing rules relate to the solution of questions respecting
_
log0ant
V hr_n1c spiral sectors by calculation.
and · OGiven,, two radii of a logarithmic spiral sector (as O A
B, �g. 76), and tlw angk between th,em (A O B), to
find tl
te obliquity of tlie spiral. Take the hyperbolic logar.
1thlll * of
the ratio _() -� · divide it by the angle A O B in
O A'

\V

1

1r

=

,,. z}Y·

=

=

lI
lle:1 .YI>erbolic logarithm of a ratio = common logarithm x 2 ·3026
y
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circular measure; * the quotient will be the tangent of the
obliquity.
VI. Given, tlie least and greatest radii of a logarithinic spiral,
sector, and the angle between theni, to find t/1,e lengt/1,s of a series of
intermediate radii, whic/1, shall divide that angle into a given, number
of equal, smaller angles. Take the difference between the logar·
ithms of the greatest and least radii ; divide it by the given
number ; then, co1nmencing with the logarithm of the least radius,
compute by successive additions of the quotient a series of logar·
ithms, increasing by uniform differences up to the logarithm of the
greatest radius; these will be the logarithms of the required
intermediate radii
VII. Given, one radius and the obliquity of a logarithmic spiral,
to find the length of a radius making a given angle with tlie given
radius. Multiply the given angle in circular measure (see first
footnote below) by the tangent of the obliquity; to the product
add the hyperbolic logarithm of the given radius; the sum will be
the hyperbolic logarithm of the required radius;-or otherwise,
n1ultiply the product by 0·4343, and to the new product add the
common logarithm of the given radius; the sum will be the
common logarithm of the reqnired radius.
..
ii
rad
VIII. Given, the difference between the greatest and least
of a logarithmic spiral sectOT, and the obliquity of its pitc/1,-line,
to find the length of its pitch-line. Multiply the difference of the
radii by the cosecaut of the obliquity. t
1 1 1. Frictional Gearing.-To increase that friction or adhesion
between a pair of ,vheels which is the means of trans1nitting force
and motion from one to the other, their surfaces of contact are
sometimes formed into alternate ridges and grooves parallel to the

• Reduction of angles to circular measureI degree = 0·0174533 radius length, nearly.
30 degrees 0·52:{6
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
60 degrees = J ·0472
90 degrees = l ·5708
,.
,,
,,
t In symbols, the equations of a. logarithmic spiral are as follows :-�t�
be the radius from whose directions angles are reckoned; r, any other ra!1ius f
e, the angle which r makes with a, in circular measure ; q,, the obliquity a0t
the spiral ; s, the length of the a.re from a. tor; p, the radius of curvature
the end of the radius r. Then
r = a e e tan </> ; tan </> = 1 hyp. 1og. r
6
a

=

e = cotan </> • hyp. log. a� ;

, = (r - a) cosec </> = a cosec </> (e8 tan <1:_ 1) ;
p=

r tan </>.

'··
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t�ne ot: rotation, constituting what is called fi-ictional gearing.
!g. 78 1s a cross-section of the rim of a wheel, illustrating the
kind ?f frictional gearing invented by Mr. Robertson. The com
ve motion of a pair of wheels thus ridged and grooved is nearly
�eat1
. sai:ue with that of a pair of smooth wheels
11!- rolhug
contact, having cylindrical or conical
rhtch�surfaces lying midway between the tops of
e ridges and bottoms of the grooves.
Th� relative motion of the surfaces of contact of
th� r!dges and grooves is a rotatory sliding or
�l'lnd1ng motion about the line of contact of the
Fig. 78.
1deal
pitch-surfaces as an instantaneous axis ; and
the angular velocity of that relative grinding motion is equal to
the angular velocity of one wheel considered as rolling upon the
::r as a fixed wheel; which may be found by the principles of
1cle 77, page 56, and Article 82, page 68.
. The angle between the sides of each groove is about 40° ; and it
18 stated that the mutual ft·iction of the wheels is about once and
a�half the force with which their axes are pressed towards each
Other.
SECTION

112.

III.-0/ tlw Pitch a,nd .l•tumber of the Teeth
�

of JVheels.

Rela tion between Teeth and Pltch-Surfaces-Notare of the

(A. M., 446. )-The most usual method of communicating
lnot1on between a pair of wheels, or a wheel and a rack, and the
only method which, by preventing the possibility of the rotation
of one ,vheel unless accompanied by the other, insures the pre
servation of a given velocity-ratio exactly, is by means of a series
of alternate ridcres and hollows parallel, or nearly parallel, to the
O
successive
lines of contact of the ideal toothless wheels or pitch
�faces, whose velocity-ratio would be the san1e with that of the
<>thed wheels. The ridO'eS are called teeth / the hollows, spaces.
e :teet.h of the driver push those of the follower. befor� th�m,
'!'b
and 1n so doing sliding takes place between them m a d1rect1on
¾ross their lines of contact.
he properties of pitch-surfaces and pitch-lines, and the art of
�
deaigning
them have been explained in the preceding section.
� figures of teeth depend on the principles of sliding contact,
'\19' ch beloncr
to the ensuing section. The present section relates
to questions �onnected with the manner in which the pitch-line of
a, Wheel is
divided by the acting surfaces of its teeth, without
ei·
� �nce to the figures of those surfaces ; for such questions do not
--1uire the principles of sliding contact for their solution.
1 3. Pitcla Deb.ed. (A. M., 447.)-The distance, measured
l!Q1aj_ec1.
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along the pitch-line, from the front of one tooth to the front of the
next, is called the PITCH.
1 1 4. General P..lnciples. (A . .1lf., 447.)-The pitch, and the
nnn1ber of teeth in wheels, are 1·cgula.ted by the follo,ving
})rinciples :I. In ,vheels which rotate continuously for one revolution or
more, it is obviously necessa.ry tha,t the pitch should be an aliquot
part ef the circunyerence qf the pitch-line.
In racks, and in ,vl1eels which reciprocate without performing a
complete revolution, this condition is not necessary. Such wheels
are called sectors, as bus been already stat ed.
II. In order that a pair of wl1eels, or a ,vheel and a rack, may
work correctly together, it is in all cases essential that the pitch,

sliould be tlie sarne in each.
III. Hence, in any pair of wheels which work together, the
n1.inibers ef teeth in a cornplete circumference ai·e inversely as the
n:urnbers of whole revolutions in a given tinie; or, in other words,
directly as tlie tirnes of revolution.
IV. Hence, also, in any pair of wheels which rotate continuously
for one revolution or more, the ratio of the ti1ncs of revolution
(being equal to that of the nun1 hers of teeth), and its reciprocal, the
ra.tio of the numbers of revolutions in a given time, rnit.st both
be expressible in, 1vhole nun1bers.
V. In circular wheels, everything statecl in the preceding
principles regarding the ratio of the numbers of revolutions in .a
given time (in other words, of the mean angular velocity-ratio) 1s
true also of the angular velocity-ratio at every instant.
1 1 5. Frequency of Oontnc1-H11nliug-Oog.-Let n, N, he the re
spective numbers of teeth in a pair of wheels, N being the greater.
Let!,,t, T, be a pair of teeth in the smaller and larger ,vheel respec
tively, which at a particular instant work together. It is required
to find, first, ho,v many pairs of teeth must pass the pitch-point
before t and T work together again (let this number be called a) ;
secondly, with how many different teeth of the larger wheel the
tooth t will work at different times (let this number be called b) ;
and thirdly, with how many different teeth of the smaller wheel
the tooth 'l' will work at different tiines (let this be called c).
CASE I. If n is a divisor of N,
N
=
a = N; b
-n- ; c = 1 . . . . . . . ........!,,.. . . . . (1.)
CASE 2. If the greatest common divisor of N and n be d, a,
number less than n, so that n = m d, N = M d, then
a = m N = M n = M m d; b = M ; c = m. . . . . . . (2.)
CASE 3. If N and n be prime to each other,
a = N n; b = N; c = n-. . . . . . . . .. . . . . ..!,,... ( 3.)
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It is considered desirable by millwrights, with a view to the

p-reservation of the uniformity of shape of the teeth of a pair of
wheels, that each given tooth in one wheel should work with as
rnany different teeth in the other �·heel as possible. They there
for� study to make the numbers of teeth in each pair of wheels
Which work together such as to be either prime to each other, or to
�ave their greatest. common divisor as small as is possible con
sistently with the purposes of the machine.
When the ratio of the angular velocities of two wheels, being
reduced to its least terms, is expressed by numbers less than
those which can be given to wheels in practice, and it becomes
necessary to employ multiples of those numbers by a common
lrlultiplier, which becotnes a common divisor of the numbers of
teeth in the wheels, mill,vrights and engine-makers aYoid the evil
of frequent contact between the same pairs of teeth, by giving one
additional tooth, called a hunting-cog, to the larger of the t\vo
heels. This expedient causes the velocity-ratio to be not exactly
nt only approximately equal to that which ,vas at first conte1n
�lated; and therefore it cannot be used ,vhere the exactness of
eertain velocity-ratios amongst the wheels is of importance, as in
cl0ckwork.
I I 6. Smallest Pinion. -The sniallest nun1ber of teeth ,vhich it is
tracti?able to give to a pinion (that is, a small wheel), is regulatecl
.Y rinciples which will appear when the forms of teeth are con
sidepred. The following are the least numbers of teeth ,vhich can be
�SUally employed in pinions having teeth of the three classes of
gltres named below, whose properties will be explained in the
sequ el :-

1

I. Involute teeth, • . . . . . . . . . . . . . .!,,. . . . . . . . . . . . . 25
II. Epicycloidal teeth, . . . !,,
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . 12
III. Round teeth, or staves, . . . . . . . . . t. . . . . . . . . 6

.1 17. Arithmetical Rule8.-For convenience sake the following
:;thmetical rules are here given, as being useful in the designing of
othed gearing.
ll I. To find the prime factors of a given number. Try the prime
ll'llt:nbers, 2, 3, 5, 7, 11, &c., as divisors in succession, until a prin1e
l'elllll�r has
been found to divide the given number without a
ai�der; then try whether and how many times over the quotient
is tna�
1n
divisible by the same prime number, so as to obtain a
t
�� i�n� _not divisible again by the same prime n�1mber; then try
div1s1on of that quotient by the next greater prune number ; and
80
th �n_ until a quotient is obtained which is itself a prime number ;
a 18, a numbe
other number except 1. This
fin uotient r not divisible by any
th al 9
and the series of divisors will be the prime factors of
e given number. To test the accu1·acy of the process, multiply
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all the prime factors together; the product should be the given
nun1ber.
II. To find tlie greatest common measure (otherwise called the
greatest comrn,011, divisor) of two numbers. Divide the greater
number by the less, so as to obtain a quotient, and a. remainder less
than the divisor; divide the divisor by the remainder as a ne\V
divisor; that new divisor by the new remainder; and so on, until a
remainder is obtained which divides the previous divisor witho ut
a remainder. That last remainder will be the required greatest
common measure.
If the last remainder is 1, the two numbers are said to be "prime
to each other."
Example.-Required, the greatest common measure of 1420 and
1808.
Divisor, 1420) 1808 (1, Quotient.
Remainder,

1420

388) 1420 (3, Quotient.
1164
25G) 388 (1, Quotient.
Ren1ainder,

256

Remainder,

132) 256 (1, Quotient.

132
124) 132 (1, Quotient.
124

Remainder,

Remainder,

Remainder,

8) 124 (15, Quotient.

120

4) 8 (2, Quotient,

The last re1nainder, 4, is the required greatest common
measure.
III. To reduce the ratio of two numbers to its least terIIls,
divide both numbers by their greatest common measure.
For example,

1808 + 4 452
1420 + 4 = S.5t/

IV. To express tlie ,ratio of two numbers in tlie form of a contin1f
fraction. Let A be the lesser of the two numbers, and B � e
greater; and let a, b, c, d, &c., be the quotients obtained during
the process of finding the greatest common measure of A and B.
Then, in the equation
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B
.. = a + -I

b+I

A

c + -I
d

+ &c.,

the right-hand side is the continued fraction required.
To save space i n printing, a continued fraction is often arranged
as follows:-

1

1

I &c.

a + b + c + d +c

The ratio of two incommensurable quantities is expressed by an
endless continued
fraction. For example, the ratio of the diagonal
1 1
1 I &
to the s1' de of a square 1.s expressed by l
Tc.,
2
�
+
+
+
2
+
2
.
\\'tt
hout end.
V". P_o f.orm a series <!f approximations to � given ratio. �xpress
the ratio 1n the for1n of a
continued fraction. Then write the
quotients in their order; and in a line below them write !/. o the
�

+

left of
the first quotient, and i directly under the first quotient.
�hen. calculate a series of fractions by the following rule :-Multiply
e first quotient by the numerator of the fraction
that is. belo,v
it and add
_
the numerator of the fraction next to the left ; the
�
8
urn _will be the numerator of a new fraction : multiply the first
iddtient by the denominator of the fraction that is below it, and
th denominator of the fraction that is next to the left ; the
su W�
ll rn. ill be the denominator of the ne,v fraction ; then write that
ew fraction
under the second quotient, and treat the second
.
tien
t, the
i7i
e o�e, to findfraction below it, and the fraction next to the left, as
a fraction which is to be written under the third
q_U.ottent,
and so on. For example :
Quotients, . . .. a, b, c,
0 1 n n'
Fractions, -, -, - , -1n"
1 0 m

�m == 0 + a = �=. n'
l +0

d, &c.

n''
-,, ;
ni

b n . n" = n c n' .
_1
&c·
l ' m' - O + b m' ni'' m + c m' '
.
To take a
.
.
particular case; let the given
ratio be as before,
then. we h
ave the following series :-

+

+

452
-�- :-·
3Ji>
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Quotients, . . . . . . . . e.. . . . . . . . . . .. 1

2
3 I 1 1 15
0 1 1 4 5 9 14 219 452
Fractions, ..... . . . . . . . . . . .
0 1 3 4 7 1 1 172 355
Les� or gr�ter than L
G
G L G L G L
given ratio, . . . . . . . . . }
The fractions in a series formed in the manner j ust described are
called con1:ergingfractions, and they have the following properties =
Fi1·st, each of them is in its least terms; secondly, the difference
bet\veen any pair of consecutive converging fractions is equal to
llnity divided by the product of their denominators ; for example,
9. - � = 36 - 35 = _!_ • � - �-! = 99 - 98 = !_ . thirdly, they
77'
l}
7 X 11
7
4
7 X 4
28' 7
are alternately less and greater than the given 1-atio towards which
they a.pproxin1ate, as indicated by the letters L and G in the
exa1nple. ; and, fou,1·t!tly, the difference between any one of tbeJ.Il
and the given ratio is less than the difference between that one aud
the next fraction of the series.
Fractions intermediate between the converging fractions may be
h n + k n'
n are
n,
;
wheree·ande-;
found bv means of the formula h
m + k 1n,
ni
m
any two of the converging f1-actions, and h and k are any two whole
uurnbers, positive or negative, that are prime to each other.
1 1 8. A Train or \Vheelwork (A . Af., 449,) consists of a series 0f
axes, each having upon it two wheels, one of which is driven by a
wheel on the preceding axis, while the other drives a wheel on �be
follo,ving axis. If the wheels are all in outside gearing, the direction
of rotation of each axis is contrary to that of the adjoining axes.
In some cases a single wheel upon one axis answers the purPose
both of receiving niotion fron1 a wheel on the preceding axis an.d
giving motion to a ,vheel on the following axis. Such a wheel 15
called an idle wheel : it affects the direction of rotation only, alld
not the velocity-ratio.
Let the series of axes be distinguished by numbers 1 , 2,
&c. . . . . m ; let the numbers of teeth in the driving wheels
denoted by N's, each with the nutnber of its axis affixed; t�us,
N1, N2, &c. . • , . N,,. _1 ; and let the numbers of teeth in the driv_er,,
or following wheels be denoted by n'!,,
s, each with the number of
axis affixed ; thus, n2, n3, &-0• • • • • n"'. Then the 1-atio of t e
angular velocity am of the nith axis to the angular velocity a1 of the
fi_rst axis is the product of the m - I velocity-ratios of the succes�
s1ve elementary combinations, viz. :a,,. N1 • N2 • &c. . • . . N"' _ 1 .
n2 • n3 • &c. • . . . n. '
I

w

!

ts

a; =
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th�t is to say, the vel�ity-ratio of the last and first axes is tl1e
1-a.t10 of the
product of -Ebe numbers of teeth in the drivers to the
ro
f duct of the numbers of teeth i n the followers ; and it is obvious,
t so long as the same drivers and followers constitute the train,
a
tte order in which they succeed each other does not affect the
resultant velocity-ratio.
Supposing all the wheels to be in outside gearing, then, a� each
elll
:�e entary combination reverses the direction of rotation, and as
number of elementary combinations, rn - 1 , is one less than
the number of axes, m, it is evident that if m is odd, the direction
0f ro
t_ation is preserved, and if even, reversed.
It � often a question of importance to determine the numbers of
tee/h . 1n a train of wheels best suited for giving a determinate
\> 0c1ty-ratio to two axes. It was shown by Young, that to do
18 ith
W the least total numher of teeth, the velocity-ratio of each
1 entary
i .;tn
combination should approximate as nearly as possible to
.
v9 This would in some cases give too many axes; and as a
Couvenient practical rule it may be laid down, that from 3 to 6
b�gh� to be the range of the velocity-ratio of an elen1entary com
lllation in wheelwork. *

th·

Let � be the velocity-ratio required, reduced to its least terms,

alld l
B
; be greater than C.
lfO is not greater than 6, and C lies between the prescribed
�llinium number of teeth (which may be called t), and its double
"'illthen one pair of wheels will answer the purpose, and B and C
in. themselves be the numbers required. Should B and C be
all�nveniently large, they are if possible to be resolved into factors,
for those factors, or, if they are too small, multiples of them, used
t
in he numbers of teeth. Should B or C, or both, be at once
Conveniently large, and prime, or should they contain incon�ell· en
B
tly
,
ratio
exact
large
l
prime factors, then, instead of the
0

results of Young's rule, the first
!in:�one tfoil wing are some �xamples of the
second, th:e n�mbers or elementary
<?

tontb· �mmg velocity-ratios, and the
the lllat1ons .of wheels suited to give velocity-ratios intermediate between
:n.lllnbers 1n the first line:-

'J\

1

1

7

24

88

315

1132

4064

14596

2
3
4
5
6
7
lo•e� following are examples of the results of the mo�ifie_d rule, that the
lroin. 3 : t�e velocity-ratios for each elementary comb1nat1on should range

6. -

1

1

6

2

36

3

216

4

1296

5

7776
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some ratio approximating to that ratio, and capable of resolution
into convenient factors, is to be found by the method of contin�e<!
fractions (see Article 1 17, page 106); also Willis On Mecha/n,1Jb'111,
pages 223 to 238).
B
Should be greater than 6, the best number of elementa.1'1
O
combinations is found by dividing by 6 again and again ti? a
quotient is obtained less than unity, when the number of divisions
will be the required number of combinations, m - I.
'fhen, if possible, B and O themselves are to be resolved eac1;
into m - 1 factors, "\\·hich factors, or multiples of them, shall be no
les::: than t, nor greater than 6 t ; or if B and O contain incon·
veniently large prime factors, an approximate velocity-ratio, found
B as
'
for
by the method of continued fractions, is to be substituted

C

before. When the prime factors of either B or C are fewer;
number than m - I, the required number of factors is to be Dl . e
up by inserting 1 as often as may be necessary. In multipl)?ng
factors that are too small to serve for numbers of teeth, pritne
numbers differing from those already amongst the factors are to be
J)referred as multipliers; and in general, where two or more facto1
1·equire to be multiplied, different prime numbers should be use
for the different factors.
So far as the resultant velocity-ratio is concerned, the urtkr 0fe
the drivers N, and of the followers n, is immaterial ; but to secur4
equable wear of the teeth, as explained in Article 1 15, page 1o ,
the wheels ought to be so arranged that for each elementary �oIJl"
bination the gi-eatest common divisor of N and n shall be either
JJ
l, or as small as possible ; and if the preceding rules have t>ee
observed in the choice of multipliers, this will be ensured bY,�
placing each driving wheel that it shall work with a follow10:
wheel whose number of teeth does not contain any of the sa,Ol11
multipliers ; for the original numbers B and C contain no comD1°
factor except 1.
of
The following is an example of a case requiring the . use t
additional multipliers :-Let the required velocity-ratio, in its leBS
terms, be
360
B
C
7 •
•

To get a quotient less than 1, this ratio must he divided by;
three times , therefore m - I = 3. The prime factors of 360 �
2 · 2 · 2 · 3 · 3 · 5 ; these may be combined so as to make t.heJ1
-v
factors in various different ways ; and the preference is to be gi
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to that which mak�s these factors least unequal, viz., 5 · 8 · 9.
· lience, resolvi!1g numerator and denominator into three factors
each, we have
5·8·9
B
C = I · l · 7·

It is next necessary to multiply the factors of the numerator and
denominator by a set of three multipliers. Suppose that the wheels
to be used are of such a class that the smallest pinion has 12 teeth,
those multipliers must be such that none of their products by
. e existing factors shall be less than 12; and for reasons already
fven, it is advisable that they should be different prime numbers.
t.ake the prime numbers, 2, 13, 17 (2 being taken to multiply '7);
tuen the numbers of teeth in the followers will be

!ten

13

X }

= }3 j 17

X

1

=

17; 2

X

7 = 14.

In distributing th'e multjpliers amongst the factors of the num
;ra.tor, let the smallest multiplier be combined with the largest
actor, and so on ; then we have
1 7 X 5 = 85 ; }3 X 8 = 104; 2 X 9 = 18.
Finally, in combining the drivers with the followers, those
lllltnber8 are to be combined which have no common factor; the
l'esult being the following train of wheels :85 1 8 104
14 . 1 3 . 17

=

360
7 .

c· ll9. Dlametl'lll and Radial Pilcih.-The diametral pitcli of a
lrcular wheel is a. length bearing the same proportion to the pitch
p per, or circular pitch, that tho diameter of a circle bears to its
c!O
lll'cu.mference ; and the radial pitch is half the diametral pitch.
d� other words, the dia.n1etral pitch is to be found by dividing the
eter of the pitch-circle by the number of teeth in the whole
c�
sarculllference, and the radial pitch by dividing the radius by the
number. In symbols, let p be the pitch, properly so called,
0 Ill�
thecip�ular pitch, as measured on the pitch circle, r the radius of
itch circle, or geometrical radius, and n the number of teeth ;
'1 the diametral pitch, and the radial pitch; · then

i

113

q = 355 p =
q 113
2 = 7-fo P

2r

n;

=

2

,,.

355

= n q ; p = ill q;

710 . q
r
nq
n; r = -2 ; p = l13 .2·
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Wheels are sometimes described by stating how n1any teeth �bey
l1ave for each inch of diameter; that is to say, by stating tlte recipr<r
n )
cal ofthe diarnetral pitch in incites (� =
; and the phrases used
2 r
in so describing them are sucl1 as the following :-A. tliree-7:ntcl1, wlieel
is a wheel having three teeth for each inch of diameter j so that
355
q = inch' and p ' ch '· a ten-pitcf•
- l ·0472 m
inch 3
113 X 3
wheel is a wheel having ten teeth for each inch of diameter; so that
3 � ,q = O·l inch, and p = ·1�; inch = 0·31416 inchj and so on.
The following are rules for solving qu estions regarding radial
and circular pitch by graphic construction.
. cli.
pit
I. Given, tile circula1· JJitch of a wlteel, to find tlte radial
Draw a straight line equal to one-sixth part of the given circular
pitch, and then, by Rule IV. of Article 51, page 29, find the _two
ends of a circular arc approximately equal in length to that straight
line, and subtending 60°. The chord of that arc will be the re
quired radial pitch very nearly, being too long by about one-9 00th
part only.
'!'his n1ay be expressed in other words, as follows (see fig. 79) :Let A B be a straight line equal to one-sixth of the given circuI!r
pitch. Dr-a.w the equilateral triang �
c
A B C, bisect B C in D, aud join A Dt
in A B, take A E = l A B, and aboU
E, with the radius E B = � A B, dra"'
the circular arc B F, cutting A D :prod
re
,
i
requ
duced
in
F
;
A
F
,,
the
will
be
,,
,
,
approximate radial pitch.
,,
,
,
,
If greater accuracy is required, Illakf
,,
,,
the straight line equal to one-twelfth �
,.
E
.B the circular pitch, and let the angle su
F.1g. '"·
tended by the arc be 30° ; the radiU:9 °f
that arc will be the required radial pitch,
correct to one-14,400th part.
II. Given, tlie radial pitch of a wlteel, tofind tlte ci1·cular J!itcli,
With a radius equal to six times the given radial pitch describeta
circle : niark upon the circun1ference of that circle a chord equal . 0
the radius, so as to lay off an arc equal to one-sixth part of the cir·
cumference; then, by Rnle I. or II. of .Article 51, page 28, draW:
straight line approximately equal in length to that arc; the Iengt
of that straight line will be the required circular pitch, very n carlyt
If Rule I. is used, the straight line will be too short by about;
one-900th part; if Rule II. is used, it will be too long by abou
one-3,600th part. If a closer approximation is required, measure

!

/

.. (I
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the circular pitch by _both rules; then to the length, as n1easnred
b! ule I., addfour tinies the
length as measured by Rule II., and
d�vi�
de the sum by five; the quotient will be the required circular

l>1tch, correct to about one-40,000th part.
l 20. �elative Po,!Ji&ion& of Parallel Axes in Wbcelwork.-I. Given,
the radial pitch and the numbers of teeth of a pair of wheels ,vith
a
ne of centres, or distance
_a li_a
c rallel �xes, to find th� length of the
< �iween the axes. :i\'Iultiply the radial pitch by the sum or hy the
l1 0!ence of the numbers of teeth, according as the ,vheels are in
outside r inside gearing.
�
II. Gi
ven: the length. of the line of centres, and the numbers of
teetli, to find the
v ide tl1e given length by the snm
or t�e difference radial pitch. Di according as the wheels are in
of the numbers,
outside or inside gearing.
III. Given, i n fig 80, the perpendicular distance A A"' between
th e rst and
fi
last axes of a train of wheels, ,vhich are to turn about
P
pfrallel axes all in one
,
r'!_Jl"'
1, A"
an e, and the numbers of .A�T
te�th of th
e ,vheels ; rei
{b red, the positions of
ts�-veral pitch - points
?;}
an� interm
Pr°� one ediate axes.
end, A, of the
8. tra1
ht line A A''' draw
g
'
'
1n. an
con
Y
ve
nie
nt
different
dltect·ion,
her straigh t
I'1n e A. ..anot
,
os ff on a , on which lay
t" a'"
any convenient
c.{10
a_ series of lengths
Fig. so.
Prop'ortion
al to the numbe .
a'�� if teeth, viz. : A i for the first driver, i a' for the first follower ;
the
and so on.
Let ;.� be second driver, i' a'' for the second follower;the strai.ght
ths. Draw
lin0ea.,, A"'the end of that se1·ies of lenu:
,_.
· s of stra1g
' ht
, and parallel to that line draw a serie
lines .
I,
the poin' ts of divisio. n of A a"', cutting
A?., i_ln a: A', &c., throu<Yh
.A. .Q.
o
· '
&c 1. 11 a C01·respondin<Y series of points of a 1v1s1on. Then A', A",
; represent the i�termediate axes, and I, I', &c., the pitch�
oi
p s.
2 1 . l:.a
1ing - 01r Pitch and Subdivi•ion of Pitch-Lines.-The
ay�
1
o
lin�:1� ft' of the pitch, or �f any n1ultiple of the pitch, on the pitch5 1 pa ea wheel, is to be perforn1ed by means of Rule III. of Article
29- The layinO'-off of the same length upon several different
i.
J)_itch•g
O
·
•
•
l1_ nes, so as
upon them, 1nay
h
-points
pitc
to
onding
find
corresp
ve pQ.�1-£
rmed
1
.a.
r:prese at one operation, as follo\\ S :-Let the straight line
and about nt _the given length. In A G take A. C . = J AG;
C, with the radius C G = ¾ A G, draw a circular arc,
I
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D G D.""' Let A D, A D', &c.,.be arcs of different pitch-lines,

touching 4 G in A, and cut off by the dotted circular arc ; eac�
be app1•ox1•
will
arcs
e
of
tl1es
,,...---_•_ .9:-_•__ --.....n"'
J�
mately equal in length to A .Gh
.�
.,.
,
As to the operation of "p!,,
n/',,,- ,
_itc
n of a p1tch·
is
Ri•
at!,,
divi
-th
',
ing"
,/
,
'
""'
,
--\� · circle 01· othe1· pitch-line, or 0f
D/
,--\ any p:irt of a pitch line, into anY
''
reqnired number of parts, e�ch
equal to the pitch-see Art1�e
5 1 , Rules V. and VI., pages -9
aud 30.
Circular and straight pitch· ·
A
lines n1ay be subdivided hy means
Fig. 81.
of " Dividinrr Eno-ines." I n a
dividing engine the piece upon ,vhich <livision� areto be mark�
is fixed upon a suitable support, capable of turning abont an a:x:tS
or of sliding in a straight line, as the case 1nay be, and move� b�
means of a Rcrew. By turning tl1e scre,v a n1otion of any require
extent can be given to the piece, and repeated as often as roay be
necessary ; and after each such moven1ent, a mark is made on �be
surface to be divided by means of a sharp point or edge, having
a movenient trausverse to tl1at of the piece to be divided.*
l\lachines are used by mechanical engineers, with 1nove1nents o:
the principle of dividing engines, which serve both to pitcli whee
r
or divide their pitch-circles, and to cut their teeth to the prope
shape. Such n1achines will be again mentioned further 011.
1

IV.-/Jlicling Contact-Teetli, Screw-Gea1-ing, and CarM•
1 22. Gene1·nl Principle of Hlitling Contact.- The line of cont·
tion, in the case of sli�ing c�ntact of two moving pieces, is t �,
common normal to their surfaces at the point where they touch
and the principle of their comparative motion is, that the c�;
ponents, along tl,at nor1nal, of the velocities of a.ny two PU!'11,
ttfaversed by it, are equal. ' This being borne in mind, all ques�i�DS
of the comparative n1otion of a pair of prin1ary pieces in shdIPgs
contact may be solved by means of the llnles of Article !J 1, page
78 to 80.
The acting snr£'1ces of a pair of pieces in sliding contact may be
both plane or both convex, or one con vex and one plane; but one
• For descriptions of dividing engines for purposes of great precision , see
SECTION

Ramsden's Degcription of a.n Engine for Dividing JJlatlieniatical Jnstrurr/#·
1777; Ramsden's De.<Jcription of an Enr,inefor Dividin.q Straight Lines, 639
Holtzapffel On Turning and Mechanical Manipulation, voL ii., pages
to 654.
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of them only can be concave ; and in that case the other must be
co ex, and
�
of a curvature not flatter than that of the concave
8U.1.1ace
.
123 . Teeah of Wheels and Ra�ks. General Principle. (A. Jf.,
l.)-The figures of the teeth of wheels and racks are regulated
45
b �he
principle, that the teeth sliall give the same velocity-ratio by
tlei� 8�iding
contact vJ!iich the ideal toothless pitch-surfaces would give
bY tr,eir
rolling contact.
Let B ,
1 B2, in fig. 82, be parts of the pitch-lines of a pair of �
1Vheels, I
the pitch-point, and 01, C2 the traces of the axes.
.A.ccord.
1ng to Article 91, pages 78 to 80, the comparative velocity
of t conn
ected pieces depends on the position of the point where
o
th rine
of connection cuts the line of centres. For a pair of smooth
p·:
1 ch-s
u1:faces:, that point is the pitch-point I ; and for a pair of
8
ces
the line of connection
0��te 1n sliding contact, it is the point where
se surfaces (being, as stated in the preceding Article, their
<'-0Illtnon
th6 xe . normal at the point where they touch) cuts the plane of
of ee� Hence the condition of the correct working of the teeth
; �s and racks is the following:.
e line of connection of the teeth should always traverse the pitchoi
l1,
P nt.
'For e
ra
t s xample, in fig. 82, A 1 T1 and A2 T2 may represent the
of :et_hf parts of the acting surfaces of a pair
e1
t
belonging to the driver and follower
� ctively, T
the.�
1 and '1,2 a pair of particles in
surfa
touch
each the ces, which at a given instant
r in one point, and P1 T1 11e2 P2 the
COtn o
on normal at that point ; then that
nor:
J>oin.t ought always to traverse the pitcht �he inst
:
ant of passing the line of centres
th
'\\>itfthn.t �f contact of a pair of teeth coincides
e pitch-point.
124• 'l'eeth
<"'a
- Definitions of their Parts.1.\at art of the
of a �
Fig. 82.
FRONT or acting surface
0�h which
projects beyond the pitchsurrace 18
called the FACEE· that part which lies within the
J>itch s
dtiv-e- urface, the FLANK. The flanks of the teeth of the driver
the
teeth f thfaces of the teeth of the follower, and the faces of the
e driver drive the flanks of the teeth of the follower.
1'he oorrespo
nding divisions of the BACK of a tooth may be called
the :e:
ing is :!-FACE and BACK-FLANK. The face of a tooth in outside gearW°h ways convex ; the flank may be convex, plane, or concave.
motion of a pair of wheels is reversed, the backs of
the tee�t
come the acting surfaces.
By the PlTCH-POIN'T'
o,., & "'"""'" ;� mP�.nt. t.lu� noint. wl,PrA the

1

ai.

te

,
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pitch-line of the wheel cuts the front of the tooth. At the instant
of passing the line of centres, the pitch-points of a pair of teeth
coincide with each other, with the point of contact, and with the
·
pitch-point of the pitch-lines.
.
The DEPTH of a tooth is the distance in the direction of a raJins
from root to crest ; the extent to which the crest of a tooth proj ects
beyond the pitch-surface is called the ADDENDUM ; and a line paralle!
to the pitch-line, and touching the crests of all the teeth of a whee
or rack, is called the ADDENDU�I-LINE, or, in a circular wheel, the
ADDENDUi\1-CIRCLE. The radius of the addendum-circle of a circular
wheel is called the REAL RADIUS, t-0 distinguish it from the radiUS
of the pitch-circle, which is called the GEOMETRICAL RADIUS.
CLEARANCE or FREEDOM is the excess of the total depth above the
working depth, or, in other words, the least distance between the
crest of a tooth of one wheel and the bottom of the hollow bet-ween
two teeth of another wheel, ,vith which the first wheel gears.
The pitch of a pitch-line is divided by the fronts and backs 0f
the teeth into THICKNESS and SP.ACE. The excess of the sp�
between the teeth of one wheel above the thickness of the teeth 0
another wheel with which the first wheel gears is called PLAY . or
ine
BACK-LASH ; because it is the distance through which the pitch-lth
of the driver moves after having its motion reversed before e
backs of the teeth begin to act.
_
125. �a•tomary Dimen1dons of Teeth.-The .following are �
tomary dirnensions for teeth, taken from a table which
Fairbairn gives in his treatise On Millwork (see fig. 83).
be
It is to be understood thu.t these customary dimensions roaY so
.
ng
doi
when
there
is
any
sufficient reason for
departed from
Examples of this will appear in the sequel
A

1/.
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Let the pitch C D = p ; then
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Depth, total, A B = 0· 75 -p ;
· iearance or freedom, E B,. . . .. . . . . . . . _ _ .
· h ,. *
so, play or back-lash, F D - C F } - / - 0 06 P + 0·04 inc
Depth, working, A E = 0·75 p - f;
.A.ddendum' A G =

,

! A E ,·

2

'l'hickness, C F = P - f •
2 ,

Space, F D = p +f.
2
� �t�ckness of ring which carries the teeth (in a cast-iron wheel)
1ckness of tooth at root.
'l'
"'h \e l�ast thickness sufficient for the teeth of a given pair of
ee 8
eJC ed;is a question of strength, depending on the force to be
and although such questions properly belong to a later
di��'t:
1
810
l'U.l n of this treati::;e, it may be convenient to state here the
bet�nerally relied on :-Divide the greatest pressure to be exerted
. a pair ef teeth in pounds by 1,,5 00; the square root of the
�ttott t will
be tlte least proper thickness in inches.
F en
r pre
lnil}? , ssures expressed in kilogrammes, and thicknesses in
res ltnetres, the divisor beco1ues l ·055; the rule being in other
'I'phts the same.
clepene _least breadth sufficient for the fronts of teeth is a quantity
n � 0n dynamical principles, and belonging properly to the
.e
llext ��1"•�no
Otdina y r n ; but fo1· convenience it may here be stated that an
in p r ule is as follows :-Divide the greatest pressure to be exerted
8 y tlie pitc/1, in inches, and b 160 ; tlUJ quotient will be the
�
y
'Ja
F in inclies.
insi:.: pres�u�e� in kilogram mes and dimensions in millimetres,
d of d1v1d1ng by
160, multiply by 9.
1 26
. rrhe fig?res of the acting surfaces
of teet 'l'eeth f"or_ ln•l�e Ge�ri�3•h for a p1tch-c1rcle 1n 1ns1de gearing are exactly the same
·
"\\>ith th e
the r i:� suited for the same pitch-circle in outside gearing; but
e tive
k
flan s e positions of teeth and spaces, and those of faces and
the J>itch .reversed ; and the addendu1n-circle is of less radius than
cir
lll.odifi.c t: cle. All the rules in the ensuing Articles, with these
1 27. �:ns, may be applied to inside gearing.
"-• It nunon VelocilJ nnd Relative Velocity of Teeth-Approach
eee.._
Pat h of <:ontaci.-The common velocity of a pair of

"br �1:'J:1

• 0·04 inche= 1 millim�tre, nearlv
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teeth is that component velocity along the line of connection w�ich
is common to the pair of particles that touch each other at a given
instant. In fig. 82, page 115, let C1 P1 and C2 P2 be the two
common perpendiculars of the line of connection and the two axes
respectively, and let a1 and a2 denote the angular velocitiE>.s about
those axes; then the common component in question has the value
ala' cl P1

= a2 • C2 P2. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (l.)

The relative velocity of a pair of teeth is the velocity with which
their acting surfaces slide over each other; and it is found as
follows :-Conceive one of the pitch-surfaces to be fixed, and the
other to roll upon it, so that the line of contact (I, fig. 82, page
115) becomes an instantaneous axis; find the resultant angular
velocity (see Articles 73 to 77, pages 52 to 56, and Articles 81 and
82, pages 66 to 68), and multiply it by the perpendicular distance of
the point of contact of the teeth (T, fig. 82) from the instantaneo�
axis; the product will be the relative velocity required. That 19
to say, let c denote the resultant angular velocity about the
instantaneous axis of the pitch-surface which is supposed to roll}
and in fig. 82 let I T be the perpendicular distance of the point 0
contact from the instantaneous axis; then the relative velocity of
sliding is
c • I T. . . . a.. . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . (2. )

The values of the resultant angular velocity c (as has bee.P
shown in the previous Articles, already refetTed to) are, for para�Jel
axes in outside gearing, c = a1 + a2 ; for parallel axes in inside
gearing, c = a1 - a2 ; and for intersecting axes, the diagonal of 11
parallelogram, of which a1 and a2 are the sides.
While the point of contact, T, is advancing towards the pitch
point I, the roots of the teeth are sliding towards each other ; and
this relative motion is called the APPROACH.
The relative velocity gradua11y diminishes as the approach go;s
on, and vanishes at the instant when I T = 0 ; that is, when t
point of contact coincides with the pitch-point ; so that at tba
precise instant the pair of teeth are in rolling contact.
f
After the point of contact has passed the pitch-point, the roots 0
the teeth are sliding away from each other with a graduallY
increasing relative velocitya; and this relative n1otion is caBed the

!

During the approach the flank of the driver drives the face 0f
the follower; during the recess the face of the driver drives the
flank of the follower.
The extent of the sliding motion of a pair of teeth is equal, du�n!
the approach, to the excess of the lengtb of the face of the drive
RECESS.
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tooth above the length of tbe flank of the driving tootha; and during
the recess, to the excess of the length of the face of the driving
tooth above the length of the flank of the driven tooth.
The PATH OF CONTACT is the line traversing the various positions
of the point of contact, T (fig. 82, page 115). If the line of con
ne�tion preserves always the same position, the path of contact
�o1ncides with it, and is straight; in other cases the path of contact
lS curved.
It is divided by the pitch-point I into two parts : the path of
approach, described by T in approaching the pitch-point; and
th� path oj-' recess, described by T after having passed the pitch
po1nt.
The path of contact is bounded where the approach commences
bY_ the addendum-line of the follower; and where the recess ter
lninates, by the addendum-line of the driver. The length of the
Path of contact must be such that there shall al,vays be at least
:e pair of teeth in contact; and it is better still, when practicable,
tna�e it so long that there shall always b� at least two pairs of
teeth
1n contact ; but this is not al,vays possible.
1
. 28. Arc of Con1acr. (A. ilf., 454.)-The arc of contact on a.
�itc_h-line is that part of the pitch-line which passes the pitch- point
ui.ng the action of one given tooth with the corresponding tooth
�
0 the
other wheel.
I n . order that one pair of teeth at least may be in action at
each _instant, the length of the arc of contact must be great� than
t�
·
pitch ; and when practicable, it should be double tl,,e pitch, in
0�
er that two pairs of teeth, at least, may be in action at each
i: ta
va1 nt; but this is not always practicable; and the most common
ues
front are from l ·4 to l ·8 times the pitch. It is divided by the
a 0of the tooth to which it belongs into t,vo parts : the arc of
,,.� ach! lying in advance of the front of the tooth ; and the arc of
8 lyi
> s ng behind the front of the tooth. It is usual to make
th
ca arc
of approach and of recess of equal lengtha; and in that
:
e ea�h
if ract of them must be greater than ha(fthe pitch, and should,
an<} a 1?able, be made equal to the pitch. For a given pitch-line,
en pitch and tigure of tooth, the length of those arcs
dep ndg1v
s on the addendum, in a manner to be afterwards described.
1�9
teeth ·. Obliquity of A.ction.-The obliquity of action of a pair of
insta t18 t_l1e angle ,v hich the line of connection makes at any
atnpl: _with a tangent plane to the two pitch-surfaces; for ex
in fig.
of the angle at L
�ben' th� path82, page 115, the cornple1nent
of contact is a straight line, coinciding at every
inata: t
othern wit� the line of connection, the obliquity is constant ; in
that i:i�es .1t. is variable ; and its mode of variation is usually such
r�SS jnnn 1shes during the approach, and increases again during
. na
dynamical point of view, it is advantageous to make
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the obliquity as small as possible ; and, on the other hand, there is
a connection between the obliquity of action and the number of
teeth which makes it impracticable to use J)inions of fewer than a
certain number of teeth with less than a certain maximum obliquity
of action. Mr. Willis, from an examination of the results of
ordinary practice, concludes that the best value on the whole for
the rnean obliquity of action in toothed gearing is between 14° and
15°. Such an angle may be easily constructed by drawing a right
angled triangle whose three sides bear to each other the proportion
of the numbers
65 : 63 : 16 ;
wl1en the reqnired angle will lie opposite to the shortest side of the
triangle. The values of its chief trigonometrical functions aresine, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 6
cosine,. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 63
tangent,. . •...!,,
.... . . I 6
cosccant,. . . . . . . . . .. 65
cotangeut, . . . . . . . . . 63

+ 65 = 0·2461538, nearly.
-;- 65 = 0·9692308, nearly.
+ 63 = 0·2530683, 11carly.
� l G = 4·0625.
-;- 1 6 = 3·9375.

The corresponding angle is 14° 15'; being a little less than one-25th
part of a revolution.
130. The Tee1h of Spur-Wheels and Rnek11 have acting surface�
of the cla88 called cylindrical surfaces, in the comprehensive sense 0i
t11at te1·111 ; and their figures are designed by drawing the traces 0
their snrfa.ces on a plane perpendicular to the axes of the ,,.,heels
(or, in the case of a rack, to the axis of the wheel that is to gea-r
with the rack) ; ,vhich plane contains the pitch-lines and the line of
connection, an<l may be represented by the plane of the paper in fig.
82, page 1 15. The path of contact, also, is situated in the same
plane; and the angle of obliquity of action is at each instant eq�al
to the angle I C P, which the comn1on perpendicular, C P, of the lllle
of connection and one of the axes n1akes with the line of centres,
C1 I 02• Because of the comparative simplicity of the rules for
d1·a,viug the figures of the teeth of spur-wheels, those rules are usfid,
with the aid of certain devices to be afier,vards described, 0
dra,vin g the figures of the teeth of bevel wheels and skew-beve
wheels also.
e
131. Involute Teeth for (:h•etllnr Wheels. (A.. M. , 457.)- Th.
sin1plest of all forrns for the teeth of circular wheels is that . 1:
which the path of contact is a straight line always coinciding "'!t
the line of connection, which makes a constant angle with the hne
of centres, and is inclined at a coIIBtant angle of obliquity to the
con1mon tangent of the pitch-lines.
I n fig. 84, let 01, 02,, be the centres of two circular wheels, whose

!
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pitch-circles are marked B1, B2• Through the pitch-point I dr-a,w
the intended .line of connection, P1 P2, making, with the line of
centres, the angle C I P = the complement
c,
of the intended obliquity.
From cl and 02 draw cl pl and 02 P2
perpendicular to P1 P2, with which two per
pendiculars as radii describe circles (called
base-circles) marked D1, D2•
D1
Suppose the base-circles to be a pair of
circular pulleys, connected by means of a B,
cord whose course fro1n pulley to pulley is ����
P1 I P2' As the line of connection of those
J�
pulleys is the Mme ,vith that of the proposed 82 - �
teeth, they ,vill rotate with the required 1>2
\'elocity-ratio. Now, suppose a tracing point,
c2
T, to be fixed to the cord, so as to be carried
along tl1e path of contact, P1 I P2. That
Fi,.... 84.
point will trace, on a plane rotating along
With the wheel 1, part of the involute of the base-circle D1, an<l
on a plane rotating along with the ,vheel 2, part of the involute
of the base-circle D2, and the two curves so traced will al,vays cnt
the line of connection at right angles, and touch each other in the
required point of contact T, and ,vill therefore fulfil the condition
required by Article 122, page 114. The teeth thus traced are
called Involute Teet,h.
All involute teeth of the same pitch ,vork smootl1ly together.
The following is the process by which the figures of involute
teeth are to be drawn in practice:In fig. 85, let C represent the centre of the wheel, I the pitch
})oint, C I the geometrical radius, B I B the pitch-circle, and let
t�e intended angle of obliquity of action be given, and also tl1e
}>itch. (In the example represented by the figure, the obliquity is
8Uppo�ed to be 141°, a� stated in Article 129, page 120; and the
Wheel has 30 teeth.) Then proceed by the following rules:_ I. To draw tl,e base-circle and tlte line ef connection. About 0,
"11th the radius C P == C I x cosiue of obliquity (that is to say, in
the present example,
C I), draw a circle, D P D ; this is the
0

!!

bQse-circle. Then about I, with a radius I P = C I x sine of
obliquity (that is to say, in the present example, �� C I), draw
a

i�ort
circular arc, cutting the ba.se-eircle in P.
n

Draw the straight
e P F I E ; this will be the line of connection ; and it will touch
l
the base-circl
e at P.
11. To find tlte normal pitch, tlte addendum, and the real
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,,-adius, and to d1·aw the addendum-circle and the flank-circle. At
the pitch-point, I, draw the straight line I A, touching the pitch·
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Fig. 85.

circle, and Jay off upon it the length I A equal to the pitch,
From A let fall A E perpendicular to I E. Then I E will be
what may be called the NORMAL PITCII, being the distance, as rnea·
sured along the line of connection, from the front of one tooth to
the front of the next tooth.
The normal pitch is also the pitch on the base-circle; that is, the
distance, as n1casured on the base-circle, between the front of one
tooth and the front of the next.
The ratio of the normal pitch of involute teeth to the circulaf
pitch is equal to the ratio of the radius of the base-circle to that 0
the pitch-circle ; that is to say,

IE

IA =

C P

CI
in the present example).

. of obl'1qu1·ty (
= cosine

63

= 65
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In order that two pairs of teeth at least may always be in action,
the arc of contact is to consist of two halves, each equal to the pitch
(see Article 128, page 119). Lay off on the line of connection,
E P, the distance I F = I E. Then E F will be the pcith of con
tact (Article 127, page 1 19), consisting of two halves, each equal to
the normal pitch.
Draw the straight line C E ; this will be the real radius, and
t�e circle E G G', drawn with that radius, will be the addendum
circle, which all the crests of the teeth are to touch. Then, with
the radius C F, draw the circle F H (u1arked with dots in the
figure); this may be called the FLANK-CIRCLE, for it marks the inner
ends of the flanks of all the teeth.
The addendum is C E - C I.
III. To rlraw the ROOT CIRCLE ; that is, the circle which the
bottoms of all the bollovvs between the teeth (or CLEARING CURVES, as
t�ey are called) are to touch. First find, by drawing or by calcula
tion, the greatest addendum of any wheel with ,vhich the given wheel
�ay have to gear ; that is, the addendum of the smallest practicable
P!nion of the same pitch and obliquity ; that is, the addendum of a
Plllion iu which the pitch subtends at the centre an angle approxi
lllately eqnal to the obliquity. With the obliquity already stated,
8�c? a
pinion has 25 teeth. To fin d the addendum of such a
P11n?n by drawing :-Through F, pnrallel to P C, draw F L, as
cutting I C in L. Join L E ; then L E - L I will be the required
fereatest addendum. To find the greatest addendum by calculation,
t q, denote the obliquity, and p the pitch ; then

L E. - L I = p cotan f

{

J (3 sin2 f + I) - 1 } ·

'With the angle of obliquity already stated, this gives
LE - LI

=

0 ·343 p, very nearly;

and this is the origin of the value 0 ·35 p, which is very commonly
llsed for .the addendum of teeth.
To the greatest addeudutn, thus found, add a suitable allowance
fi
.0r clea1
-ance (Article 125, page 1 1 6), and lay off the sum I K
t"'ards fron1 the pitch-circle along the radius. Then C K will
the radius of the required root-circle.
IV. '110 draw the traces of the teeth. Mark the pitch-points of
!e _fronts of the teeth (I, I', &c. ), accor�ing to the pri�ciples of
· �ticle 121, page 113, and those of their backs, by laying off a
��ta?le thickness on the pitch-circle (see Article 125, page 1 16).
tain a. " templet,," or thin flat disc of wood or n1etal, having its
dge accurately
�
shaped to the figure of the base-circle. Such a
Inplet is represented in plan by C D D, fig. 86, and in elevation
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by D' D'. A piece of watch-spring, marked P M i n plan, and P' M'
in elevation, is to have its edges filed so as to leave a pair of sharp
o' t'
�,
b'
.M.'
((D

-

T'

Fig. 86.

C

projecting tracing-points, marked T', t', in elevation, and T in pla�•
One end of that spring, P, P', is to have a round hole drilled 1n it,
and to be fixed to the middle of the edge of the templet by means
of a screw, about which the spring is to be free to turn ; aud the
other end, rvI, M', is to be fitted with a knob to hold it by. Place
the templet on the drawing (or pattern, as the case 1nay be),. 8�
that C shall coincide with the centre of the wheel, and D D wit
the base-circle ; and also so that the lower of the two tracing-points,
when the spring is moved to and fro, shall pass through the pitch'
point of a tooth ; then that tracing-point vvill draw the trace of the
front of the tooth ; and by turning the templet about C, and repea.tf
ing the process, the traces of the fronts of any required number 0
teeth may be drawn.
To dra,v the traces of the backs of the teeth, the position of t�e
spring relatively to the templet is to be reversed, by turning it
about the screw at P, so as to use the tracing-point that w9,S
previnnsly npper1nost.
The distance, P T, from the screw to the tracing-points should
not be le8s than twice the normal pitch.
V. The Clearing Curves are the traces of the hollows which I�
inside the flank-circle, F H, fig. 85. Their side parts ou(J'ht to
tangents to the inner ends of the flanks of the teeth (at and II,
for exarnph�), and their bottom parts ought to coincide wi�h. th!
root-circle through K. Those different parts may be J 01�e
to each otl1er by n1eans of small circular arcs. In con �ection
with the tigures of the �ide parts of those �learing cur�es, it may
be obst-!l'Ve<l, tl,at F L 1s a tanO'ent to the inner end of the flank
l' F, an<l tl1el'�fore to the clea1:lng curve at that point ; and that
tangent::,; to tl1e iuner ends of other flanks n1ay be dl"c1.wn by re-

F
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peating the process by which F L is drawn, or by the follo,ving
process :-About C, with the radius C N = P F, draw a circle;
F L N will be a straight tangent to that circle; and so also will
all t�e taugents to the flanks at their inner ends. Therefore, from
��e inner ends of all the flanks, both front and back, dravr straight
ines touching the circle C N, and so placed that the straight lines
from. the frout and back flanks of the same tooth shall not cross
each ot�1er; these lines will show the proper positions for the side
of the clearing curves. When the flank-circle coincides with
e base�cii-cle (as in the smallest pinion of a given pitch), the side
of the clearing curves coincide with the radii drawn from
e ceut1·e C to the inner ends of the flanks.
32.. Involute Teeth for Hack8.-The following is the process of
�
d. esign1ng
the teeth of a straight rack which is to gear ,vith an
ovo
� lute-toothed wheel of a given pitch and a given obliquity :-In
A B be the pitch-line of the rack, and let A I = I l' be
tf·e p8itclet
h. Lay off A I E
c;.
�,
r
E;....c--�--------t?e given angle of obity, and fro A let A
jl! - -B
;rr-----.\
r�1�� E
�
perpend1cular to
________e____ lf/.�-------r_ ·-_ .: ::,.�i1.,
I E,
.
-- - - ---- - --then I E will be _______ __..__{ _._____ ____\
tif
. he nornial pitch
,· further,
K F'1g. 87•
the I�ath of contact
is
.
to on 1
st
pitch,
norn1al
the
of two halves, each equal to . half
I i �
I F will he one of those halves; then 1n E I produced make
tact === I E, and I F ,vill be the other half of the pa�h o� con
h E, parallel to A B, draw E G G ; tlns ,v1ll be
th · a Throug
�dendu,n line; through F, parallel to B A, draw F H ;
th? Will
be the flank-line' markine1
the inner ends of the acting
Su�
1·.1.aces Of tlie teeth. Perpendicuolar to A B draw I K, equal to
the gr�ate
obf ui st addeudum in the set of wheels of the given pitch and
of irti�y ,vith an allowance for clearance added, as in Rule III.
. cle 131, pa<Ye 1 23 ,• throuO'h K, parallel to A B, clraw a
Str
o
· a1 oht 1 1. ne; this o
,vill be the root-line, with which the bottoms of
all th h
llows between the teeth are to coincide:
�
Th: tiaces of the fronts the teeth are straight l i. nes perpen
die 1a
of
to
to E F .� F, an<.l the fronts themselves are Ji>lan_es perpendicular
planes 1ncl1ned at the same
are
angle to· I he. backs of the teeth
.
.
A B in t i1e contrary d1rect1on.
1 33· Pecu
liar Propea·tie• of Jnvohate Tecth.-lnvolute teeth have
sollle ec
l g nlia1· properties not possessed by teeth of other figures.
ts
' orrnal
lJitcii!,,. i _ of involute teeth have a definite and constant n
of 8.{ c e1�•g, as already explained, the distance betweeu the fronts
e teeth, measured on the path of contact, or on the
circu� ts�lv
e ence of the
base-circle ; and all wheels a,nd raclcs wit!-,,
in.volute ;eeth uJ
the sanie no1·1nal pitch gear correctly ·with each other.

fhrts
fhrts

r

!,

□- -----·--1,;_--..
1
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II. The length of the line of centres, or perpendicular distance
between the axes, of a pair of wheels with involute teeth of the
same normal pitch, or the perpendicu]ar diHtance from the axis. of
a wheel with involute teeth to the addendum-line of a rack with
which it gears, may be altered; and so long as the wheels, or wheel
and rack, are sufficiently near together to make the path of contact
longer than the norn1al pitch, and sufficiently far asunder for the
crests of each set of teeth to clear the hollows between the teeth
of the other set, the wheels, or the wheel and rack, will conti�u�
to work correctly together, and to preserve their velocity-ra�io,
although, in the case of a pair of wheels, the pitch-lines, the pitch
as measured on the pitch-lines, and the obliquity, will all be altered
when the length of the line of centres is altered. In other words,
the velocity-ratio of a pair of wheels with involute teeth of t�e
same normal pitch is the reciprocal of the ratio of the radii of tbeJl'
C

A'

p.

.,_..-
-.,.,.,--

,/

Ii'

D'

f','

Fig. 88.

tiO
base-circles, and depends on this ratio alone; and the velocij-� b
of a wheel and rack with involute teeth of the same norID P1tc
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depends solely on the radius of the base-circle of the wheel and
on the angle of obliquity of the line of connection.
Another way of stating this property of involute teeth is, that
the pitcl1-lines of wheels and racks with such teeth are arbitrary to
an extent limited only by the necessity of having a path of contact
of a certain length.
One practical result of this is (as Mr. Willis firRt pointed out),
that the back-lash of involute teeth is variable at wil1, being capable
of being increased or diminished by moving the wheels, or the ,vheel
an� rack, farther from or nearer to each other, and may thus be
8.dJusted so as to be no greater than is absolutely necessary in order
to prevent jamn1ing of the teeth-a property not possessed by teeth
of any other figure.
III Given (in fig. 88), tlie centres, C, 0', tlte base-circles, D D,
)) D•,. and
tlie addendum-circles, A A, A' A', o.f' a pa·i1· ef spu·r
toheels u·ith in-volute teeth of a given normal pitcli, to find tlie line of
�nection, tlte pitcli-point, tlte pitch-circles, tlie pitcl,, on the pitclt
ctrcles, and the path of contact.
]?raw a common tangent, P P', to the two base-circles in such a
P�SJ.tion as to 1·un from the driver to the fullo,ver .in the direction
� tn.otion. That common tangent will be the line of connection :
e point I, where it cuts the line of centres, will be the pitch-point:
h
t"'0 cir
cles, B B and B' B', described about C and c, respectively,
and touching each other in I, wi]l be the pitch-circlese: the pitch
on the
pitch-circles will be greater than the normal pitch iu the
:tio �: = g,•
and the part E E' of the line of connection which
lie
i�etween the two addendum-circles ,vill be the path of contact..
O,i/d_ _ • ..Given (in fig. 89), the centre, C, the base-circle, D D, a,nd t!te
-�um-circle, A A, of a spur-wheel with involute teeth of a given,

!, ;

C

�·
Fig. 89.

�pi,tcli; also tlze pitcli-line, B' B', and tlie acldendum-line, A' .A ',
'l'ack wlticl,, is to have involute teeth of the sanie nor'lhal pitch; to
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find the pitcli-pmnt, the pitcli-circle of t/1,e wlieel, the line of connect,ton,
tlte pitch, as measu'red 011, the pitch-lines, the path of contact, and t/"8
position qf the fronts of the teeth of the rack.
From C let fall C I perpendicular to B' B' ; then I will be the
pitch-point ; and a circle, B B, of the radius C I, will be the pitch·
circle of the ,vheel. From I draw I P, toucl1ing the base-circle
D D ; I P ,vill be the line of connection. The pitch, as measured
on the pitch-lines, will be greater than the norrnal pitch, in the
ratio
of the radius of the pitch-circle to that of the base-circle.

6;

•

The path of contact will be the part E E' of the line of connectio�,
which is contained bet\veen the addendum-line of the rack, A1 A ,
and the addendun1-c:ircle of the wheel, A A. The fronts of the
teeth of the r,\ck are to be planes perpendicular to I P, or, in other
words, parallel to P C.
V. By the application of the preceding principles, two or more
wheels of difft>rent numbers of teeth, turning about one axis, can
be made to gea.r correctly with one wheel or with one rack ; or two
or n1ore parallel racks, with different obliquities of action, may b:
n1ade to gea1· correctly with one wl1eel, the norn1al pitches in eac
case being the same ; and thus differential move1nents of varions sorts
may be obtained. This is not possible with teeth of any other forOl•
The obliquity of the action of involute teeth is by many con·
sidercd a.n objection to their use ; and that i'3 the reason whY,
not,vithstanding their simplicity and their other advantages, t�e{
are not so often used as other forms. In a.nticipation of the subJ��
of the dynamics of n1achinery it may be stated, that the princ1pJ
cffect of the obliquity of the action of involute teeth is to iocrea.56
the pre:::snre exerted .between the acting surfaces of the teeth, an_!
also the pressure exerted between the axles of the wheels and thet
bearings, nearly in the ratio in which the radius of the pitch-circl:
of each wheel is greater than the 1·adius of the base-circle, and th!J.f
a corresponding increase of friction is produced by that increase 0
pressure. In the exan1ple of Article 131, that ratio is 65 : 63.
134. Teeth for a Given Path of �ontaca.-In the tl1ree pre
ceding Articles the forms of the teeth are found by assn1n ing 11
figure for the path of contact-viz., the straight line. Any other
convenient figure may be assumed for the path of contact, and t�:
corresponding forms of the teeth found, by deterrnining wha
curves a point n1oving along the assun1ed path of contact will trace
on two discs, rotating round the centres of the wheels with anguI;r
velocities, which bear that relation to the component velocity of \e
tracing-point along the line of connection which is given by t�e8
principles of Article 1 27, page 1 1 8. This method of findin g t_
forms of the teeth of wheels is the subject of an interesting tret1tiSB
1,y Mr. Edward Sang.
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. All wheels having teeth of the same pitch, traced from the same
pa.th of contact, work correctly together., and are said to belong to
the same set.
135. Teeth Traeed by Rollins Cane.. (A. M., 452.)-From the
principles of Articles 1 22 and 123, pages 1 1 4, 1 15, it appears that at
every instant the position of the point of contact, T, of the acting
surfaces of a pair of teeth (fig. 82, page 115), and the corresponding
P<>sitil)n of the pitch-point I in the pitch-lines of the wheels to
Y,�ich those teeth belong, are so related, that the line, I T, which
JOlJls them, is normal to the surface of each of the teeth at the point
'l'·e Now this is the relation which exists between the tracing
.
lJOint T, and the instantaneous am or line ofcontact I, in a rolling
curve of such a figure, that, being rolled ttpon the pitch-line, its
tracing-point T traces the outline of a tooth. (As to rolling
:urves and rolled curves, see Articles 72, 74, 75, 77, 78, 79, pages
· 1 to 62.)
In order that a. pair of teeth may work correctly together, it is
n�essary and sufficient that the instantaneous normal,s from the
P1tch-point to the acting surfaces of the two teeth should coincide
;t each instant; and this condition is fulfilled if the outlines of tl"6
too
in rolling
ti. 'teeth be traced by the 'lfWtion of the same tracing-point,
ti�z�lling curve on. t/"6 same side oj the puck-lines of the respecheflank of a tooth is traced while the rolling curve rolls insi<k
of Ihe_ pitch-line; the/ace, while it rolls outside.
o illustrate this more fully, the following explanation is. q\1oted
T
fro
�rn..the Article "Meclianics (Applied)," in the Encycl,opcedio, Brilr
c nica(see fig. 90):-H if any
sid'e, R, be rolled on the in- B
R,
the pitch-line, B B, of
a e hfeel,
the instantaneous
�
0f the
.
any' lnsta rolling curve at
nt will be at the
Po
pi: 'Where it touches the
- ne
aitd nsefor the moment;
A 1' co quently the line
Fig. 90• .
,;raced by a. tracingclll-\te , .fixed to the 1·olling
.
.
.
be everywhere perpendicular to the straight line T I; so
that ib"ill
in "hihtra�ed curve .A. T will be suitable fo� the flank of a.t?oth,
of th c . T 18 the point of contact corresponding to the pos1t1on I
tra� P1�h-point. If the same rolling curve R, with the same
"'ill �point T, be rolled on the outside of any other pitch-line, it
4 . ce the face of a tooth suitable to work with the flank
l'.e .
.
.

fi'

Point

''=
=
· · fu
· like tnauner, if either the

K

same or any othe_r rolling curve
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R' be ro11ed the opposite way, on the outside of the pitch-line B B,
so that the tr-acing-point T' shall start from A, it will trace theo.
/"ace A T' of a tooth suitable to v,ork with a.flank traced by rolling
the san1e curve R' with the same tracing-point T' inside any other
pitch-line.
" The figure of the path of contact is that traced on a fixed plane
by the tracing-point, ,vhen the rolling curve is rotated in such a
manner as al,vays to touch a fixed straight line E I E (or E' I' E',
as the case may be) at a fixed point I (or I').
"If the same rolling curve and tracing-point be used to trace
both the faces and the flanks of the teeth of a number of wheels of
different sizes, but of the same pitch, all those wheels will work
correctly together, and will for1n a set. The teeth of a rack of the
same set are traced by rolling the rolling curve on both sides of a
straight line.
"The teeth of wheels of any figure, as well as of circular wheels,
ma.y be traced by rolling curves on their pitch-lines; and all t,eeth
of the same pitch, traced by the same rolling curve with the same
tracing-poiut, will work together correctly if the pitch-surfaces are
in rolling contact."
Involute teeth themselves might be traced by rolling a logar1t�
mic spiral on the pitch-circle ; but it is unnecessary to explain thtS
in detail, as the ordinary method of tracing them is much tnOf6
�m�&

tracing the figures 0f
teeth, the most convenient rolling curve is the circle. The path. of
contact which a point in its circumference traces is identical w1th
the circle itself; the flanks of the teeth for circular wheels are inter
nal epicycloids, and their faces external epicycloids, and both flankse
and faces are cycloi<ls for a straight rack. (See Article 7 4, pag
53, and Article 77, page 56.)
6
Wheels of the same pitch, with epicycloi<lal teeth traced by th
same rolling circle, all work con·ectly ,vith each other, whatsoev:
may be the numbers of their teeth ; and they are said to belong
the same sd.
For a pitch-circle of twice the radius of the rolling or descril,fnl
circle (as it is called), the internal epicycloid is a straight lin�
being a diameter of the pitch-circle ; so that the flanks of the tee a
for such a pitch-circle are planes radiating from the axis. Fdr
r
smaller pitch-circle, the flanks would be convex, and incurve l�
under-cut, which won]d be inconvenient; therefore the s1naI
wheel of a set should have its pitch-circle of twice the radiu� of tber
describing ci1·cle, so that the flanks n1ay be either atl'a1ght 0
concave.
. 0(
In fig. 91, let B B be the pitch-circle of a wl1eel, C C the lind
B'
centres, I the pitch-point, R the internal describing circle, an
1 36.

Epicycloidnl Tt"elh in Gt"neral.-For

EPICYCLOID.AL TEETH.
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the external describing circle, so placed as to touch the pitch-circle
·.�d each other at I; let E E be a straight tangent to the pitch
Clrcl? �t the pitch-point; and let T I T' be the path of contact,
conB1st1ng of the path of approach, T I,
allld the path of recess, I·T'. :Each
0 tho
se arcs should be equal to the
f��h · when practicable, in order
-�t there may be always at least two
· m� ·�"�
J)a.irs of teeth in action ; but this is
not always 1,ossible ; and the length B
�-each of them in many cases is only E -i .
""
1
·
t
•cotn 0·7 to 0·9 of the pitch, being -- - -�-- ---· ____
l"egu}ated by the customary practice
i!��aking the addendum from 0·3 to
"" of the pitch.
The real radius of the wheel is
h
·t ! dist nce from its centre to the
0
a
lilt
Fig. 91 •
:; T't, at the outer end of the face
. ·i a tooth ; the dotted circle travers
n T' is the addendum-circ'le and tbe perpendicular distance
,.
T
'
to
the pitch-circle B B is the addendum.
tn
'lrb'lhe flank-circle is a circle described about the centre of the
,
theeel and traversing the point T; and the clearing curves (as in
h.; case of involute teeth, Article 131, Rule V., page 124) must
�haofdepth sufficient to clear the greatest addendutn given to the
any one of the set of wheels that are capable of gearing
In the wheel under consideration.
ssing
the J:gent the line of centres, the line ofconnection coincides with
E E, and the obliquity is nothing. The greatest angle of
.
ob}i lllty
� of action is, during the approach, E I T, and during the
&lld E I T'; and the mean angles of obliquity during the approach
the ?ecess are tl1e ha.Ives of those greatest angles respectively. From
l'esults
the ea n of practical experience, Mr. Willis deduces the rule that
, letn : . obliquity should not exceed 15', or one-twenty-fourth of
30a :Volut1on ; therefore the maximum obliquity shottld not exceed
on�•twelfth of a revolution ; therefore th_e a.res I T a�d I T'
�et-en neither of them in any case exceed one-s1xth·o� the c1rcum
t'to1n ceho_f t�e describing circles..to. which they resp�ct1vely belong;
�h,ieh 1t follows, that if either of those arcs 1s to be equal to
tbe ,k
�he. circumference of the describing circle �u�ht not to b,
lee, p
ehould
times the pitch; therefore the smallest p1n1on of a aet
13 ave twelve teetJ,,.
7
ei>i=
ci ;""-et•" · •••erelol•at Teet• •Y Templeta.-The face &f au
cy 1dal
of the : _�th may be traced by t'Olling a templet of the form
bing circle ttpon a conyex templet of the form of the
��
·
e, and the flank, by rolling a templet of the form of �

!

rJ

lri.ti

.iio;JJ

h�
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describing circle upon a concave templet of the form of the
pitch-circle.
When the fixed templet is either convex (as when the face of
the tooth of a wheel is to be traced) or straight (as when either the
face or the flank of the tooth of a rack is to be traced), the rolling
templet may ·be prevented from slipping on the fixed templet by
connecting them together by means of a slender piece of watch
spring, as follows :-In fig. 92, C B B represents the fixed templet

T•, .... ....
'

•
\ --=�"i1-::::;_--�

n

B

/
C

Fig. 92.

of the form of the pitch-circle, and R the rolling templet of tbe
form of the describing circle. Q I P is a slender piece of watch"
spring, fastened by a screw at P to the edge of the fixed te1np�e:
and by a screw at Q to the edge of the rolling templet. The sprtll:1
may have a sharp tracing-point formed at T on one of its ed ges,
�Jrcady described in Article 131, Rule IV., and shown in fig. 8J
page 1 24. . A T, i n fig. 92, r�presents part of the epicyclo�d traced
by the point T, and I the point of contact of the pitch-circle a�
describing circle. The radius of each of the templets ought to .

f

"'-ade 1- than th,:, radiu• of the circle which ;t rnim-,nta, by
W/ t1w lA.-&n..hofhthehoprin!j'.hP Q.
When the fi:red templet " corn:ue (for tmcini; the 11..nb of
ie,,tJ,)hthiohmethodhof pn:veutini;hthehro\lioghtemplcthfrom olipping
••uot availablo.
.13& ""•l1hl-l&'i..1<..i Epl•1•l•l•1 Tee,..,__ln the old..t form of
�ncycloidb.lhteetb,htheht.,.,,.,.hofhtbehll,,nba,.,hotn1ighthliu.,.hnd�t
•ughfrom the ""ntro of the whttl,hheiegthe Jilll!Olwbichwouldbe
1� hy a h
deocribinicircle, ofhhalfthenuliu1 of thehpiwh-c!rcle,
oo i
e
�h!�::.�1�
e
""n-ectlyhtogetber,ht.hehf..,..hof_thoh�thhofhH.chhwheelhm�hbe
1� by rolling upon the outaide of ,i.. Jrikh-ci<cle • d...nbing
"""le ofhlu.,J,/U..hrad;,..heflkh<JtJ,,:rhpikl,.-cird..
flor example, in �g. 93, lei C and U be the .,....,tn,o of • i-ir of

:�:!� �!d t !t: /=��"':00..1t�,� �

�!;'��

Jli- 91

����{� :!1i
�Ju:1i � ::r��!i�tt;:�1a�·tt1'.:gr=�
f the teeth on ,ach of the pit..ch-circlea, and dn.w

t

fromhtheoentl"Cllhofthe wh.,.,Johto tbe pointahofdivillion
""'l)eo)tiw:pitch-cirdeo; theselinc,, will behtbet""""ofthe

h

���cl:�-::ri
�\f:::1!•
1:ic�n� i;;��=d_,.�:r'�
0 f"""rib
i11g cirde1hfort.he
faoea of the teeth, L:i.yoff, on
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those two circles, sufficient lengths, I E .and I E', for the . two
divisions of the path of contact; that is to say, each of these lengt.hs
must be greater than half the pitch, atd should be n1ade as nearly
equal to the pitch as practicable. Then a. circle, A A, described
about C through E', will be the addendum-circle of the first
wheel, and a circle, A' A', described about C', through E, will
be the addendum-circle of the second wheel. The two root·
circles, K K and K' K', are to be drawn so as to leave a
sufficient clearance between each of them and the opposite
addendum-circle.
To trace the front and back faces of the teeth of the first wheel,
roll the describing circle R' on the pitch-circle B B; to trace tht:
front and back faces of the teeth of the second wheel, roll the
describing circle R on the pitch-circle B' B'. This rnay be done
with the aid of templets connected together by means of a spring,
as described in Article 137, page 131.
.
s
thi
to
The traces of the flanks of the teeth of a rack, according
system, are straight lines perpendicular to the pitch-line, and tbo�e
of the faces are cycloids. The traces of the faces of a wheel that Li
to gear with a rack are involntes of the pitch-circle.
Epicycloidal teeth described by this method are very smooth and
accura.te in their action ; but they labour under the disadvantage
that the faces of the teeth of any given wheel are not suited to
work accurately with the flanks of the teeth of any wheel wh?se
1-adius differs fi·om double the radius of the describing circle with
which they were traced.
139. Epicyeloidal Teeth Traced br an IJniform DescrJblJlf
Ctrcle.-The property of working accurately with all teeth of the
Mme pitch, whatsoever the radius of the pitch-circle, is given to
epicycloidal teeth by tracing both the faces aud the flanks of a-U
teeth of the same pitch, by rolling the same describing circle u pon
the outside and the inside of the pitch-circle-a system first intro
duced by Mr. Willis. This method is illustrated by fig. 91, page
131, already described in Article 1 3 6. In order that the meall
obliquity of action may not in any case exceed 15°, nore. the
1naxin1un1 obliqnity 30°, the circun1ference of the describing c1rct
employed is six tinies tlie pitch; 80 that its radius is six ti,nes t
radial pitch (see Article 119, page 1 1 1 ). According to this systeIJlk
the traces of both the flanks and the faces of the teeth of a rac
are cycloids.
140. Approsimate Drawing of Eplcrcloldnl Teeth.-Vari. ous
approxitnate methods of drawing epicycloids have already 1:,een
described in Article 79, pages 59 to 62. The following are !be
additional explanations required in order to show the application
of those method� to epic�•cloidal teeth :t
L By two pairs of Circular Arcs. In fig. 94, let I A be par
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of the pitch-circl3 of a wheel. Draw the describing circle touching
tho pitch-circle at any convenient point, I, and outside or inside,
n

c'--==�-

Fig. 94.

according as the face or the flank of a tooth is to be traced.
(Letters without an accent refer to the face; letters with an accent,
to the flank.)
d J?z:aw the straight tangent I P, equal in length to one of the two
iy1s1ous of the arc of contact, and in it take I D = ¼ I P. Then,
"-it� the radius D P = ¾ I P, draw the circular arc A B ; A and
B Will be the two ends of the required epicycloidal arc. Join B I ;
and from A draw the straight tangent A C, cutting B I in C.
'rhen A C and B C will be the normals at the two ends of the
icycloidal arc. Then proceed, according to Rule IV. of Article
t
7tn ' . ages 61 and 62, fig.
P
48, to dt·aw two circular arcs approxi
at
bothin� to the required curve ; and perform the same operation
for the face and for the flank of the tooth.
too.According to this method, the t1·aces of the face and flank of a
j . th consist each of a pnir of circular arcs, and the two arcs which
�rn. each other at the pitch-point, A, of a tooth have a common
ent
(,Y1_ C. there; because their centres are in the straight line

By one pair of Circular A rcs-.1.lfr. Willis's Jfethod. Mr.
8
cl01� al first showed how to approximate to the figures of epicy
tl t teeth by means of two circular arcs-one concave, for the
, the other convex, for the face ; and each having for its radius
thn.
rui lllean radiu s of curvature of the epicyc�oidal a�c. Mr. Willis's
es tnay be
deduced from the formula for finding the centre of
eu atu
� re of an epicycloid, ,vhich is given in Article 78, equation 2,
clo·: 59 ; that forn1ula being applied to the point i n the epicy
w�ose normal meets the pitch-circle at a distance from the
Pi�h p oint
of thec to?th to be traced equal to one-l1alf of �he
J>it b.
_
c
_
lso. ' and the obl1qu1ty
being
of that normal to the p1tch-c1rcle

W�it

•
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In fig. 95, let B C be part of the pitch-circle, and ... �the
pitch-point of a tooth whose
front is to be traced. Lay
off, in opposite directions
from the point A, the arcs
t:
A B and A C, each equal to
one-half of the pitch. Draw
r. the radii of the pitch-circle ,
B D and C E, and through
Fig. 95.
the points B and C draw
t]1e straight lines B F and C G, making angles of 75? with the
radii respectively; these lines are nor1nals to the face and to the
flank of the tooth respectively. Let n denote the number of teeth
in the ,vbeel. Lay off along the two nor1nals the distances B F
and C G, as calculated by the following formulre :n .
n
pi�ch .
. C G = pitch .
BF=
2
n - 12'
n + 12'
2
then F will be the centre of curvat.ure for the face, and G the
centre of curvature for the flank.
About F, with the radius F A, draw the circular arc A H ; this
will be the trace of the face of the tooth. About G, with the
radius G A, draw the circular arc A K; this will be the trace of
the flank of the tooth.
To facilitate the application of this rule, J\fr. Willis has published
tables of the values of B F and C G, and invented an instrum ent
called the "Oclontograph." That instrument is an oblong piece
of card-board, F G K H, fig. 96, measuring about 13 inches by 7 4
inches. The oblique
Gedge, L H, makes an
-------angle of 75° with the
�-�
edge G F ; so that wb� n
,,.,,..,,.-- 1,:::;i
the edge L H is laid
,,,,"
along a radius, 0 I, of
/'
,/
K
a pitch-circle, B B,
the edge G I F shows
1"
the positions ofnorma1f
/
a
to acting surfaces 0
B
teeth whose pitch
,
points are at a distanc(
6
from I equal to hsl
Fig. 96.
the pitch. Along t�e
e�1ge 9- I lt' two scales of eq11al parts are laid off in oppo�1te
d1�ect1ons from the point I, where the straight line coinciding
,v1th H L meets G F; the scale I F serving to mark the cent,res
c
tor faces, and the scale I G the centres for flanks' at dista nces
I
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from I computed by the formulre. · Values of those distances for
<l_ifferent pitches and numbers of teeth, and other useful dimen
sion s, are given in tables which are primed on the sides of the
card-board.
1 4I. Teeth Genrin11 with Bound Stave.-Trnncllee and Pin•wheels.
-:-When two wheels gear together, and one of t.hem has cylindrical
})Ins (called staves) for teeth, that one is called, if it is the larger of
the t,vo, a pin-wheel, and if the smaller, a trundle. The traces of
the teeth of the other wheel are dra,vn in the follo,ving n1anner :
In fig. 97, let B2 be tl1e pitch-circle an.d C2 the centre of the
trundle or pin-wheel, and let B1 B1 be the pitch-circle of the other
-Wheel. Divide the pitch-circle, B1 B1, into arcs equal to the pitch,
an� through the points of division trace a set of exterual epicy
clo1ds by rolling the pitch-circle B2 on the pitch-circle B1, with the
centre of a stave for a tracing-point, as shown by the dotted lines;
then draw curves parallel to and within the epicycloids, at a dis
t:a,nce from them equal to the radius of a stave. These will be the
f�onts and backs of the required teeth. The clearing _curves are
circular arcs of a radius equal to that of the staves.

, ,n.,
\

'\

\

\

Fig. 97.

Fig. 98.

co ":'hen the teeth drive the staves, the whole path of contact
s sts of reces.�, and there is no approach ; for the teeth begin to
n � i
'Vb on the staves at the instant of passing the line of centres.
en the staves drive the teeth, the whole path of contact consists
of a
'f>'Proach, and there is no recess ; for the staves cease to act on
th teeth
at the instant of passing the line of centres. The latter
tn�
de
� seof . action is avoided where econon1y of power is studied,
sta:� 1t tends to produce increased friction, for reasons to be
ll�der the head of the Dynan1ics of Machines.
O r ve
the t i a trundle in inside gearing, the outlines of the teeth of
eel should
internal
A
})ecurar ca�e of be curves parallel to 98, whereepicycloids.
the radius of
this is represented in fig.
the \ h
}Jitc6- t:crc•c1rcle of the trundle is exactly one-l1alf of that of the
lll!d hi !e of the ,vheel ; the trundle has three equidistant staves ;
t e i nternal
epicycloids described by their centres, wbile the

Tt
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pitch-circle of the trundle is rolling within that of the wheel, are
three straight lines, diameters of the wheel, making angles of 60°
with each other. Hence the surfaces of the teeth of the wheel
forn1 three straight grooves intersecting each other at the centre,
each being of a width equal to the diameter of a stave of the
trundle, with a sufficient addition for back-lash.
The following is the construction given by Mr. Willis for finding
in pin-wheels and trundles w/1,at is tlte greatest radius Q/ stave
consistent wit!,, l,aving an arc oj' contact not less t/1,an the pitch (see
fig. 99) :Let C be the centre of the wheel with teeth, and C' that of t�e
wheel with staves. On their
-,.,.,,.two respective pitch-circles lay
off the arcs I D and I B, each
equal to the pitch. Draw the
straight line I B ; draw also the
straight line C E, bisecting t�e
I
.c'
angle I C D, and cutting I B 1n
�
E ; then B E will be the greatest
, .
radius that can be given to the
I ,," 'B '
staves consistently with havil>g
E\,,/1/
}
tball
,- (',/
less
an
arc
of
contact
not
\'"- --',,
,,..
�,
••
- , '
the pitch.
- -;-, 1
,
The proof is as follows :-Be-
'
,,
....._ _ .,
cause the fronts and backs of tbf
teeth are similar, the crest 0
the tooth that acts on a stave at
B must be in the straight lipe
C E, that bisects the angle I � t
When the centre of a stave 1s a
B, the point of contact of the
stave and tooth must be in the
line of connection I B. Wbe�
the staves have the greates
c
radius consistent with the con..
tinuance of action, while t�
Fig. 99.
centre of a stave moves from 1 d
B, the point of contact and the crest of tbe tooth coincide, a,P
are therefore at the point E, where I B and C E intersect. .
ot
Should C E pass beyond B, the proposed pair of wheels w1ll Jl
work, and the design must he altered ; and such is also the ::
,vhen C E either traverses the point B or cuts I B so near to
to give a radius too small for strength.
0
In 1;>ractice, the radius B E ought to be made a little le� th'uf
that given by the Rule, in order that there may be no risk
imperfect working through the effects of tear and wear.
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. �he smallest number of staves commonly met with in a trundle
ls five.
.A. straight rack may have st.aves instead of teeth ; it is then called
a pin.rack ; and it is evident that the fronts and backs of the teeth
0f a w heel to gear with it should be parallel to involutes of the pitch
circle of that wheel. On the other hand, a toothed straight rack
:may gea1· with a trundle, and then the teeth of the rack are to be
raced by first rolling the pitch-circ]e of the trundle on the pitch·
tne
of the 1-ack, so as to draw cycloids, and then drawing curves
I>arallel to and inside those cycloids, at a distance equal to tho
l'adius of the staves.
,,,"·
142. Intermltaenl Gen.,_

1111--The

action of a pair
�f wheels is �aid to be
'nterniittent w heu there
are certain parts of the
?evolution of the driver
<luring which the follower
s
tands still.
This is
effected by having a dead
c,
:- or portion without
eth, such as A E, fig.
l�O, in the circun1ference
\
� the driver, to which
\ /
re corresponds a suit\!
ti
lI
a e gap in the series of
:f
th
a
s
r
,
of
the
followe
tet
l
'\Veen C and D · and in
llloat cases there �re also
i:,
.
ten
ll'tuir. ed a guide-plate, G
!\
fixed to one side of the
!\
foilower,
which, when tho
/ ',
co
n
· n ection of the wheels
/
re
ne
_wecl, is acted upon
:
,/ .K
yS P,,n, F, in the driver.
/
p
/'
the u posing the radii and
"' pitch of a pair of
,1hs:els to be given, and
'
(,,,'�/
"' ' he arc qf repose-by
\�
hict term is
1
'
meant the /'.....,,, '\
'' '.
Ien h
upon the pitch- ' "'-../
cir e of
Fig. 100.
the driver of
th:t
Pa.rt which is to
Pass
of ddt�ring the pause in the moven1ent of the follower-the method
1g ng those
wheels so as to work with smoothness auJ.
1>re<ii:�ionn�

f

f

. is as follo w s: -

I
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Draw the pitch-circles, and divide them as usual; draw a-lso
the addendum-circles and root-circles according to the ordinary
1·nles. Mark the point, K, where the addendum-circles cut each
other at the receding side; this will be the point at which the
action of the teeth will terminate, at the instant when the pausf
begins. Through K draw a curve suited for the front of a tooth 0
the follower, and let C be the pitch-point of that tooth. Then,
starting from C, lay off the pitch-points of the fronts and backs of
the teeth of the follower, and draw those fronts and backs. Then,
looking towards the approaching side, mark the furthest tooth frolll
the line of centres, which is cut by the addendum-circle of the
driver; let D be the pitch-point of the face of that tooth. The
crest of the tooth D is to be cut away so as exactly to fit the
addendum-circle of the driver, and the teeth between it and the
tooth C are to be omitted, leaving a smooth part of the root-circl:
between the front of C and the back of D ; this is the 1·equire
gap.
Measure the arc C D on the pitch-circle of the follower between
the fronts of the teeth C and D, and to its length add the length
of the intended arc of repose; from the sum subtract the space, B .:E,
that is to be left between each pair of teeth on the pitch-circle of
the driver; the remainder will be the dead arc, A E, which is to be
]aid off on the pitch-circle of the driver. The two ends of that a�
are to be bounded by curves like the front and back of a tooth 0
the driver respectively : a front at A, a back at E; and the inter·
vening J)art of the rim of the driver is to have a smooth edge
coinciding with its addendum-circle.
For the purpose of renewing the connection between the driver
and follower, the cylindrical pin F is to be fixed with its centre
in the pitch-circle of the driver, and the guide-plate G H is to b6
fixed to the corresponding side of the follower. The acting edge
of the guide-plate is to be shaped like the front of a tooth :r
working with the pin F (as in Article 141, page 137) ; and :
distance on the pitch-circle of the follower fro1n the front of tba
edge to the front of the tooth D is to be equal to the distance 00e
the pitch-circle of the driver from the front of the pin F to t�c
front of the tooth B ; so that ,vhen B is driving D, F shall �t t�
same time be driving G H. The end G of the guide-plate 1n. t �
b
position of repose should project just far enough inside the pitc
circle of the driver to insure that the pin F shall meet it.
8
The action in working is as follows :-Just before tl1e pau�e, t:e
front, A, of the dead-arc drives the front of the tooth, C, in t aS
t18ual way throughout the ordinary path of contact; and then,
th�re is a gap following C, the crest of the front A continues e
drive C until the crest of C reaches the position K, and clears tes
addendum-circle of the driver. At that instant the driver los

f
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hold of the follower, and at the same instant the top of the tooth D
comes in contact ,vith the rim of the dead arc, which it is shaped
to fit; and this prevents the follower from moving until the dead
arc has passed clear of the tooth D. At this instant the pin F
begins to drive the guide-plate G H, and continues to do so until
�he tooth B has begun to drive the tooth D, and the connection
Is rene\ved.
I� the pressure to be exerted is considerable, there may be a pair
0f pins
at F, one at each side of the driver, and a pair of guide
p1ates at G H, one at each side of the follower.
T�e shortest arc through which the follower can be driven in
the. inter val between two pauses is C D ; and such is the ase wheu
c
l3 is the
front of a second dead arc, and the tooth D is imme
.
tately followed by a second gap. In this case it may be necessary
. cut away part of the outer side of the pin F, in order to insure
t�sg_clearing the tip, G, of the guide-plate when the next pause
llt! 1ns.
�t is
designi easy to see how the same principles may be applied to the
ng of a wheel and rack with intermitten.t action. When the
�k is the follower, a pair of similar and parallel racks, rigidly framed
g�ther, may be made to gear with opposite edges of a spur-wheel,
haVl.ng
a toothed arc and a dead arc so arranged as to drive the two
l'ac s altern
ately in opposite directions, and thns produce a
t �
c
ip o
ce i: cating motion of the piece of which they are parts. This
��nation belongs to Class C of l\'lr. Willis's arrangement. As
4�.icleform which it takes when one tooth only acts at a time, see
164, further on. (See also Addendum, page 286.)
1
3.
l'oij� The Teeth of Non-Circular Wheels may be traced by
g
tee3:_ circles or other curves on the pitch-lines ; and when those
ea 1 are small, compared with the wheels to which they belong,
to_oth is nearly similar to the tooth of a circular wheel whose
-c!rcle has a radius equal to the radius of curvature of t�e
_!,,
J>itch-line of the
point
where the too�h. 1s
actual wheel at the
situ ted ;
circi
. th� tooth being traced by means of the same descr1b1ng
e _which 1s used for the circular wheel.
It 18 obvious
that the use of an uniform describing circle for
teeth of a
given pitch (as explained in Article 139, page 134) is
the
Cu_, rost easily practicable method of tracing teeth for a non
l)l a� ,vheel. It may be carried out by means of templets, as
l'hl'ttcle 137, page 131.
coll' e operation is necessarily much more laborious than the
cir�fpondi ng operation for a circular ,vheel ; because in a non
of th ar _wheel the teeth have figures varying with the curvature
e!,,pitch-line.
lf the pitch
-line of a non-circular wheel is one whose radii
of cu.r-vat
ure at a series of points can be easily found, a series of

J)i�h

1
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figures may be used for the teeth similar to the figures suited for
circular wheels of those radii; and in drawing those figures the
approximate methods of Article 140, pages 134 to 136, may be
employed.*

• The fo11o"ring relation between tbe radii of curvature at a pair of corre·
sponding points of a pair of })itch-lines that roll together, may be useful to
determine one of those radii of curvature when the other is known. .
r and r' be the t\VO segments into which the pitch-point divides the line 0
centres at the instant when the pair of corresponding points in question�
n
in contact ; let p and p' be the two radii of curvature at these points, atb
let 8 be the angle which those radii make with the line of centres at e
instant before mentioned ; then

J.,e}

!- !, = ( � t)

cos 8.. ................... . ..... (1. )

+
+
When the pitch-lines are in inside gearing, the greater of the two segJ!len1:'l
r, r', is to be n1ade negative, and each radius of curvature is to be co]l.8lde�
..
as positive for a convex and negative for a concave pitch-line.
Ii'or a pait of equal elliptic pitch-lines, as in Article 108, page 93, the �
of curvature at a pair of corresponding points are equal, and are ther�0
Loth given by the following formulre :�
= �, = co� 8 (�
(2.)
or,
2
2 .)
=
A,
" p' = (r + ;,):os8 ; ·· ··· ···· ······
and tbe same formulre apply to any pair of equal and similar lobed pitch-li¢
of the class described in Artic1e 109, page 97.
. s of
For a logarit!t1nic spiral pitcli-line (Article 1 10, page 99) the rad.ill
curvature at any point is given by the formula

!

+ �); .........................
·········<

-3:._• .
· ···· ·(3.)
P- cos tJ ' ·························· ··· ·
and may be found approximately by construction, as already descri·1,ed ill
the article referred to.
e iJI.
If one of t!te pitch-lines i.'J straight (a case already used as an ex8f�l }iJlt
Article 107, pnge 92), the reciproeal of the radius of curvature of t a. oilles
is at every point equal to nothing; so that equation l of this note bec
(for the other pitch-line)
cos e....... ..............e.•• . • . . • .(4· )
=

! (! + } )

C8

staJl
Let c denote the length of the line of centres, and a the shortest dj
and
a
.
then
r' = cosO'
of the straight pitch-line from its own axis of motion ;

r = c - r' = c - a ; consequently equation 4 becomes
cos 6
c cos 3 e
1
4 J.. )
.
(
.
.
.
..
.
-p = ------;
...
.
.
..
.
...
....
.
.
.
..
a c cos V - a2
or
·
I' =

a

COB i

a2
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When a pair of non-circular wheels are connected by means of
teeth alone, care must be taken that the obliquity of the action of the
teeth does not become too great in certain positions of the wheels.
That obliquity is greatest at the instant when the obliquity of the
common tangent of the two pitch-lines at their pitch-point to a.
Perpendicular to the line of centres at that point is greatest, such
obliquity being in the direction of rotation of the follower; for, as
that is also the direction of the obliquity of the line of connection
of the teeth to the pitch-lines, those two obliquities are added
together at the instant in question; their sum being the total
obliquity of the line of connection to a perpendicular to the line of
�ntres. Excessive obliquity of action tends to produce great fric
tion, and involves also the risk of the teeth either getting jammed
or �osing hold of each other. In practice, the total obliquity of
action of the teeth of non-circular wheels is seldom allowed to exceed
a}>out 50°; or say, about 16° for the obliquity of the line of connec
t1on of the teeth to the pitch-lines, and 35° for the greatest obliquity
of the pitch-lines to a line perpendicular to the line of centres.
There is one case, however, in which it is not necessary to con
fine the obliquity within such narrow lin1its; and that is when the
Wheels have a pair of equal and similar elliptic pitch-lines centred
tw
:getho of their foci, and it is p1-acticable to link the revolving foci
er, as shown in Article 108, fig. 72, page 96; for the link
P eserves the connection accurately at the time when the obliquity
; th
be e pitch-lin es is greatest. In this case, indeed, the teeth may
0�itted throughout a pair of arcs at the two sides of each
•
1
:hliptic pitch-line, each such toothless arc having a s1nooth rini of
e form of the pitch-line; and extending both ways from the end
of
to �he minor axis to a pair of points perpendicularly opposite the
ci, or nearly so. (See page 292. )
l
'Wh 44 . Teeab of Bevel-Wheel•. (A. M. , 467.)-The teeth of a bevel
tn :�l have a�ting surfa�es of the conical kind, _gener:1ted by the
o on of hue traversing
the apex of the conical pitch-surface,
a.
'Whil8
Bph • a point in it is carried round the traces of the teeth upon a
r1c
,;h al surface described about that apex.
\\th e operations of drawing the t1·aces of the teeth of bevel-
eels exactly,
whether by involntes or by rolling curves, are in
every esp
r ect aualo«ous to those for drawing the traces of the teeth
�f
sp -wheels ;
ex�ept that in the case of bevel-� heels all those
ope u�
8c il'ations are to be performed on the surface of a sphere de
r
�d about the apex, instead of on a plane, substituting poles for
, and
l ea onsidg,·eat circles for st·raigltt lines.
eration of the practical difficulty, especially in the case
of J! �
draw�e wheels, of obtainiug an accurate �pherical surface, and of
up?� it wh�n obtained, the following approximate method,
Pro�� 0l'1g1
nally by Tredgold, is generally used;-

IH
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F F,oonverging k>"'f<nllltho apex of'tho pitch-eone; thele willbe
the tracoo of the AddetidWIKC>flf all(l � ..,.pecti,·ely. (For

Th:u�h £';:,!.i;tJkF0itJ:.�;��:t��";�:!!·�
',"
8

Flg, 10!.
:-11 1. P�ne t,.�ng tbe axis, of the inner llide of • tooth ; 1.nd
i��•nt. E", r, and F' will be .-..pectively the tIIIOOl of the
ldde
ndnrn,cirel�, ; ��
'rt,
and
::
•
to the
tra.vened
· · Ly t. plane perpendicular
point. F, I, E,
cutting A • in
mMked with eru�ll lotte.., -..ill be
plauo, of tho point. miu-ked witl,thu
capitn! Jetten.

t��:�t';. •-��:;�\�u;'�:-
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Divide the depth, F E, of the tooth at its outer side into any
convenient number of intervals. Throngh the points of division
draw straight lines parallel to C A ; these will cut/ e in a series of
points, which will be the projections of the points of division of
F E. Through the points of division of F E, and also through
the projections of those points, draw circular arcs aho,�t A as a
centre. Measure a series of thicknesses of the tooth on the arcs
which cross F E, and lay off the san1e series of thicknesses on the
corresponding arcs which crossj·e; a curve, h y e g h, drawn through
the points thus found, will be the required projection, on a plane
parallel to the axis, of the outer side of a tooth.
The projection, Ii,' g' e g' h', of the inner side of a tooth is fonud
by a similar process, except that the measuring and laying-off the
tbicknesses is rendered uunecessary by the fact that each pair of
corresponding points in the projection3 of the outer and inner sides
lie in one straight line with A. For example, having drawn about
A a circular arc through i', draw the two straight Jines A g, A g i
these will cut that ar.c in the points g', g', being the points in the
projection of the inner side corresponding to g, g in the projection
of the outer side ; and thus it is unnecesBary to lay off the thick·
ness g g.
145. Teeth of Skew - bevel Wheel• - General Clonditlone. -Th8
surfaces of the teeth of a skew-bevel wheel belong, like its pitch·
i;;urface, to the hyperboloi:dal cla�s, and n1ay be conceivecl to �e
generated by the motion of a straight line ,vhich, in each of its
successive positions, coincides with the line of contact of a tooth
with the corresponding tooth of another wheel. '!'hose surfaces
may also be conceived to be traced by the rolling of a h yper·
bolo'idal roller upon the byperboloi:dal pitch-surface, in the manner
described in Atticle 84, pages 70 to 7 3.
The conditions to be fulfilled by the traces of tlie fronts arul
backs of tl,,e teeth on tlie hyperboloidal pitch-surfa,ce are :-A. Th3t
each of those traces shall be one of the geneFa.ting straight lines_ :
the hyperboloid (Article 106, page 89); B. That the no1·mal � '
measured fro1n front to front of the teeth aloug the normal spiraJ
(Article 106, page 89), shall be the same in t�o wheels that gear
t�gether-(this second oonditi�n is always fulfilled if the t«;
pitch-surfaces are correctly de�ugned, and the numbers of wet t
made inversely proportional to the angular velocities); and C. Th.ti.}l
the teeth, if in outside gearing, shall i>e rig/1,t-handed on �t
wheels, or left-/W,nded on both wheels ; and if in inside geariPg,
contrary-handed on the two wheels.
Skew-bevel teeth may be said to be RIGHT-HANDED or L�tt;
HANDED, according to the direction. in which the generating ll�:)J.
of the teeth appear to deviate from the axis when looked at \fl el
the axis upright, as in fig. 103, page 147. For example, the wbe
,

,

'

1!7

SKEW•BEVE
L TEETH.

in tl1at figure
has left - l1anded
teeth ; for he
�
generatin g hne
I' I deviates to t�e
left of the axis
A.' A. 'fhe same
rule appl ies to he
!
direction in wluch
the crei,ts of the
teeth appear to
deviate ft·om the
radii of the wheel,
"'1hen looked at as
in the
upper part
of fig . 105, page

loo.

Rioht - ha
teethO have nded
left.
handed nornlal
Bpirals, and left
banded
teeth
right.h
anded
tnal spir-d.ls. nor
1 46. liiktiw-bevel
'l'�•h- Hul�
l!I.-I.

Jr<>r-ntal Section of
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fig.
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the
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ske"'·b
let a, beevel wheel :
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wheel, as found by Rule I. of Article 106, page 88. Draw by
Rules IL and III. of that Article, pages 88, 89, the normal I A
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Fig. 104.

and tangent I I" I', to the trace of the pitch-surface at I. Then
find, by Rule V. of that Article, page 89, the radius of curvat�
of the normal spiral at the point I, and lay off that radius 0
curvature, I S, along the normal.
8
In fig. 104 (which is on a larger scale than fig. 103, for the sa,1'l
of distinctness), let A 0, as before, be the axis of the wheel, C e
the radius of the middle pitch-circle, I A the normal, and I S �bt
radius of curvature of the normal spiral ; draw I N perpendicu 8
to I S. Then, by Rule V. of Article 106, page 80, find the ants.i
( = 0 g F in fig. 68, page 88) which a tangent to the normal sp ·
pg
makes with a tangent to the pitch-circle, and draw I P, roa1a,ii
that angle with I N. Lay off I P equal to tlie pitcJ1, as meastl- tl
Cln the rniddle pitch-circle; let fall P N perpendicular to I N; the

j
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I '!{ will be the normal 'j)itcl1, at the middk pitch-circle. About S,
with the radius S I, draw a circular arc, and lay off on that arc
the distance, D D, equal to the normal pitch, one-half to each side
I. Lay off the intended middle thickness, G G, of a tooth, onealf to each side of I. Then draw, by the rules for spur-wheels,
the normal section, H G E G H, of a tooth, being its trace upon a
R rfa?e which cuts it normally at the middle of the breadth of
the 11m of the wheel.
II. Trace of a Tooth on the Normal Cone.-Through A in fig. 104:
draw A i parallel and equal to C I , and through I draw Ii parallel
and equal to C A. About A, with the radius A i, draw the circular
arc � d, equal in length to I P, the pitch on the pitch-circle, and
ha'V1ng the middle of its length at the point i. This will be the
a� on the pitch-circle corresponding to the arc D D on the normal
spiral.
Di'Vide E F, the middle depth of the tooth, into any convenient
n�u�ber of intervals ; and through E and F and the points of
division draw straight lines parallel to I i, cutting A i e in a series
of corresponding points. Through the points in E F draw circular
arcs about S. Through the corresponding points of ef draw cir
cular arcs about
A. From the points where the arcs cut the trace
0 II measure oblique half-thicknesses to the centre line, E F, of
e
t tooth, along oblique lines drawn parallel to P I ; and lay off
.hose half-thicknesses at both sides of ef, along the arcs which cross
ltill Through
the points thus found draw the curve /1, g e g h ; this
; be the projection, on a plane perpendicular to the axis, of tlie
of a tooth upon the nornial cone of tlie pitch-surface at tlte
ft le of fts breadth; that is, upon the cone whose trace is A I in
g. l03. (If it be desired to
draw the development of that trace,
la off
oblique hal.fthicknesses along arcs drawn about A,
tfro gh the
is the the points of division of the radius A F I E. The result
lI O drawing of an outline outside of, and nearly parallel to,
E G H. To prevent confusion, it is not shown in the figure.)
If the pitch-circle chosen is at the throat of the hyperboloi�, t�e
_
no
cone
circle
; and 111 fig.
1ora1
becomes simply the plane of that
, .A./ i e coincides with A F I E.
}' 11II. Pro}ectwns of the Middle Lin,es of a Tooth.-In fig. 103, let
E and
de th of f i e, as before, represent the pr�jections of �he central
Pil sur a tooth, being part of a normal (E I F A, e ifa) to the
is C\ face at a point, I i, in the middle pitch-circle, whose radius
'lrl,id, :::: a i; so that F, f, I, i, and E, e are the projections of the
dle
the r points of the tooth at the root, at the pitch-surface, and at
. of th est �espectively; and let it be required to find the projections
e
crest remiddle. lines of that tooth at the root, pitch-surface, and
.A. spectively.
bout a draw
the circles//', i i', and e e'; being the projections,

hf

!

¼
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on a plane perpendicu1ar to the axis, of the root-circle through F,
the pitch-circle through I, and the addendurn-cit·cle throngh E.
Draw also about a the pitch-circle at the throat of the l1yperbolo1d,
and let a i' ' be its radius. Through i draw a straight line, i i" i', so
as to touch this throat piicli-circle, and let that �traight line cut the
circle i i' in i and i'. Draw the straight lines//' ' /' and e e" e
parallel to i i" i'. Then these three parallel lines wi]l be the pro
jections of tlie three middle lines before mentioned, on a, plane
perpendicula1· to the axis.
Describe about a two circles touching ff " f' and e e" e' respec
tively. These will be respectively the root-circle and tlte addendull
circle at the throat ef the hyperboloul,. The roots and crests of a.
the teeth lie in a pair of hyperboloidal surfaces traversing tbF
pair of circles, and traversing also the pair of circles through
and E.
The projection, on a plane traversing the axis, of the middle line
of the tooth on the pitch-surface is the tangent I I" already foun d,
the points I" and i" being in one straight line parallel to a A.e. To
find the corresponding projections of the other two middle lines,
there are two methods.
Fi1·st Metliod.-From the points of contact/" and e'', parallel to
a A, draw /" F'' and e" E", cutting a, i in F" and E'' 1·e!:-!pectivelY•
Join F F" and E E''. These will be the required projections.
Second Metltod.-Lay off on the axis, a, C'
a 0, and a, .A'e-:::::. .
a A, and draw C' I' parallel to C I : then C' I' will be part of the
projection of a pitcl1-circle equal to C I. From i', parallel to
A a A', draw £ I', cutting C' I' in I'. Then i' and I' will be the
two projections of one pitch-point, and II" I' will be one straight
line. Join A' l'. This will be the projection of a normal to �be
pitch-su1face at I'. Through /' and e' (which lie in one rc1dn�s,
a f' i' e') draw f' F and e' E' parallel to A a A', cutting A' I' Jil
F' and E' respectively. Join F F' and E E'. These will be the
required projections of the middle lines at the root and crest of the
tooth respectively.
.
IV. Complete Projection ofa Tooth on a Plane Normal to the A. xis[
-Let the plane of projection in fig. 105 be normal to the axis �
the wheel, and (as in fig. 103) let a, be the axis ; let the circle� e e,
i i', and / /', be the projections of the middle addendun1 -c1rcl;�
middle pitch-circle, and n1id<lle root-circle of the intended whee t
let the circles through i', and/" be the corresponding circle� a.9
the throat of the pitch-surface ; and let the parallel straight hfej
e e" e', i i' i", ff'' f', be the projections of the middle lines O e
tooth at the crest, pitch-surface, and root, drawn acco1·ding to th
preceding rules.
At th� e�d of the radius afi e construct, by the rules already give!f
the pr0Ject1on of the trace of the tooth upon the middle nof1ll

=

e',

"'
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Fix those two templets to the frame at F I E and F' I' E', fig. 103,
with their flat surfaces parallel to each other and normal to the
rod II'. Then a straight edge or a stretched wire, made to tou�h
the edges of the templets at a pair of corresponding points, will
mark one of the generating lines of a tooth ; and by the help of
this apparatus, teeth may be n1odelled suitable either for the pitch·
circle through C, or for that through C', or for the pitch-circle at
the throat of the hyperboloi'd, or for any other pitch-circle on the
same hyperboloid.
1 47. 'l'he Tran•.-ene Obli«ialty of Skew•beYel Teeth is the angle,
P I N, fig. 104, page 148 (equal to O g F' in fig. 68, page 88), which
the normal spiral makes with the pitch-circle; or it may be other
wise defined as the angle which the generating line of a tooth on
the pitch-surface makes with the generating line of a tangent cone
at a given point, I. From the rule for finding that angle (Article
106, page 89), it is evident that, with a given hyperboloi'dal pitch
surface, the transverse obliquity of the teeth is greatest at the
throat, and is the less the farther the middle pitch-circle of the
wheel is removed from the throat. Hence, it is generally advisable,
in designing skew-bevel wheels, to place the pitch-circles as far. as
practicable from the throats of the hyperboloi:ds, because obliqu1ty
of action tends to increase friction.
148. Skew-be.-el Wheel• in Doable Paln.-Skew-bevel wheels
possess a property which ordinary bevel wheels do not-viz., that
of being capable of combination by double pairs, as in fig. I 06. The
upper part of the figure represents a projection on a plane parallel
to the line of contact, I 1,, and to the common perpendicular of the
axes F G. The lower part of the figure represents a projection on
a plane normal to the common perpendicular. Small letters in the
second projection correspond to capital letters in the first projectioJl•
B and B' are two equal and similar wheels fixed on the sh�
A A', with pitch-surfaces forming parts of the same hyperbol?1d,
and at equal distances from its throat. They have equal and siiniJar
teeth, with equal obliquities in the same direction ; and, in sbor:,
both wheels may be cast from the same pattern. In the exalllP e
given, the teeth of both wheels are right-handed. In like manna�
D and D' are two equal and similar wheels fixed on the shaft C '
B gears with D, and B' with D'.
This arrangement may be useful where it is desired, for the sa�e
of strength or of steadiness of motion, to divide the force exerted JJl
transmitting the motion between two pairs of wheels.
1 4 9. Teeth with Slopinc Back9.-The teeth described in the P�
ceding Articles of this Section have their backs similar to th�5r
fronts, so that the motion of the wheels may be reversed, the bac
then acting as the fronts did during the forward motion. There
are many cases in mechanism in which it is not necessary that the
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motion of the wheels should ever be reversed; and in such caRes
the backs of the teeth of a pair of wheels are required simply to be

A
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Fig. 106.

�s�ch shapes as to clear each other,. without reference to the trans
8810n o
t es f motion. The consequence of this is, that although the
;fe of the backs must still belong to the same class of curves
th the tr-aces
of the fronts, their obliquity n1ay be considerablv
"
l.hqc1•e
e
,
d
the effect being to strengthen the teeth at their
l'
as
OOts.*
lln!he lllost convenient curves for the tr-aces of the backs of teeth
those
InaYehe subs circumstances are involutes of a circle, for ,vhich there
tituted in practice ch·cular arcs a.pproxinlating to tberu;

* This was first pointed out by Professor \Villis.
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and the method of drawiug those arcs is as follows :-Let fig. 107
represent the tt·ace of part of a wheel with its teeth, that wheel
being the smallest "'·heel of a set that are to be capable of gearing
together; because the smallest wheel of such a set requires the
greatest addendum : let C be the centre, A A the addendun-circle,
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B B the pitch-eircle, D D the root-circle, and let E" I" J", E l J,
E' l' J', be the fronts of teeth designed according to the proPf

rules, and F", F, F', the pitch-points of the backs of those tee�:
'fo any one of those back pitcl1,-points, as F, draw the radius C � '
bisect C F in G, and about G draw the semicircle F K C. Dra"' a
strd.ight line, H K, perpendicular to and bisecting the distance, �
between the crest E aud back pitch-point F; and let that stra.1� 8
line cut the semicircle in I(. About the centre C, with the rad1:
C K, draw the circle K" K K'; this will be the base-circle of t e
required involntes (see Article 131, page 121).
To draw the circn1ar arcs approximating to those involntesl,
Jay off, frorn the hack pitch-points to the base-circle, the equ2l
.
t
distances F'' K" = l K' = F K, &c; and about the respectl'Ie

{i

E•" �•� K', K", &c., dn,.wtthe circular ares E F L, J-� F' L',
k.,_
_tln eacL <ft thetlarger,rh�l• oftthe oet, thetrndin• of thetbo...,_
Circle for the hack• iatt.o bear tott.he radiu, of the pitch-circle the
COD1!&nttpropottiont�� iotorJ�rtth&t.thethaclaotofthettocth of all
�e ..; '."'i. of the Rt may ba"nj the •me obliquity-vi._, the angle
c

=��

�=kr,i

t�;�.:;!_�f�!e�k:"��i: ���;:gt.o� -��g:�t;:
•,U, th e pitcL-line an angle «J.nal to C F K.
100. 81,pp,.OtT.-.,,._-lntordertt.o inc......, the 1tnoothne,ie ofttbe
k
i
1
�� ;; ::ti�":!
1?t.�l:, :a �:."':� t; r�t :ie% !�:
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upper part of the figure is a projection of the rim of a wheel with
stepped teeth on a plane parallelh·to the axis, and the lower part
is a projection on a plane perpendicular to the axis. A wheel
thus formed resembles in shape a series of equal and similar toothed
discs placed side by side, with the teeth of each a little behind
those of the preceding disc. In such a wheel, let p be the circular
pitch, and n the number of steps. Then the path of contact, th�
addendum, and the extent of sliding, are those due to the divide!II
pitch P, while the strength of the teeth is that due to the thickness
n
corresponding to the total pitch p ; so that the smooth action of .
small teeth and the strength of large teeth are combined. The
action of small teeth is smoother and steadier than that of large
teeth, because they can be made to approximate more closely to
the exact theoretical figure; and also because the sliding motion of
one tooth upon another is of less extent. In the example sho-Wll
in fig. 108 there are four steps, so that the divided pitch is one
fourth of the total pitch ; and the path of contact (E I F, in the
lower part of the figure) is of the length suited to the divided
pitch, being only one-fourth of the length which would have been
required had the fronts of the teeth not been stepped.
151. Helical Teeth, also invented by Dr. Hooke with the sa�e
object, are teeth whose fronts, instead of being parallel to the }uie
of contact of the pitch-cylinders of a pair of spur-wheels, cross that
line obliquely, so as to be of a screw-like or helical form : in ot��:
words, they are teeth of the figure of short portions of scrw-thr(J(J/4"'1
(Article 58, page 36) ; the trace of each thread on a plane perpeJJ."
dicular to the axis being similar to that of a stepped tooth,. 88
shown in the lower part of fig. I 08. Fig. 108 A shows a projectiOJl
of the rim of a wheel with helical teeth on a plane parallel to
the axis.
In order that a pair of wheels with parallel axes and helical
teeth may gear correctly together, the teeth, besides being of th:
8ame circular pitch, must have the same transverse obliquityh; and
if in outside gearing, they must be right-handed on one wheel. an.
left-handed on the other. If in inside gearing, they must be e1tb;r
right-handed or left-handed on both wheels. In fig. 108 A t f
teeth are left-handed. In wheel-work of this kind the contac� 0
each pair of teeth commences at the foremost end of the belica1
e
fronts, and terminates at the after1nost end; and the ri1ns of thh
wheels are to be made of sucl1 a breadth that the contact o_f ones
pair of teeth shall not terminate until that of the next pair bll
commenced.
Helical teeth are open to the objection that they exert a latera111
oblique pressure, which tends to increase friction..
t
When, in designing a skew-bevel wheel, a portion of the tange� .
cylinder at the throat of the hyperboloid (Article 106, page 8, 1
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and Article 85, page 7 3) is used as an approximation t.o the true
})itch-surface, the teeth of that wheel become screw-threads, having
a transverse obliquity determined by the principles of Article 147,
Page 152; and, as has been already stated in the articl e referred to:
they are either right-handed or left-handed in both wheels.
. 152. Screw and Nut.-The figure of a true screw, external or
internal, and the motion of a screw working in a corresponding
screw-shaped bearing, have been described in Articles 57 to 66,
�ages 36 to 42. In the elementary combination of an external and
i�ternal screw, more commonly called a screw and nut, the two
�1eces have threads, one external and the other internal , of similar
fi�res and equal dimensions, so as to fit each other truly ; and one
of them turns about their common axis without translation, while
the other slides parallel to that axis without rotation. The best
form of section for the threads is rectangular. The comparative
lll.otion is, that the sliding piece advances through a distance equal
to the pitch (viz., the " total axial pitch") during each revolution of
t�e turning piece. If the threads are {
the sliding
rf
Piece is made to move towards an observer at one end of the axis
.
leftb right-handed
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y
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rotation,
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e
turning
piece.
h
handed }
to Mr. Willis's Class A, because the velocity-ratio is constant ; and
the extent of the motion is l imited by the length of the screw.
153. Screw Wheel-Work in Gencral.-Screw whee]-work consists
�heels with cylindrical pitch-surfaces, having screw-threads or
helical teeth instead of ordinary teeth. One case of screw-gearing
as been described in Article 151, page . 156-:-viz., that in whJch
the_
axes are parallel. The cases to which this and the following
l'ticl es relate are those in which the axes are not parallel ; so
:ha
_t the pitch-surfaces in an elementary combination are a pair
cyl mders touchinO' each other in one pit,ch-point, like those repre
�n.ted in Article 85, fig. 55, page 73. The pitch-point (O', fig. 55)
�s obviously in the common p�rpeu<;Iicular of �he two a�es (F' �',
�· 55); and there is one straight line traversing the p1tch-�01nt
( '.C,, fig. 55), which is a tangent at once to the two p1tch
�Yhnders and to the a.cting surfaces or fronts of each pair of
�reads at the instant ,vhen those surfaces touch each other at the
1 ch poi
t - nt: that straight line may be called the LINE OF CONTACT•
.A..he_ angles ef inclination of the screw-�hreads to the t,vo a.xes (see
1�le 63, page 40) are equal respect1vely to the angles 1nacle by
:
th l ne
t of contact with those axes. The PITCH-CIRCLES of the two
8 e s
� w are the two circulcar sections of the pitch-cylinders \Vbich
Verse the pitch-point. The PLANE OF CONNECTION, or PLANE OJ:'

!��h:�d!��' }

hf

t
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ACTION, is a plane traversing the pitch-point normal to the line of

contact : that plane, of course, traverses the common perpendicular
of the axes.
When the line of contact is found by the rule given in Article
84, page 71, the cylindrical pitch-surfaces represent the tangent
cylindera at the throats of a pair of hyperboloids!,,; and the screw·
threads are approximations to the skew-bevel teeth suited for th�t
con1bination, as already stated in Article 151, page 156. But 1n
n1any cases the line of contact has positions greatly differing frol'.Il
this; and then the comparative motion becomes different from that
of a pair of skew-bevel wheels; the object of screw-gearing in such
cases being to obtain, with a given pair of cylindrical pitch
surfaces, a velocity-ratio of rotation independent of the radii of
those surfaces; and such is the difference between approximate
skew-bevel gearing and screw gearing in general.
In every elementary combination in screw wheel-work, each of
the two pieces is at once a screw and a wheel ; but it is customary,
when their diameters are very different, to call that which has the
smaller diameter the ENDLESS SCREW, or WORM, and that which bas
the greater diameter the WORM-WHEEL. For example, in fig. 111
(farther on) a' is the worm, or endless screw, and A' the worin.
wheel. The word " endless " is used because of the extent of the
n1otion being unlimited.
Scre,v wheel-work belongs to Mr. Willis's Class A, the velocity
ratio being constant.
The following are the general principles of elementary combina
tions in screw wheel-work :I. The angular velocities of the two screws are inversely, and
their times of revolution directly, as the numbers of threads;
whence it follows that the angular velocity-ratio must be expressible
in whole numbers, as in the case of ordinary toothed wheels.
II. The divided normal pitch (see Article 66, page 42), 8$
measured on the pitch-cylinders, must be the same in two screws
that gear together.
III. The common component of the velocities of a pair of points
in the two screws at the instant when those two points touch
each other and pass the pitch-point, is perpendicular to the line of
contact and to the con1mon perpendicular of the axes; in ot?er
words, it coincides with the intersection of the plane of connection
and the common tangent-plane of the two pitch-cylinders.
IV. The circular or circumferential pitcl,,es of the two screws
(Article 42, page 66), as measured on their pitch-cylinde1-s, are
p1·oportional to the total velocities of points (called the suefa,c8
vdocities) in those cylinders; and they bear the same proporti on!,,�
the divided normal pitch that those total velocities bear to their
common component.
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�- The relative transverse sliding of a pair of threads that are in
·action takes place along the line of contact.
It will be shown in the next article that for a given pair of
a�e� a.nd a given angular velocity-ratio the relative transverse
sliding is least when the pitch-cylinders are the tangent-cylinders
at the throats of a pair of skew-bevel hyperboloi."ds.
1 54. f!ilcrew Wheel-Work-Kale• for Drawin�--In figs. 109 and
l l O the plane of projection is supposed to be the common tangent
pl �e of the two pitch-cylinders; and I represents the pitch-point;
h
Ich is also the trace and projection of the common perpendicular
�
0 the
two axes.
�- Given, the projections of the two axes, the angular velocity
and the radii of the two pitch-cylinders, to find the propor-

;�io,
1.0nate values

of their surface-velocities, and the proportionate I .
:alUe and direct-ion of the velocity of transverse sliding. The · �A
o

'W cylinders may be called respectively A and a..
.
ln. fig. 109, let I A and I a represent the pr0Ject1ons
of v. , \\�
h
t
�'l<
l e two axes. Along those projections lay ��- lengths I_ A,
a, proportional to the two angular veloc1t1es of rotation,
jlld pointiug in the direction in which an observer must
�k: from I in order to make both rotations see1n right
i l>.ded. Draw the straight line A a, and divide it at K
tn.to t�o parts inversely proportional to the radii of the
o
th pitch-cylinders; in other word8, let B and b denote
e radii of the · cylinders A and a respectively, so that
13 .._
of c b is the length of the con1mon perpendicular, or line
ti.o�entr
. es; and let K divide A a in the following propo'r•
-u.-

B + b:B:b

: : Aa : Ka : KA

�elllp�ete the parallel�gram I V K _v; then I V, I v, and
_ al and
dia�onal I K, will be respectively proporti�n
Pe end1cula
r to the surface velocity of the cyhnd�r A,
th 1l>
ce velocity of the cylinder a, and the velocity of
re�atr�urfa
v e transverse sliding at the pitch-point I.
Or otherwise,
by calculation; let £ be the ratio of the

angular
velocities, and b_ that of the radii ; then .:.� is
B
ob · ly th
i�o�s
e ratio of the surface vel?cities.
_
})ai ois obvious that for a given pair of axes and a �1�en
f angular velocities the velocity of tl'ansverse sliding
is
st when I K is perpendic
ular to A a. But A a is a
el � the line of contact of a pair of hyperbnloi:dal Fig.o109.
i
p tch-Surfaces
for skew-bevel wheels having the given

par:u1
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velocity-ratio ; and this is the demonstration of the statement in
the preceding article, that screws which coincide approxima�ly
with skew-bevel wheels give the least possible transverse slid1�g
of the threads for a given pair of axes and a given velocity-ra.tI0
(see page 159).
The proportionate value of the common component of the sur/OIA
velocities may be represented by the length of a perpendicular Jet
fall from either V or v upon I K ; but the next rule gives a more
convenient way of representing both it and the transverse sliding,
II. To draw the line of contact, and to find the proportions bO'T"'ll'
to tlie surface velocities by tl1,dr common component, and by the t'fans
verse sliding,· also ti� proportions borne to each other by the drcuJdl
pitches, the divided axial pitches, and tM divided normal pitch.
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s.1

In fig. 110 (as in fig. 109), let I represent the pitch-point,
I A and I a, the projections of the two axes. Perpendicular to I d
n
and I a, respectively, draw I C and I c, of the proper lengths, �
e
in the proper directions, to represent the surface velocitie� of c
two pitch.cylinders at the point I ; draw the straight hn� 1C '.
1
cutting the projections of the two axes in P and p respectile11
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d
� upon Cc let fall the perpendicular I N (which will obviously
parallel to I K in fig. 109). Through I draw T I T parallel to
c.
C
Then T I T will be the line ofcontact,- I N will represent the
com1non component of tlie sueface velocities (and will also be the
trace of the plane of connection) ; C c will represent the velocity of
t�ansverse sliding,- and the proportions of the several divided
pitches will be as follows :I O : circular pitch of A.
: : I c : circular pitch of a.
: : I P : divided axial pitch of A.
: : I p : divided axial pitch of a.
: : I N : divided normal pitch of both screws.
The figure may be regarded as part of the development of both
screws upon the common tangent plane of their pitch-cylinders.
(See Article 63, page 40. As to RACKS, see Addendum, page 289.)
The absolute lengths of the circular pitches are found by dividing
the pitch-circles into suitable numbers of equal parts, precisely as in
the case of spur-wheels (see Articles 112 to 121, pages 103 to 114);
and from them, by the aid of the proportions given by fig. 110, the
absolute lengths of the divided axial pitches and of the divided
n�rmal pitch are easily found. For the total axial pitch of
either screw, multiply the divided axial pitch by the number of
threads.
III. To find the radii of curvature of the normal screw-lines. The
normal helix, or normal screw-line (see Article 65, page 41), of each
of the two screws touches I N at the pitch-point I ; and the plane
of connection of which I N is the trace is the common osculating
plane of the two normal scre,v-lines at I. Their radii of curvature
at that point both coincide with the common perpendicular of the
a es. The rule for finding such radii (Articles 64 and 65, page 41),
"\en applied to this case, takes the following form :-On I C Jay
off I B to represent the radius of the pitch-cylinder A; then per
dicular to I C draw B D parallel to � A, cutt�ng I N in J?;
fhn
en perpendicular to I N draw D R, cutting I C 1n R; I R will
be the radius
of curvature of the normal helix of the screw A.
similar construction substituting small for capital letters, serves
find I r, the radiu; of curvature of the normal helix. of the
screw a.
�ig. 1 1 1 represents two projections of the pitch-cylinders of a
pair of
screws
by the rules which have just been given,
and shows also designed
the helical lines in which the fronts of the threads
t
?U Jhose pitch-cylinders. The upper part of the figure is a pro1�t1�n. on the plane of action, whose trace, in fig. 110, is I N.
" is the common perpendicular of the two axes, and I' the

!
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pitch-point; N'N' is the trace ofthe common tangent plane of the two
pitch-cylinders; and the arrow shows the direction of the common
component of their
surface velocities
jR,
at the point I'. R
I
I
I
and r are the centres
of curvature of the
two normal screw•
lines at the point
I'; and S S and s s,
described about R
and r respectively,
are their two oscu·
lati ng circles, whose
radii, I' R and I' r,
are found by Rule
III.
The lower part
g
"'
s....
of the figure is a
,,,,c
.........
,,,1
projection on the
.
_.. ..,.,.,,.c ·
> N ' common tangent
;..::.;�__.:��:.:;.:::,;:;____�--�
plane of the pitch--y\
,
cylinders. A A and
--a.._-...;.,_
,: ,._�.., ' "
a a are the pro·,
3
jectionsoftheir two
!
axes; T I T is the
:
line of contact;
:
N I N is the trace
lr
of the plane of
I
action; and the
IT
I
arrow marks the
I
direction of the
common component
of the
surface
velocities at the
pitch-point I.
In the particular
example
repre
sented by figs. 109,
1 10, and Ill, the
1rr
following are the
Fig. 111.
principal data and
proportions :Velocity-ratio ; - 20 '·
I

Number of threads of A 40 · of ,,. 2 •
' , "'' ,
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Ratios of radii and line of centres,
B+b : B :b
: : 11 : 10 : I
Both screws right-handed.
1 55. PJpret1 of Thread• Coand •T Mean• of' Normal l!Jerew-Llnee.
By the following process threads may be designed for any gearing
�rew, so that they shall gear correctly with threads df!signed on
e same principle for any other sc1ew
· of the same normal pitch.
Let the screw to be provided with threads be, for example, the
:rew A of fig. 1 1 1 . Draw, by Rule III. of Article 154, page 1 61,
e osculating circle, S I' S, of its normal screw-line. Lay off the
!1,_0:tnal pitch upon that osculating circle, and design the figure of a
uvuth and two half-spaces of that pitch, with the proper addendum
.an.d depth, as if the osculating circle were the pitch-circle of a spur
\Vh• eel ; the
figure so drawn will be the normal section of a thread,
being the trace of the thread upon a surface which cuts it at right
a gles; and
by the help of that section the threads may be made
�
0 the
correct figure.
. The normal sections of the acting surfaces of a thread n1ay be
eit�er invo
lutes of circles (Articles 131, 1 33, pages 120 to 128), or
i
y
? c �loids (Articles 136 to 1 40, pages 130 to 137). All screws
lth
involute threads of the same divided normal pitch gear correctly
togeth
er, and may be said to belong to one set,; and they have the
8a
ai:e �roperty with involute toothed wheels, of admitting of some
sa rati?� of the distance between the axes. All screws of the
me divided normal pit h having epicycloidal teeth described by
c
th Ballle
be!ong to rolling circle gear correctly together, and may be said to
one set
to '{:is method of designing the threads of gearing screws is believed
now published for the first time.
lo 6,
__ n Pipare. oC Thread• de•lp�d on a Plane Normal to one ..l.sle.
any cases which occur · in practice the axes of the two
8CrI lll
are
A jws andperpendicular to each other; so that, in fig. 1 10, page 160,
a l p are at right angles, I C coincides with Ip, and
l P_
eit�otncides with I P ; and therefore the divided a-xi.al, pitch of
scr
and sp � u equal, to the circular puch of the other. In such cases,
'llne e ecially whe1·e the diameters of the pitch-cylinders are very
1 ual, so that
the larger screw is called a . worm-wlieel, and the
31n fier an
endless screw, it is often convenient to design the traces
of �he
thre�ds on a plane normal to the axis of the �o�·m-"'·h
and
.heel,
e
(as �v �n:�g the axis of the endless scre_w ; and then 1t 1s evident
r.
traces Willis appears to have been the first to shov:) that if t�e
'll of the th�eads of the worm-wheel be made like those of a
8P
of r.h.Wheel of _the·same radius and pitch, and those of the threads
t e screw
like the·traces of' the teeth of a rack suited to 2eai·

with th&t -i,uMrheel, thTOl"'1•Theel 11.nd 11ere,r will pr oorreetl1
together.
Fig, 112 reprment. • ,ronn-Theel 11.nd end!- IICl'10W.
The lower r-rt or tho figuno ia • diagram drawn on tho oommo�
t..11gc11tpl&11e ot tbc, pit<:h-cylindera. l ie the pit<:h•point; 1 0 11
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In the left-hand division of the upper part of the figure
the plane of projection is normal to the axis, A', of the worm
�heel, and traverses the axis, a' a', of the endless screw. The
circ�e B B is the trace of the pitch-cylinder of the wheel; the
�1ght line b b is the trace of the upper side of the pitch
�l1nder of the screw; and those traces touch each other in the
�itch-point I'. The threads of the wheel, and those at the upper
Slde of the screw, are shown in section; the traces of the threads of
t?e wheel are like those of the teeth of a spur-wheel having the same
circular pitch, and B B for a pitch-circle ; the traces of the threads
of the screw are like those of the teeth of a rack suited to gear with
t�at spur-wheel, and having b b for its pitch-line. The addendum
circle, E E, of the worm-wheel, and the addendum-line, e e, of the
endless screw, are drawn as for a spur-wheel and rack. The lower
of the threa.ds of the endless screw are shown in projection.
n the example given, both wheel and screw have right-handed
threads; the number of threads·of the screw is two ; of the wheel,
40; and the screw is represented as driving the wheel The right
han? division of the upper part of the figure shows the wheel in
8eet1on. and the screw in projection ; and the plane of projection
th4verses the axis, A", of the wheel, and is normal to the axis, a", of
t e screw; I" is the pitch-poin
t.
The traces of the threads of the wheel in the left-hand division
the
�� the upper part of the figure are i_nvolu�es of a circle, and tho�e
threads of the screw are straight lines. That shape, as 1n
t
e
of spur-wheels, enables the distance between the axes to
� ca�e
!aned to a certain extent without affecting the accuracy of the
action. But any shapes suited for the teeth of wheels and racks
lnay be employed.
·
f a_ set of worm-wheels be made of the same circular pitch and
obf
• 1qu1ty of thread, and having the traces of the threads all
�o s or all epicyclo'ids, traced by the same rolling circle; and
; a lute
. set of endless screws be n1ade, all of the same divided axial
P tch, equal to the circular pitch of the wheels, and of an obliquity
0� thr
ead equal to the complement of the obliquity of the threads
bfeethe wh�els, and having ··the traces. of. the teeth, a_s the .�ase may
all
b , the straight lines of the proper obhqu1ty, or all ep1cyclo1ds traced
same rolling circle that is used to trace the threads of the
"' eels, then any one of the wheels
will gear correctly with any
one of the
screws.
lo7. 4'.,loae-F1111na Tange■t Serew..-In many cases the object of
ew-gearing is not the economical transmission of motive power,
�
a':trthe production of small angular motions with great accuracy :
◄or example, when the principal wheel of a dividing engine, or
that of a machine for pitching and cutting the teeth of wheels, or
the Wheel
or sector which adjusts the direction of stroke of a

rrts
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cutting tool in a shaping machine, is driven by a "tangent-sere":''
situated relatively to the wheel in the manner already shown 1n
fig. 112. In such cases the screw has not only to move the wh�l
into any required position, but to hold it there; and therefore it JS
essential that there should be no back-lash. In order to ensure
this, together with the requisite precision of action, an exact copy
of the tangent-screw is made of steel, the edges of its threadi�
notched, and it is hardened, so that it becomes a cutting tool : it
is then mounted in a suitable frame, so as to gear witl1 the roughly
formed teeth or threads of the wheel, and turned so as to drive theDl ;
in the course of which operation it cuts them to the proper figure.
The axis of the cutting screw is placed at first at a distance frolll
the axis of the wheel somewhat greater than the intended per
manent distance ; and after each complete revolution of the wheel
the axes are brought a little nearer together, ,1ntil the permanent
distance is attained; and by turning the screw in this last position
the shaping of the teeth or wheel-threads is finished. From the
property of threads with traces similar to those of involute teet�,
which has already been mentioned in Article 156, page 165, it 19
evident that this class of figures is peculiarly well suited to cases
in which the tangent-screw is made to cut the wheel, because of
the gradual diminution of the distance between the axes which
takes place during the process of cutting.
158. o••••m'• co■pll•·••-A coupling is a mode of connecting •
pair of shafts so that they shall rotate in the same direction, with
the same mean angular velocity. If the axes of the shafts are i_n
the same straight line, the coupling consists in so connecting their
contiguous ends that they shall rotate as one piece; but if the
axes are not in the same straight line,
K2
combinations of mechanism are re,,,. • - -......
quired. Various sorts of couplings
J:.t)" DJ
"'
,
be described and compared together 111
··-:ci-"'..'. .
a later division of this treatise. Th8
(·'':�f:;.\�/
present Article relates to a coupling for
1�:.
�·r;, :,<,:',,:,
parallel shafts, invented by Oldhall;'; .
'·, · '.i · ,,..:,"_ ·� which
acts by sliding contact. It iS
he
t
represented
are
in
fig.
1
1
3.
1,
0
2
0
,�-;,:,:. · ___,,.i
,, ,,.,
axes of the two parallel shafts,· D1, Vs,
,,
D9
Ei
"'"""'-two discs facing each other, fixecl 0J1
the ends of the two shafts respectiv�
Fig. 113.
Ei Ei, a bar sliding in a diame
groove in · the face of D1 ; � E2, a bar sliding in a diametral
�oove in the face of D2 : those bars a1·e fixed together at A, at
nght_a�gles to each other, so as to form a rigid cross. The angulat ,,
-yeloc1t1 s of t�e two �iscs and of the cross are all equal at e��1
lll.Stant,� the middle point of the cross, at A, revolves in the do� · i
�

(\,

,,�u
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circle described upon the line of centres, C1 C2, as a diameter, twice
for each turn of the discs and cross; the instantaneous axis of
rotation of the cross at any instant is at I, the point in the circle
�1 C2 diametrically opposite to A ; and each arm of the cross slides
1n its groove through a distance equal to twice the line of centre,s
during each half revolution, or twice the line of centres and back
again-that is, four times the line of centres-during each revolution.
Oldhan1's coupling belongs to Mr. Willis's Class A. The cross
may be strengthened by making its two bars take the form of
P�ojecting diametral ridges on opposite sides of a third circular
disc. Or the cross may consist of two grooves in the opposite sides
of such a disc, and instead of grooved discs, the two shafts may
carry cross bars fitting the grooves of the cross.
1 59. Pin and Strat,ih1 Sler.-The communication of a uniform
velocity-ratio by the sliding contact of a round pin with the sides
of a slot or groove has already been described in Article 141, page
1 37. A velocity-ratio varying in any manner may be communicated
hr making the slot of a suitable figure, the principle of the com
�1nation being, that the line of connection is a normal to the centre
line of the slot, traversing the centre line of the pin. The present
Article relates to cases in which the slot is straight and the
Velocity-ratio variable. Three such cases are illustrated by figs.
114, 1 15, and 1 1 6, further on. Fig. 114 represents a coupling,
belonging to Mr. Willis's Class B, where two shafts turn about
the parallel axes A and B with equal mean angular velocities,
�hough the angular velocity-ratio at each instant is variable. Fig.
15 shows a crank turning continuously about the axis A, and
C8.1:Jing a piu, C, which, by n1eans of the slot F G, drives a lever
'1Vh1ch rocks or oscillates about the axis B. Fig. 116 shows a.
Crank turning continuously about the axis A, and carrying a pin,
.' which, by means of the slot F G in the cross-head of the rod B,
gives a. reciprocating sliding motion to that rod. The last two
combinations belong to Mr. Willis's Class C.
I� practice, for the purpose of diminishing friction and pre
v�nt1ng back-lash, it is usual to make the pin turn in a bush which
slides in
the slot; but that bush is not shown in the figures.
The following are the principles of the action of those three
Cotnbinations :I. Coupling (fig. 114).-ln order that the directional relation of
!he rotations may be constant, the crank-arm, A C, must be greater
han the line of centres, A B.
_
W1th a given crank-arm, A C, to find the position of the axis B
of the slot-lever, so that the crank and slot-lever shall alternately
ov �ke and fall behind each other by a given angle:-With the
;
D ius A C describe the circle D C E, and draw the diameter
A E, with which the line of centres is to coincide. Lay off

--

,
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E A H = E A 1,, = the complement of the given angle, and dra•
H B 1,, perpendicular to D A E. B will be the trace of the required axis.
At the instant when the centre of the pin is at H or k, the
angular velocities are equal ;
and A H B = A h B is the
given angle beforementioned.
With a given position, C, of
the centre of the pin, to find
the Olll,gu},atr 'V&OCU'!J - ratio :
From C, perpendicular to the
centre line, B .C, of the slot,
'' draw the line of connection,
C I, cutting the line of centreS
in I; then
I
, ...
Angular velocity of B A I�
I
\ ...
•
----,:-----:----=-- =
...... l
,
·----··II ------,I,,'4 Angular
velocity of A B I
·
or otherwise: draw A P par
I ,,/'
,
/ ,
allel to B C and perpendicular
to O I; then
Angular velocity of B A P·
Fig. 114.
Angular velocity of A = B <f
Thee. {
} values of this ratio occur when the pin is at
...

I

{ ED }

...

..

u

,

Ctest . ,
respectively; and they are as followse:-

AE
AO
Greatest,
B E = A C _ A B;
AC ·
AD
Leaat, B D = A O + A B.
The t,rOAJi/, or length of sliding of the pin in tlie alot is
F O = B F - B G = B D - B E;

and this takes place twice in each revolution.
II. Crank and Slotted Leve:r (fig. 115).-As the crank-arm; A C,.
in fig. 115, is shorter than the line of centres, A B, the slotted
lever, B G F, has a reciprocating or rocking motion.
With a given line of centres, A B, and a given mniram,plitudl
or angular half-stroke of the rocking motion of the lever; A B �
= AB k, to find th6 length of cra/nk.q,rm:�From A let fall A �• perpendicular to B K, or A k perpendicular to B k; A K = A �:
will be the required crank-arm.
K and " will be the two dead point,; that is to say, the positio• �-
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of the centre of the pin at the two instants when the lever has no
yelocity, having just ceased to move in one direction, and being
Just about to begin to move in the
opposite direction.
To find the angular velocity-ratio at
�he instant when the centre of the pin is
1n a given position, C :-Draw the corre•
sponding position, B C F, of the centre
line of the slot, and perpendicular to it
draw C I, cutting the line of centres in
I ; then
AI
Angular velocity of lever
Angular velocity of crank = B 1·
To find the travel of the pin in the
slot, lay off B G = B E, and B F = B D ;
G and F will be the two ends of the
travel of the centre of the pin; and
F G = D E = 2 A C will be the length
of travel.
III. Crank and Slot-headed Sliding
D
llod (fig. 1 16).-The crank-arm, A C, in
Fig. 115.
this case is to be made equal to one-half
of the intended length of stroke of the
s�iding rod, B. Draw the circle described by C, the centre of the
pin, and let k A K be the diameter of that circle which is parallel
to the direction of motion of
the rod; then K and k will
b_e the dead points, or posi•
t1ons of the centre of the pin
at the two instants when the
l"od has no velocity. To find
the ve!,ocity-ratio of the rod
and crank-pin when the
centre of the crank-pin is in
a_given position, C : perpen•
d1cular to the direction of
!notion of the rod draw the
Fig. 1 1 6.
diameter D A E · this line
'Will correspond � the line of centres in the preceding problems;
then through C, and perpendicular to the c�ntre-line, F G, of the
�lot, draw the line of connection, C I, cutting D A E in I; the
following will be the required velocity-ratio:A I
Velocity of rod, B
Velocity of centre of pin, C = Ac·
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The extent oj'travd ofthe pin in the slot is F G = D E = 2 A C.
1 60. C!ame and Wlpen in General.-Cams and wipers are those
primary pieces, with curved acting surfaces, which work in sliding
contact without being related to imaginary pitch-surfaces, as the
teeth of wheels and threads of screws are. The distinction between
a cam and a wiper is, that a cam in most cases is continuous in its
action, and a wiper is always intermittent; but a wiper is some
times called a cam notwithstanding. A cam is often like a non
circular sector or wheel in appearance; a wiper is often like a
solitary tooth. (As to " rolling cams," see Article 1 10, page 99.)
The solutions of all problems respecting the velocity-ratio and
directional relation in the action of cams and wipers are obtained
by properly applying the general principle of Article 122, page 1 14.
In most cases which occur in practice, the condition to be
fulfilled in designing a cam or a wiper does not directly involve the
velocity-ratio, but assigns a certain series of definite positions
which the follower is to assume when the driver is in a correspon�
ing series of definite positions. Examples of such problems will
be given in the following Articles.
161. <!am with Grooye and Pin.-Throughout the present Artic�e
it will be supposed that the acting surface of the follower, which !8
to be driven by the cam, is the cylindrical surface of a pin. It JS
easy to see that without in any respect altering the action, a
cylindrical roller turning about a smaller pin may be substituted
for a pin in order to diminish friction. If the pin is to be driven
by· the cam in one direction only, being made to return at the
J>roper time by the force of gravity or by the elasticity of a spring,
the cam may have only one acting edge; but if the pin is to be
driven back as well as forward by the cam, the cam must have tw<>
acting edges, with the pin between then1, so as to form a gro�ve
or a slot of a uniform width equal to the diameter of the pin,
with clearance just sufficient to prevent jamming or undue friction.
The centre of the pin may be treated as practically coinciding. at
all times with the centre-line of such a groove, which centre-line
may be called the pitc/1,-line of the cam. The most convenient v:aY
to design a can1 is usually to draw, in the :first place, its pitch-l1D0,
and then to lay off tl1e half-breadth of the groove on both sides of
the pitch-line. When one acting edge only is required, it is to be
laid off on one side of a groove, the other side being omitted.
The line of connection, at any instant is a straight line normal to
the pitch-line at the centre of the pin.
The surface in which the groove is made may be either a J?la!le
or a surface of revolution ; a plane for a cam-plate which e1�bet
turns about an axis normal to its own plane or slides in a straight
line, and acts upon a pin whose centre moves in a plane parallel to
that of the cam-plate; a solid of revolution, being either a cylinder,
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a cone, or a hyperboloid, for a cam whicL turns about an axis, a.nd
9:cts on a pin whose centre has a reciprocating motion in a straight
line coinciding with a generating line of the surface of revolution.
The following example is a case of a rotating plane cam, giving
motion through a pin and lever to a 1·ocking shaft whose axis is
parallel to the axis of rotation of the cam.
. In fig. 117 the plane of projection is that of the cam-plate, and
IS normal to the axes of the cam and of the lever.
In the lower
part of the figure, .A.' represents the trace of the axis of the rocking
A.
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shaft, and C' the trace of the axis of the cam, so that A! C1 is the
line of centres. The direction of rotation of the cam is shown by an
arrow. In the example, the direction is left-handed. The circular
arc, 0 6, described about AJ with the radius .A: 0, is the path to be
described by the centre of the pin; and the twelve points in that
arc, marked with numbers fro1n O to 11, are twelve positions which
the centre of the pin is to occupy at the end of twelve equal divisions
of a revolution of the cam. It is required to find the form of the
cam which will produce that motion in the pin.
In the upper part of the figure, let C represent the axis of the
cam; suppose that the cam is fixed, and that the line of centres,
C A, rotates about C, carrying the axis, A, of the rocking shaft along
with it, with an angular velocity equal and contrary to the actual
angular velocity of the cam. That supposition will not alter the
relative motions of the working pieces. With the radius C A
describe a circle to represent the supposed path of A relatively to
C ; divide its circumference into twelve equal parts., and to the
points of division draw radii, 0 A0, C A1, C A2, &c., to represent
twelve successive positions of the line of centres relatively to the
cam, as supposed to be fixed. Lay off the angles C A0 0, C A1 I ,
C A2 2, &c., in the upper part of the figure respectively, equal to
the angles c, A, 0, C' A' 1, C' A1 2, &c., in the lower part of the
figure; and make each of the straight lines A0 0, A1 1, A2 2, &c. ,
equal to the lever arm A' 0. The points thus found, O, I, 2, &c.,
will be points in the pitch-line of the cam, and a curve drawu
through them will be the required pitch-line.
About each of the points 0, 1, 2, &c., draw a circle of a radius
equal to that of the pin : a pair of curves touching those circles
so as to be parallel to the pitch-line will mark the two sides of the
groove, without allowance for clearance. Clearance may be pr�
vided either by slightly diminishing the diameter of the pin or by
slightly increasing the width of the groove. If the lever is to .be
raised by the cam, but brought down again by gravity, the outer side
of the groove may be omitted, and. the cam will become a disc bounded
by the innermost of the three parallel curves shown in the figure..
The number of parts into which the revolution of the cam 18
divided may be ma.de more or less numerous according to the
degree of precision required.
It is easy to see how a similar method may be applied to . the
designing of a cam-disc which shall produce a given 1notion _in a,
follower whose acting surface is of any given form. A figure !s. to
be constructed like the upper part of fig. 117, on the suppos1t1on
that the cam is fixed, and that the frame of the machine rotates
about the axis of the cam with an angular velocity equal and
contrary to the actual angular velocity of the cam. Then, just as
the pin in the upper 1>art of fig. 1 1 7 is drawn in its several positions,
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0, 1, 2, &c., the trace of the acting surface of the follower is to be
drawn in its several succes.'3ive positions; and a line touching that
trace in all its positions will be the trace of the required cam-disc.
The dead poi,nts of a cam are the points in its pitch-line which
are at the greatest and least distances from its axis. In the
example shown in fig. 117 the dead points are O and 6. When
the centre of the pin is at those points it has no velocity. Any
part of the pitch-line which is an arc of a. circle about C
corresponds to a pause in the motion of the pin.
1 62. Drawtaa a £am hf £ircular Arc•.-ln many cases in which
�ms have to be designed, the dead points alone are given bythecondi•
tion s of the problem, leaving the parts of the pitch-line between those
points to be drawn according to convenience. For example,in fig. 1 18,
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C is the axis of the cam, and A and B are dead points; so that
C B and C A are respectively the least and greatest radii drawn
from the axis to the pitch-line; and the pitch-line at A and B
is normal to those radii respectively. The intermediate arcs of
the pitch-line are to be drawn of any convenient form, so as to
traverse A and B, and be normal to C A and C B.
The easiest way to draw such curves is by means of arcs of
circles.
The simplest case is when C A and C B are parts of one straight
line. The required pitch-line is then an eccentric circle, described
upon the straight line A C B as a diameter.
When C A and C B, as in the figure, are not parts of one
straight line, the following method may be used, being an extension
of Rule IV. of .Article 79, page 61, and having the effect of giving
a pitch-liue made up of four circular arcs, whose radii deviate Jess
from equality than those of any other combination of four circular
arcs which would answer the same purpose.
From A and B, perpendicular to A C and B C respectively,
draw A D and B D, cutting each other in D. These will be
tangents to the required pitch-line. Join C D ; bisect it in E; a�d
about E, with the radius E C = E D, describe a circle which w1Il
travente the four points A, C, B, D. Bisect the arc A C B in G.
About G, with the radius G A = G B, describe a circle; and dra."'
the straight line D H G I, cutting that circle in H and I. Through
the points H and I, and parallel to D C, draw the straight lines
H Q and I P, cutting the circle A I B H in P and Q (the ends
of one diameter), and cutting also the straight line C B in M and
L, and the straight line A C produced in N and K. Then dra"'
four circular arcs, as follows :The arc A P, described about the point K,

,,
,,
,,

P B,

B Q,
Q A,

,,

,,

L,

,,

,,

N;

,,

,,

M,

and those arcs will make up a pitch-line having C B and C A for
its greatest and le�st distances from the axis C, as required; a.!1d
also having its radii of curvature less unequal than is possible "'!th
any other combination of four circular arcs, and no more, fulfilling
the required conditions.
When a cam is to have more than two dead points, each pair of
adjacent �ead points are to be connected with each other by_ mea. 8
of two circular arcs, drawn according to Rule IV. of Article '
pages 61 and 62, fig. 48.
163. Manr�•ll•cl <:am•J 8plral and Conoldal Cama.-When the
complete serieJ of movements of a piece that is to be driven by a
cam extend8 over more than one revolution of the cam, there are
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cases in which the required result may be effected by means of a
groove in a cam-plate having a pitch-line of more than one coil ;
but difficulties in working may arise from the fact that the coils of
the groove must intersect each other. There are other cases in
Which the motion required in the follower is of a kind that may
be produced by means of a spiral cam,
such as that shown in fig. 1 1 9. The
upper part of the figure is a projection
on. a plane normal to the axis; the
lower part, a projection on a plane
J>arallel to the axis. A A' is the
8�iral cam ; B, a screw of an axial
Pitch exactly equal to the axial pitch
of the cam. This screw, resting in a :
fixed nut, forms one of the bearings J
of the cam-shaft, and causes thet:
8haft and cam together to advancet;
along the axis at each revolution 1
:
; :
;:
through a distance equal to the pitch,t!;-__,..__,,__7: :
!
thus bringing a new coil of the k::l:==-:--�+--+-=l=-F=�::,'
A
cam into action. The cam, A, may
..
also be made with a continuous con-.
0idal surface, of which different parts
are brought into action at each revolution. by the advance caused by the
SCrew B. It is eYident that in spiral
and conoidal cams the extent of the
!notion is limited.
164. Wlpen and Pallet• - E8�ape•
lllleaa1a.-In fig. 120 a shaft rotating
about the axis A is provided with one
Fig. 119.
or more solitary teeth called wipers,
SU.ch as E. The action of the wipers upon the projecting parts of
the piece that t]1ey drive (which, for the sake of a general term,
!nay be called pallets) may be �ither in�ermitt,ent or reciP:ocating.
l. As an example of intermiUent action, _o!le of the wipers r��re
sen�ed in fig. 120, in moving from th� pos1t1on H to the pos�t�on
�, lS supposed to have driven before 1t a pallet from the pos1t1on
to the position F. The pallet projects from a vertical sliding
r, or Btamper, C.
B B is the addendum-circle of the wipers, and D D the addendumline of
the pallets. Those lines cut each other at the point of
escape, E ; aud just at that point the pallet esc<!'pes �r�m the �iper,
and �he stamper, with its pallet, falls back � its or1g1nal pos1t1on,
and is ready to be lifted again by the next wiper.
The stan1per and pallet referred to in this case are shaded.
--;

t

.

II. Ao an enmple o(hneip,,,,otiAghM:iion,htheolidingbar,hC,hcf
t.he precedinh
g uample ia rnp1"""'1 to bevehr,ttached io it r.hfra111e.
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This is the combination already referred to in Article 142, page
141. It belongs to a class of contrivances called escapenients,
because of the escape of the follower from the action of the driver
at certain instants. There are many escapements which do not
belong to the Sl1bject of pure mechanism; and amongst these are
found most of the escapements that are used in clocks and watches,
as being well st1ited to the regulation of those machines ; for in such
escapements the driver and follower are disconnected from each
other during the greater part of the movement. Only two more
escapements, therefore, will be described here.
III. Anchor Recoil Escapement.-This escapement, though not
'\Vell suited to the exact keeping of time, is used in old clockwork.
It is also used in vertical roasting jacks. The driver is a wheel
called the scape wheel, and the trace of its axis is represented by
the point A, fig. 121. E I F is its pitch-circle, cutting the line
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�{ centres, A B, in I. V V is its addendum-circle. In the figure
teeth are represented as cylindrical pins; in any case their
ac:• g u
tee�h as rfaces may be regarded as parts of cylinders, which, if the
nea re sharp-pointed, are of insensible diameter. The arrow
1 sho-ws the direction of rotation of the wheel. The point B
is th t a
reci � l'at�engof the axis of the verge, or rocking shaft, to whicl1 a,
i movement is to be given through the alternate· action
of t1o
e � eth
on the pallets, R S and T U, which are the acting
e
N
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surfaces of the crutch, S R T U. At the instant represented in
the figure, the crutch is at the middle of its swing, and in the act
of moving towards the left, through the action of the tooth E on
the pallet R S. The swing of the crutch takes place while the
wheel moves through half the pitche; at the end of which interval
the tooth E and pallet R S escape from each other, and another
tooth begins to act on the pallet T U, so as to make the crutch
swing towards the right, and so on alternately. The dotted circle
at F represents a tooth in the act of driving the pallet T U, at the
middle of the swing, towards the right.
Po design tl,,e figures of the pallets, a method is to be employed
analogous to that described in Article 161, page 172; that is to say,
the crutch is to be supposed fixed, and the line of centres, B A, is
to be supposed to swing to and fro about the axis B, carrying
with it the axis A, through an angle equal to the angle through
which the crutch is actually to swing.
Lay off the angles A B C A B D the semi-amplitude, or
half angle of swing; and make B C B D B A. Then C and
D are the two extren1e positions of the axis A in its supposed
swinging motion. With a radius equal to that of the pitch-circle,
draw the arcs M N about C, and P Q about D ; and with &
radius equal to that of the addendum-circle, draw the arcs rn, i>
about C, and p q about D. From the point I lay off upon the
pitch-circle the arcs I E
I F an odd number of times �
quarter-pitch; so that E I F shall be an odd number of haIJ
pitches. The points E and F should be as near as praeticable to
the points where two straight lines from B touch the pitch-circle,
About E and F draw circles to represent the traces . of the acting
surfaces of the pins or teeth. Lay off, on the pitch-circle, the a.res
E G F K the quarter-pitch, with the radius of the actJJlg
surface of a tooth deducted : this deduction is to ensure that betweell
the escape of a tooth from one pallet and the commencement of th8
action of another tooth on the opposite pallet there shall be e.ll
interval sufficient to enable the tooth that has just escaped to mof8
clear of the pallet which it has quitted.
About the centre B, through the point G, draw the circular 1!°
M G N, cutting the arc M N, already described about 0, . 1�
the points M and N. About the centre B, through the p01
K, draw the circular arc P K Q, cutting the arc P Q, a.Irea a1.
deseribed about D, in the points P and Q. Through M, E,
Q draw a continuous curve ; this will be the pitch-line of
pallet R S. Through N, F and P draw a continuous cu�
this will be the pitch-line of the pallet T U. Then, parallel �
those pitch-lines respectively, and at a distance from them
$
to the l'auius of the acting surface of a tooth, lraw the traces,
and T U, of the acting surfaces of the pallets.
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The. points of the pallets, at S and U, are to be cut off, so as not
to proJect within the circles q p and n m respectively. The traces
of the backs of the pallets, S W and U X, are to be circular arcs
described about B.
IV. Dead-beat Escapement.-In the dead-beat escapement the
cru�c� swings each way through an arc of indefinite extent, in
addition t.o that through which it is driven by the action of the
�th of the scape wheel ; and the scape wheel is made to pause in
its ?1otion during each such additional swing, by its teeth bearing
aga1nst parts of the pallets whose surfaces are cylinders described
about the axis of the verge. The traces of these may be called
ihe dead arcs of the pallets. The recoil escapement shown in fig.
2 1 , may be converted into a dead-beat escapement, as follows:
Ab?ut B, with a radius equal to B M added to the radius of the
a ing surface of a tooth, draw the circular arc R Y ; and also
a��ut B, with a radius equal to B P, deducting the radius of the
act1ng surface of a tooth, draw the circular arc T Z : those two
arcs will be the required dead arcs of the pallets.
In order that a dead-beat escapement may go on working, there
lnus� be a force, such as gravity or the elasticity of a spring,
continually tending to bring the crutch to its middle position, at
an� ?ear which tlie pallets are driven by the teet� ; hence its
Principles are to a certain extent beyond the province of pure
lllecbanism.
.
t In the dead-beat escapements of accurate clocks, the angle
hrough which the crutch swings is very small, and the angle
t. hr ugh which
the teeth act on the pallets is still sn1aller; so that
i
},n g. 1 2 1 those angles may be looked upon as greatly exaggerated,
the sake of distinctly showing the geometrical . principles of
e combination.
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SECTION

V. - Connection by Bands.

b l 65. Band■ and Pulley• <,las•ed. (.A. M., 478.)e- The word
flaru_Js may be used as a general term to denote all kinds of
�xible c�n
necting pieces; and _the word pul?eys, 'Y'hen not. other'\1/ise
.
qualified, to denote all kinds of rotating pieces which are
�fnnect:d ,vith ea.ch other by mea�s of b�nds. Bands !llayebe
.
in the follo,ving n1anner ; which �lso involves a class1ficat1on
ofa:hd
e pulleys to which the bands a.re suited :I• Belt.CJ, which are made of leather, gutta percha, woven fabrics,
� are
s�' oth fiat and thin, and require nearly cylindrical pulleys with
surfaces. A belt tends to move towards that part of a
ll
u
P
Whose radius is greatest. Pulleys for belts, therefore, are
sli
on.g t:eY swelled in the �iddle, �n order that t�e belt may r�main
pulley unless forcibly shifted, and are m general w1thout

h)
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ledges. A belt when in motion is shifted off a pulley, or from one
pulley on to another of equal size alongside of it, by pressing against
the " advancing side" of the belt; that is, that part of the belt
which is moving towards the pulley. Amongst belts may be
classed flat ropes.
II. Cords, made of catgut, leather, hempen or other fibres, or
wire, are nearly cylindrical in section, and require either drums
with ledges, or grooved pulleys.
III. Chains, which are composed of links or bars jointed together,
require wheels or drums, grooved, notched, and toothed, so as to
fit the links of the chains. Chains suited for this purpose are
called gearing chains.
Bands for communicating motion of indefinite extent are endles�,
Bands for communicating reciprocating motion have usually their
ends made fast to the pulleys or drums which they connect, and
which, when the extent of motion is less than a revolution, may be
sectors.
166. Principle• of �onnectlon by Bands.-The lin,e of connection
of a pair of pulleys connected by means of a band is the central
line or axis of that part of the band whose tension transmits the
motion.
The pitch-surface of a pulley over which a band passes is th_e
surface to which the line of connection is always a tangent; that 18
to say, an imaginary surface whose distance from all parts of the
acting surface of the pulley that the band touches is equal to the
distance from the acting surlace of the band to its centre }ine.
The pitch-surface of a pulley cannot be anywhere concave ; for
where the acting surface is concave, the band stretches in a
straight line across the hollow, and the pitch-surface is plan�•
In ordinary pulleys for communicating a constant velocity-ratio
the pitch-surface is a circular cylinder ; and its radius (called the
effective 'radius) is equal to the real radius of the pulley added to
half the thickness of the band.
The pitcli-line of a pulley is the line on its pitch-surface in which
the centre-line lies of that part of the band which touches _the
pulley. The line of connection is a tangent to the pitch-liD?
Wben the line of connection is in a plane perpendicular to the aiis
of tho pulley, the pitch-line is the trace of the pitch- surface.:
that plane : for example, the circular section of a cylindri
pulley. When the line of connection is oblique to the axis, the
pitch-line is helical, or screw-like.
Problems respecting the comparative motion of pieces connected
· by bands are solved by applying the principles of Article 91, page
�8, taking A B in fig. 58 of that Article to represent the ce�tre
line of that part of the band whose tension transmits the motion,
a.nd A .A: and B B' to represent the common perpendiculars froill
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that line to the axes of the pulleys. When the pitch-�urfaces of
the pulleys are circular cylinders, A A' and B B' represent their
effective radii. Rule II. of Article 91 shows how to find the
a:ngular velocity-ratio of two pulleys whose proportionate dimen
sions are given. The following is the converse rule for finding the
proportionate ·radii of t,vo pulleys which are to transmit a given
hgular velocity-ratio. In fig. 58, rage 78, draw A a, to represent
t e projection of the axis of one pnlley upon a plane parallel to
that axis traversing the line of connection, A B ; and draw B l:, to
represent a similar projection of the axis of the other pulley. Lay
off t�e distances A a, and B b to opposite sides of A B, to represent
:e intended angular velocities of the two pulleys. Draw A c and
d perpendicular to A. B ; and draw a c and b d parallel to A B,
cutti g
n A c and B d in c and d respectively. Then the lengths
A. c and B d will represent the component angular velocities of the
Pulleys about axes perpendicular to the line of connection, A B.
(1n. most cases which occur in practice, both the axes lie in planes
pe�endicular
to the line of connectio11; and then A a and B b
o
c incide with A c and B d respectively.)
ltDraw the straight line c d, cutting the line of connection, A B, in
Then we have the proportion

BK : AK

: : effective radius of A : effective radius of B;

if_ one of those radii-for example, that of A-is given, the
:�
'\V' er is
found as follows :-From A lay off A I = BoK (or other
a ise, from B lay off B I = A K). Perpendicular to A B draw A A'
d
'o= tl1e given radius of the pulley A., and draw
the B
; lay off A A
B'ight
_stra
line A.' I B', cuttiug B B' in B'; B B' ,vill be the
required
radius of B.
d"i In. the ordinary case, in which both axes lie in planes perpen
cu!ar to the line of connection, it is evident that the velocities of
a )ai� of circ
ular pulley� are inversely _as their effectiveradi�.
t 1s to be borne in mind that, especially as regards cases 1n which
th
c e axes do not both lie in planes perpendicular. to the line of
t'hllnection, everythina stated in the present Article is based on
l e supposition that tlie band is perfectly flexible in all directions.
the
i: pla case of flat belts connecting pulleys whose axes are not both
tt
e ctsnes perpendicular to the line of connection, there are certain
fa: of the lateral stiffness of the belt which will be considered
i:"her on
The vel�cuy of the band is equal to that of a point revolving at
th e_nd
of the radius A .A:, fig. 58, page 78, with the angular
'\1aeiihity repres
t e end o ented by A c, and also to that of a point revolving
f the radius B B', with the angular velocity represented
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by B d. When a band connects a pulley with a sliding piece, the
comparative motion is given by Rule III. of Article 9 1 , page 79.
Smooth bands, such as belts and cords, are not suited to com
n1unicate a velocity-ratio wit!,, precision, as teeth are, because of
their being free to slip on the pulleys; but the freedom to slip. is
�dvantageous in swift and powerful machinery, because of 1!8
preventing the shocks which take place when n1echanism which 1s
at rest is suddenly t/1,rown into gear, or put in connection with the
prime mover. A band at a certain tension is not capable of
exerting more than a certain definite force upon a pulley over
which it passes; and therefore occupies, in communicating its own
speed to the rim of that pulley, a certain definite time, depending
on the masses that are set in motion along with the pulley and the
speed to be impressed upon them; and unti] that time has elapsed
the band has a slipping motion on the pulley ; thus avoiding shocks,
which consist in the too rapid communication of changes of speed.
This will be further considered under the head of the Dynau1ics of
Machines.
167. Pulley• wilh Equal Anaiular Velocitie••-When a pair of
pulleys turn about parallel axes in the same direction, with equal
angular velocities, their pitch-lines may be of any figure whatsoever,
curved or polygonal, provided they are equal and similar, and not
concave. Each of the two strajght parts of the band is equal and
paraJlel to the line of centres; and those parts, if the pulleys are
circular and not eccentric, remain at a constant distance from the
line of centres; but have a reciprocating motion towards and frol'.ll
that line if the pulleys are either eccentric or non-circular. A reel
is virtually a pulley whose pitch-line is a polygon with rounded
angles; aud such is also the case with the expanding pulley, coll·
sisting of four quadrants of a circle, which can be separated to a
greater or less distance from each other by means of screws.
168. Banda and Palley• for a «::on8tanl Velocity-Hatio.-In ord�r
that the velocity-ratio of a pair of pulleys may be constant, their
pitch-lines must be circular (except in the particular case specified
in the preceding Article, when the figure is not restricted to the
circle alone).
The band may be open or uncrossed, as in fig. 122; or it maY. b6
crossed, as in fig. 123. With au open band the directions of rotatioJl
,

r
r

C,a

Fig. 122.

Fig. 123.
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�re the same; with a crossed band, contrary. In each of these
tigures, 1 denotes the driving pulley, and 2 the following pulley ;
CI 02 is the line of centres, and T T2 the line of connection ; and
1
tlie angular velocity-ratio is expressed by
l Tl.
-- - cC-·
T

a2

a1 -

2 2

169. The Lenaitb of au Eadie•• Band, such as those shown in
�gs. 122 and 123, consists of two straight parts, each equal to the
hue of connection, and two circular arcs. v,7hen the band is
crossed, as in fig. 123, the circular arcs are of equal angular extent ;
when the band is open, as in fig. 122, the angles subtended by the
two arcs make up one revolution. When the length of a baud is
to be measured on a drawing, the circular parts may be rectified
graphicalJy by Rule I. or Rule II. of Article 51, page 28.
To find the length of an endless band by calculation, let the line
of centres, C C
c, and the ejfective radii of the pulleys, C1 T1 =r1 ;
1 2
C2 T2 r ; r1 being the greater. Then each of the two equal
2
straig ht parts
of the band is evidently of the length

=

=

= J c2 - (1·1 + r2)2 for a crossed band;a
} . . . ... (1.}
2
T1 T2 = J c2 - (r1 - r2) for an open band.

T1 T2

Let i1 be the arc to radius unity of the greater pulley, and i2 that
of the less pulley, with which the band is in contact; then for a.
crossed band
•
•
• rl + r2
n
;
i = i = 7r + ;;'I arc · sin
2

1

and for an open band
•

. i1

=- "" +

- r-";
2
i2
-"'-2 arca· sin r1
C

C

• .,.1 - ,,.
= «- - 2 arc · sin
;
C ...

(2.)

9

a�d the addition of the lengths of the straight and curved parts
gives the following total length :For a crossed band,

L � 2 Jc• - (,"t + ,,-,J• + (,,., + r2) • (r + 2 arc · sin · "•:"•) ; 1

and for an open band,

L === 2 Jc2 - (r

1

-

,,.�2 + �(1\ + r2) + 2(r1 - r2) arca· sina. rl - r2•
C

(3.)

�s the last of these equations would be troublesome to use
lil a practical application to be mentioned in Article 171, an

ti
1
r
y c
:cr_.7,.:,;";t;11�.i:!; ,.:�t�Ii r, �1 f�t .::Ut:�J� �

,Jil-(r1 - rJ':. � - (�J?.,.,..,Jy,and•""t• o.in • � - T�

nearly; when�,tforantop,,ntbo.nd,

.t
L n•rly - 2 o + • (r1 + r,) + �, ..... (3 1. )

intwhich it ;.,tou.fficientlyaoouratet!ort practi,ait pu'J'O'elltt<ltmake
.. . 3�
170. P•ll•u wit�t•••• 11,,..,-lt hua\,..,.dy i,,,,,nett.tedin Att.icl,.,
16.'J, poge l79, that � flattheltt,,ndil to moretowaroi< that po.rt.of
the pulley wh°"" rndmo i,, gn,r,tcot, or to "dimb," u tl,e ph....., 111;
and th.at pull.op for ruch belt,, a� the...Core made without. led�
and with a ohght •...,u or oonvc11ty at the middle of the nm, m
onlerthatthetbelt rrmyt.end \Otremainthc"'- 'l'hot ••cll u1ually
al\o,vedtir,tthe rimstoft pulleyati1t"""t1"""',v-:fourtht pan eft lM
,_,,,,_
Thett.,ndeney tot dimb i•t pro<luOO<It byt thetlateraltgtifl'n...,tof
the belt, in the fo\lo,ving mam1er:-When lhe JJIU'L of tho belt
.,hich touch• the pulley
i
:t;�
hQ
ing �th!truW•i
�
11tmadottotdcv,at,et1,o,rardatthetopp<l8lle
.
oide; and thuo, aflcr the pulley hM
�le, the devia
!(�r,:'j .�;'i':e'\t :
· half ronnd
A =-l helt. i,, tw111ted
;,, i-,.ug from one pulley
\0
another,
·
6
1t
:.:�":de �t!tet�lt�n� ���fii
object of
both
.t pulleJ"L Th� princ1pol .t
th1• ill,thatthettwotatn11ght.ponatofthG
helttruay s- e.chtothcrflatT1oewhere
th"1 <:rooa, 11<> • not W rcusttnchtother" •

�i:�;. ��.

i.,,�;:·;·be�:i: bri��!"n!,�1,e�S!
.t
of Iha le.the,- ;nto oontact with both
flct lH,
pulleyo.
h bu. &1-.Iy been •t.ied that the
J>Ol!�ontwhich a hcltlllllnmestupon • pulley iatdetttmined by the
poa>tiou of it. admncing ,id,:; that i•, of the port of thG hel�

?;«�:;t;��:ti°if�:��;t:;�r,?iit��i
aimilar •od "4U11l fullowing pu!leya, mounted ade by oidc upon

¥:��:

=�

!:n:!":;

�:..""�Y;eu;!;�
w":.: :'r!�
�
"-""toftatforlr.,tthattguide. it.,tadn.11ciogtoide totthe C..ttpulley
or to the I� pullo,y .t wil� IO u to eogage or di3eng:,.ge �•
•han OD. who,h tho.e pulley• are lilted. The driving pulley 11
rw.de of at hrM<ltht equalttot thet �th1t oft thot �t •odt!OQle
l>Ulieyatogether.
The la�ral �iffn- of • belt is WO made an.ilable for the
e

��i�1::��:fifb!���h!�t;t�"!�:•�=��
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The radii at the middle and ends being thus determined, make
the generating curve an arc either of a circle or of a parabola.
. For a pair of stepped cones, as i n fig. 126 D, let a series of
differences of the radii, or values of r1 - r2, be assumed; then, for
each pair of pulleys, the half-sum of the radii is to be computed
from the difference by the formula-

r1 + r2
2

= ro - '!I ,• . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (3.)

r0 being the value of that half-sum when the radii are equal ;
and finally, the radii are to be computed from their half-sum and
half-difference, as follows :,.1

=

r 1 + r2

2

+

r1 - r2.

2 .'

r1 - r2
r1 + r2
=
r2
2
2

I

I .
r .. . . ..... . . . .. <4.>

I
J

172. Pulley• for Rope. and (Jord• require ledges to prevent t11e
band from slipping off; for even flat ropes have not sufficient
lateral stiffness to make them remain, of themsclves, on the convexity
of a pulley. A cord, in passing round a pulley, lies in a groove,
�ometimes called the gorge of the pulley; if the object of the pulley
is merely to support, guide, or strain the cord, the gorge may be
co?siderably wider than the cord ; if the pulley is to drive or to be
�1ven by the cord, so as to trans1nit motive power, the gorge must
lll general fit the cord closely, or even be of a triangular shape, so
as _to hold it tight. Sometimes the gorge of a pulley which is to be
driven by a cord at a lo,v speed has radial ribs on its sides, in order
to give it a firmer hold of the cord.
The groove of a pulley for a wire rope should not grasp it ti?htly,
lest the rope be inju1·ed; and the motion must be commuu1cated
_
means of the ordinary f1iction alone. M. C. F. Hirn has
?Y
Introduced, with good success, the practice of filling the bottoms of
t�e grooves of iron pulleys for wire ropes moving at a high speed
Y'1th gutta percha, jammed in tight. This will be again referred to
In treating of the dynamics of machinery, and of its construction.
When a cord does not merely pass over a pulley, but is made
f:ast to it at one end, and wound upon it, the pulley usually
becomes what is called a drum or a bMrel. A drum for a round
rope is cylindrical, and the rope is wound upon it in helical coils.
Each layer of coils increases the effective radius of the drun1 by an
�mount equal to the diameter of the rope. A drum for a flat rope
18 of a
breadth simply equal to the breadth of the rope, which is
Wound upon it in single coils, each of which increases the ·effective
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radius by an amount equal to the thickness of the rope; and
instead of ledges it often has pairs of arms, forming as it were
skeleton ledges.
173. Gaide Paller••-A guide pulley n1erely changes the direction
of a band on the way from the pulley which drives the band to the
pulley which is driven by it. Guide pulleys are useful chiefly
to change the direction of a round cord which communicates
motion bet'\veen two other pulleys whose pitch-circles are not in
the same plane. In a case of tha� kind the following is the rule
for finding a proper position for a guide pulley :-By the Rule of
Article 27, page I0, find the line of intersection of the planes of
the pitch-circles of the driving and following pulley respectively.
From any convenient point in that line draw tangents to the
proper sides of the two pitch-circles, to represent the centre-lines
of two straight parts of the band; then, by the rule of Article 22,
page 8, draw the rabatment of the angle ,vhich these straight lines
make ,vith each other. Let A C B in fig. 127 represent that
· rabatted angle ; draw a straight line, C D,
bisecting it; and about any convenient point,
D, in that straight line describe a circle
touching the two straight lines, C A, C B :
this will be the pitch-circle of a suitable
guide pulley.
174. Saraining Puller-.-A straining pulley
is used to bring a band to the degree of tension
which is necessary in order to enable it to
o.
transn1it motion from a driving pulley to a
B following pulley. A straining pulley, as applied to a flat belt, is usuallyp1·essed, by means
Fig. 127.
of a lever, against one of the parts of tbe belt
vthich extends between the driving and following pulleys, so as to
push that part of the belt towards the line of centres. The effect
of this is to tighten the belt and increase the friction exerted
between it and the pulleys which it connects. This is one of the
contrivances used for engaging and disengaging n1achinery. The
straining or tightening pulley is usually applied to the return�ng
part of the belt; that is, the part which moves from the driv1ne
1,ulley towards the following pulley.
Sometimes a straining pulley hangs in a loop or bight of a cord,
and is loaded with a weight, as in fig. 128, farther on.
175. Eecenlric nnd Non-Circular Puller• are used for transmitting
a varying velocity-ratio. For example, in fig. 128 the pitch-line
�f the pulley A is an eccentric circle, and might be a curve of any
figure presenting no concavitya; the pitch-line of B is circular and
or
centr�d on its axis in the figure ; but it, too, might be eccentrica
_ e
non-circular. D E is the line of connection, being the centre-lin
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of th e driving part of the cord, and a tangent to both pitch-lines;
and the cord is kept tight by a loaded straining pulley at 0. The
angular velocities of the pulleys
� and B at any given instant are
l�versely as the perpendicular
distances A D and B E of their
axes from the line of connection ;
l1
or in symbols, let a and b be those
angular velocities; th en
E
b AD
I
I
I
I

a

=

·:s E·

There is one instance in which
no straining pulley is required;
and that is when the pitch-lines
of the driving pulley and of the
following pulley are a pair of
equal and similar ellipses, centred
Fig. 128.
on two of their foci, A, A', as
shown in fig. 129, and connected
by means of a crossed cord. The mean angular velocities are equal
and opposite, each entire revolution being performed in the same
0
I
I
I

'13

time by both pulleys ; and the velocity-ratios at different instants

a e the same as in a combination of a pair of elliptic wheels having
the same foci and the same line of centres. In the figure, E I E
and E' I E' represent the pitch-lines of snch a pair of elliptic
:heels : the pitch point being always at the intersection, I, of the
Wo straight parts of the cord.
T design such a pair of elliptic pulleys, the data required are
the �
hne of centres, A A', and the angle by ,vhich each pulley is
alternately to
overtake and to fall behind the other pulley. Then,
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by Rule I. of Article 108, page 95, find the foci ; and about those
foci draw any ellipse that is not larger than the ellipse suite?,
according to the same rule, for the pitch-line of a wheel to work 1D
rolling contact ; the ellipse so drawn will be suitable for the pitch
lines of both pulleys, C D and C' D'. The pulleys, like the wbee�s
described in Article 108, will rotate in the same manner as 1f
the revolving foci were connected with each other by a straight
link, B B,, equal to the line of centres, A A'; and their corre•
sponding positions and velocity-ratio at any given instant may be
found by Rules II. and III. of Article 108, pages 96, 97.
Amongst non-circular pulleys are fusees, used in watch-work ;
in which the pitch-line is a spiral described on a conoidal
surface.
Non-circular pulleys �ay be indefinitely varied in figure with
out difficulty ; for the possibility of keeping the band tight by
means of a straining pulley removes the necessity of preserving
certain relations between the pitch-lines, as in rolling contact.
176. Vhain Puller• and Geariag <:hatn•--A chain pulley in some
cases is merely a circular grooved pulley for guiding a chain : or 3
cylindrical barrel on which a chain is wound, being made fast at
one end to the barrel, as in cranes ; and those need no special
description. But when a chain is to drive or to be driven by &
pulley to which it is not made fast, the acting surface of the pulley
1nnst be adapted to the figure of the chain, so as to insure a
sufficient hold between them. Amongst chain pulleys of this kind
are included capstans and windlasses.
The pitch-line of a true chain pulley is a polygon, as exemplified
in figs. 130 and 131, in each of which figures the angles of the
pitch polygon are marked by black spots, and its sides by dotted
lines. Each side of the pitch polygon is equal to what may be
called the pi,tch, or effective length, of a link of the chain. When
the links consist of flat bars of equal length, connected by means
of cylindrical pins, as in fig. 1 30, the pitch of each link is the same,
being the distance between the centres of two pins; and the pitch·
line accordingly is an equilateral polygon (in the figure a regular
hexagon). ,vhen the chain consists of oval links, like those of 3
chain-cable, as in fig. 131, the pitch of a link which lies flatwise on
the rim of the pulley is equal to its longer internal diameter pldS
the diameter of the iron, and the pitch of a link which stan s
edgewise on the rim of the pulley is equal to its longer interval
diameter minus the diameter of the iron; so that the pitch polygon
has long and short sides alternately (in the figure there �re
twelve sides-six long and six short ; and the length of a long 81�6
i� to that of a short side as 5 to 3). In fig. 130 the pulley 1g
s�mply a. polygonal prism; in fig. 131 it has hollows to fit those
links which stand edgewise.
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Each of the pulleys shown in these figu res has teeth; and. the
traces of the acting surfaces of the teeth are circular arcs, described
abo ut the adjacent angles of the pitch polygons. In fig. 130 the
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chain consists of dot1ble and single links alternately; and the sides
of _the pulley are provided alternately with single teeth and ,vith
Pairs-a single tooth where each double link lies, and a pair of
teet� for each single link to lie between. Someti1nes the pulley is
P�_v1ded with single teeth only-one in the n1iddle of each side on
'\V Ich a double link lies. Chains of the shape sho,vn in fig. 130
f!e made with various numbers of parallel and similar bars in each
nk, _according to the strength required. Of course, the number of
bars 1n a link
is even and odd alternately. Such chains are also
8�Illeti
mes made with links of leather, connected together by brass
J>1ns, and are used to communicate motion between cylindrical
drums. The object of this is to have greater flexibility than is
Possessed by a flat leather belt. In fig. 131 each short side only
of th polygon is provided with a pair of teeth, w�ich receive a link
�
�and
ing edgewise between them, and press against the end of a
�
ink that lies flatwise.
Sometimes a chain pulley consists of a nnn1ber of radiating
fi rks, forming
as it were a reel; this is called a sprocket-wlteel•
.
. <>tnet1mes it has a triangular gorge, with radiating ribs on the
inn.er surface of eac of the ledges.
h
l 77. 8aspencled Palle,-..-When rotation is transmitted, by means
0f two
pairs of pulleys connected by cords, from one shaft through

8
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an intermediate shaft to a third shaft, having its axis in one
straight line with the first shaft, the waste of work in over
coming friction may be diminished by supporting the intermediate
shaft without bearingsa: its weight being simply hung by means of
the cords from the pulleys on the other two shafts; and care being
taken to load the intermediate shaft so as to produce the tension
on the cords which is required in order to transmit the motion,
What that tension ought to be
is a question belonging to the
dynamics of machinery. This
contrivance appears to have
· - ----- - --- -- · 1---A
been first introduced by Sir
I
William Thomson. In fig. 132
A is the first and C the third
shaft, and B is the intermediate
shaft, suspended by means of
the cords that pass round its
pulleys; D, D are heavy round
ll
discs, ofthe weights required in
order to give sufficient tension
Fig. 132.
to the cords. The shaft B,
and all the pieces which it
carries, should be very accurately balanced.

-=---

SECTION

VI.-Connection by Linkwork.

178. Definition.. (A.. J.lf., 484.)-The pieces which are connected
by linkwork, if they rotate or oscillate, are usually called cranks,
beams, and levers. The link by which they are connected is a
rigid bar, which may be straight or of any other figure: the straight
figure, being the most favourable to strength, is used when there
is no special reason to the contrary. Tli.e link is known by
various names under various circumstances, such as coupling-rod,
connecting-rod, crank-rod, eccentric-rod, &c. It is attached to the
pieces which it connects by two pins, about which it is free to
turn. The effect of the link is to maintain the distance between
the centres of those pins invariable; hence the line joining the
centres of the pins is tlte line of connection; an<l those centres may
be called t.he connected points. In a turning piece the perpe��
dicular let fall from its connected point upon its axis of rotation is
the arm or crank-arm. If the motions of the pieces are performed
parallel to one plane, or about one central point, the pins are almost
always cylindrical, with their axes perpendicular to the plane,
or traversing the point, as the case may be. In all other cases the
acting surfaces of the pins must be portions of spheres described
about the connected points-making what are called bal,l-and-
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Bocket joints/ unless universal joints are used, which ,vill be
described further on.
17 9. Principles of Connection. (A. J.f. 485. )-All questions as
to the comparative motious of a pair of pieces connected by a link
�ay be solved by means of the general principles and rules given
in Article 91, pages 7 8 to 80, and illustrated by figs. 57 and 58.
�he axes of rotation of a pair of turning pieces connected by a
link �re almost always parallel to each other, and perpendicular to
the line of connection; in which case the angular velocity-ratio at
any instant is the reciprocal of the· ratio of the common per
pendiculars let fall from the line of connection upon the axes of
rotation.
Another method of treating questions of linkwork is to find, by
th� principles of Article 6 , pages 46 to 50, the instantaneous
9
axis of the link; for the two connected points move in the same
Inanner with t,vo points in the link, considered as a rigid
body.
. If a connected point belongs to a turning piece, the direction of
motion at a given instant is perpendicular to the plane contain
!ts
ing the axis and crank-arm of the piece. If a connected point
�elongs to a shifting piece, the direction of its motion at any
��stant is given, and a plane can be drawn perpendicular to that
'-llrection.
The line of intersection of the planes perpendicular to the paths
0f he
� two connected points at a given instant is the instantaneous
� of tlie link at that instant; and the 'velocities of the connected
Points are directly as their dista,ncesji·orn that axis.
I n <lra\ving on a plane surface, the t,vo planes perpendicular to
the_ paths of the connected points are represented by tvro lines
(heing their traces on a plane nor1nal to them), and the instanta
neous axis by a point ; and should the length of the two lines
render it impracticable to produce them until they actually inter
:hct, t?e velocity-ratio of the connected points may be found by
e princi
lin.e para ple, that it_ is equal to th� ratio of the segments whi�h a
llel to the line of connection cuts off from any two lines
drawn. from
a given point perpendicular respectively to the
aths of the connected points. Examples will be given further
P
on..
80.
(A. Jr[., 486.)-If at any instant the plane
Point•.
t l ersinDead
g one of the crank�arms and its axis of rotation coincides
i
t the
the common perpendicular of the
line
line of conn of connection,
a
ection and the axis of that crank-arm vanishes,
d
: the directional relation of the motions becomes indeter
lna�e. The position of the connected point of the crank arm in
q
;��1on at such an instant is called a dead point. The velocity
0
e other connected point at that instant is null; unless it

.:f

0
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also reaches a dead point at the same instant, so that the line
of connection is in the plane of the t\vo axes of rotation; in
which case the velocity-ratio is indeterminate.
1 8 1 . Coupled Parnllel Shafts. (A . 11£., 487.)-There are only two
cases in which an uniform angular velocity-ratio (being that of
equality) is communicated by linkwork. One of them is that in
which two or more parallel shafts (such as those of the driving wheels
of a locomotive engine) are made to rotate with constantly equal
angular velocities, by having equal cranks, which are maintained
parallel by a coupling rod of such a length that the line of connec
tion is equal to the distance between the axes. The cranks pass
their dead points simultaneously. To obviate the unsteadiness of
motion which this tends to cause, the shafts are provided ,vith a
second set of cranks at right angles to the first, connected by
means of a similar coupling rod, so that one set of cranks pass
their dead points at the instant when the other set are fa.1·thest
from theirs. (See fig. 32, page 44.)
This elementary combination belongs to ,villis's Class A.
1 82. Drari-Liok.-The term drag-link is applied to a link, as
C D, fig. 133, ,vhich connects
together two cranks, A C and
,,,, --- -- ,,i>
B D, so as to n1ake thelll
,,,,
,, /
.,..._
;'
/\; \•._ --�
perform a co1nplete revolu·
1/ /
:··- ·· - j\!- - .,',;:--·-·. ' -- \c.---· :i--·---- - --......._- tion in the same time and
-- i in the same direction. The
E:,
1i :
8 7 ] 1
/
cranks may be equal or un\
\/ /
; /:
\,..
equal. If the two axes (,vbose
1P<�
- ,...
,,._,,, �'__,,
traces in the figure are A and
.....,,,_�-----·-:.,.,--B) are parts of one strc:tight
Fig. 133.
line (that is, if the points .A.
and B coincide), the angular velocities of the cranks are equal at
every instant, and the combination belongs to vVillis's Class A ;
and such is the action of the drag:--link when used as a coupling.
If the axes are not parts of one straight line (so that A and B are
different points), the velocity-ratio varies, and the combination
belongs to Class B.
In n1ost cases the crank which is the driver goes foren1ost, and
pulls the follo,ver after it; and hence the na1ne of " drag-link."
The follo\ving are rules to be observed in determining the
dimensions of the parts.
I. In order that the directional relation may be constant,
each, of tl1,e crank-arms, A C, B D, should be longer than the line o/
centres, A B.
II. For the same reason, and also in order that there may be
no dead-points, tlie length of the line of connection, C D, should be
9reater than the lesser se91nent, E F, and less tl,,an tlie greaWt
I

I

I
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8epment,

F G, into which the diameter, E G, of the greater of the two
cTircJ,es described by the connected points is divided by the other circle.
hIS principle holds also when those circles are equal, and i'3 then
tPPlicable to the diameter of either of them. In other wol'ds,
D is to be made
Greater than .A B + .A C - B D,
and less than A C + B D - A B.

. The comparative motions may be found by either of the follow- �
1ng rules :III. To find the angular velocity -ratio in a given position of the
c ranks : on the line of connection, 0 D, let fall from the axes the
Perpendiculars, A L, B M ; then

B D _ AL .
A
velocity
-· -· · " ··-·-··--of
-· -ngular
· ···--•-.. B M'
Angular velocity of A C

�r otherwise : produce the line of connection, C D, till it cuts the
11Ile of centres in I ; then .
Angular velocity of B D _ I .A
0
Angular velocity of A C - I B

'W hen O D is parallel to A B the angular velocities are equal.
. IV. To find the linear velocity-ratio of the connected points:
�n a given position of the cranks produce the crank-arms until they
�ntersect ; their point of intersection, K, will be the trace of the
1nstant
aneous axis of the link ; then
Velocity of D _ K D
Velocity of C - K O ·

The limits between which that velocity-ratio fluctuates are
�D - AB BD
, when B D traverses A, and
' when A C
.A. C
A
C
_
AB
tta.'7erses
B.
The two shafts in their rotation, may be regarded as alternately
o�ertaking and fallino- behind each other by an angle which we
tn.ay call the angula; displacement. The complete angular dis
ilac�tn ent is attained in two opposite directions alternately, at the
o 1� stants when the angular velocities of the shafts are equal :
h
t at is,
connection is parallel to the line of
when
ntres. The the line of rule for designing a drag-link
:
following is a
rnotion
e
m! qual cranks, v;hicli shall produce a given angular displace
i:n • ; and although not the only 1·ule by which that problem
be solved, it appears to be the simplest in its application.
· In fig� 134 draw t,vo. straight lines, C O c, D O d, cutting
'I\

ft
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each other at right angles in the point O ; lay off along those lines
the equal lengths O C = 0 D. From C and D draw the straight
lines C A, D B, making the angles O C A = 0 D B = halj' the
given angular displacement, and cutting O d and O c respectively
in A and B. Join A B
,,,,.,______
and C D. Then A B will
----,-...,,...
//
representthe line of centres ;
"--TJ
C/'
A C and B D the two crank,,/ ",
,,/ '•,..
/'
\
arms; and C D the line of
/
'··,,
/,/
\ connection.
I
"-,,
\i The position of the parts
"'" ,,,,'/
•i
•
Ill
\
represented
,vill
be that
·•,, ,,
f
; which the angle between
,
t
,
'&,,,
,
\
'•,
i the crank-arms is least. 'fo
,,,
.
\
.A,:_
-�·.B
J
posIs
ow,
if
required,
the
'
h
, ·---.><./- ··,
_,
\
..•a
.
tion of.the })arts when that
\
...,... '\.,,
_,,,, ,,,
...........,,,•'� •
,, ,,"
angIe IS greatest, 1ay off
,I
-,, ,/_,:,,•
0 c and O d equal to O C
-_
_ _a ___ _
_
a,',��:•,_a
/
��
and O D, and join A c,
....__ ___ _____ ___
..
B d, and c d.
.. .____a__ __a____,/
_aFig.
_ 134.
183. Link Cor CootrarJ
Botatloa11.-The only other
elementary combination by linkwork ,vhich belongs to "\Villis's
Class B is that in which two equal cranks, rotating about parallel
axes in contrary directions, are connected by means of a link equal
in length to the line of centres. This has been already described
in Article 108, page 97, and represented in fig. 72, page 96, as a
contrivance to aid the action of elliptic wheels. There are t\.VO
dead points in each revolution which the pins pass at the instant
when the line of connection coincides with the line of centres ;
consequently the link is uot well adapted to act alone, and requires
a pair of elliptic wheels, or of elliptic pulleys (Article 17 5, page
189), to ensure the accurate transmission of the motion.
184. Llnkwork with Reciprocating Motion-Crank and Beam
Crank and PJstoa-Bod. (A.. M., 488.)-The following are examples
of the most frequent cases in practice of linkwork belonging to
Willis's Class C, in which the directional relation is recipr�
eating; and in determining the comparative motion, they are
treated by the method of instantaneous axes, already referred to in
Article 179, page 193:Example I. Two Tu'l-ning Pieces with Parallel Axes, such as a
beam and crank (fig. 135).-Let C1, C2, be the parallel axes of the
pieces; T1, T2, their connected points; 01 T 1, C2 T2, their crank
arms ; T1 T2, the link. At a given instant let v1 be the velocity
of T1 ; v2 that of T2•
To find the ratio of those velocities, produce C1 T1, C2 Tz, till
,,

\

,

'

11,

,
,
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they intersect in K; K is the instantaneous axis of the link or

connecting-rod, and the velocity-ratio is
v1 : v2 : : K T1 : K T2• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • (1.)
Shollld K be inconveniently far off, draw any triangle with its sides
respectively parallel to 0 T , 0 T , and T T ; the 1·atio of the
2
1 2
2
1
two sides first mentioned1 will
be the velocity-ratio required. For
example, draw C2 A parallel to C1 T1, cutting T1 rr2 in A ; then

�

I

------1

Fig. 135.

Fig. 136.

Example II. Rotating Piece and Sliding Piece, such as a piston
rod and c1·ank (fig. 136).-Let C be the axis of a rotating piece, and
2
il R the straight line along which a sliding piece n1oves. Let T1,
.2, be the connected points; 02 T2, the crank arm of the rotating
piece ; and T
The points Ti, T2 ,
1 T2, the link or connecting rod.
:nd the line T1 R, are supposed to be in one plane, perpendicular
theeaxis 0
Draw T1 K perpendicular to T1 R, intersecting
.
2T2 in K ; K is the instantaneous axis of the link; and the rest
0 the
solution is the same as in Example I.
keyl85. (A. M., 489.) An Eccentric (fig. 137) being a circular disc
ed on a shaft, with whose ax.is its centre does
. 'e
.
.
ot
· .
n
c
lll . 01nc1de, and used to give a rec1procat1nge
ot1on to a rod, is equivalent to a crank whose
r--.A.
�?nnected point is T, the centre of the eccentric
}SC, and whose crank arm is C T, the distance
� that poi�t from the axis of the shaft, called
Fig. 137.
h e eccentricity.
.n eccentric may be made capable of ]1aving its eccentricity
i\
lt
:1 ered _by means of an adjusting screw, so as to vary the extent of
reciprocating motion which it communicates, and ,vhich is
the tlirow, or travel, or length of stroke.
id
1 6· _(A. M., 490.) The Length of Stroke of a point
in a recipro
cat·ing piece
is the distance between the two ends of the path in

0l

c�U
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which that point moYes. When it is connected by a link with a
point in a continuously rotating piece, the ends of the stroke of
the reciprocating point correspond with the dead points of the con
tinuously rotating piece (Article 180, page 193).
I. When the crank.arm and tlie path of tlie connected point in tM

reciprocat·ing piece are given, to find tlie stroke and the dead points.
If the connected point in the reciprocating piece moves in a straight
line traversing and perpendicular to the axis of the turning piece,
the length of stroke is obviously twice the crank-arm. If that
connected point moves in any other path, let F F, in fig. 138,
represent that path, A the trace of the crank·
,@
axis, and A D = A E the crank-arm. From
:
the point A to the path F F lay off the dis·
i
tances A B = the line of connection - the
n . ... -•--·-... ;.
.
n
=
connectio
A
C
and
crank-arm
the
line
of
,
'�-,
,,"'
,
,,
l \� + the crank-arm ; then B C will be the stroke
! \ of the connected point in the reciprocating
,
I
i / piece. Draw the straight lines C E A and
'
,
H\
B A D, cutting the circular path of the crank·
l / pin
'
in the points E and D : these will be the
•, '1;_,/ dead points.
!
I I. When tlte crank-arm, A D = A E, tM
lerigtli �f the line of connection, and tlw dead
points, D and E, are given, to find the two ends
8
of the stroke of tlie connected point in tM
?'eciprocating piece. In D A and A E pro
duced, make D B and E C each equal to t�8
length of the line of connection ; B and C will
be the required ends of the stroke.
When the path of the connected point 1n
the reciprocating piece is a straight line, t�e
,c
preceding principles may be thus expressed 1Jl
!:F algebraical
symbols :Let S be the length of stroke, L the length
Fig. 138.
of the line of connection, and R the crank.
arm. Then, if the two ends of the stroke are in one straight lill6
with the axis of the crank,
. . (1.)
8 = 2 R ;.... . .• . . .. . . . !,,.. . . . . . . . !,,.. . . !,,
and if their ends are not in one straight line with that axis, then
S, L - R, and L R, are the three sides of a triangle, having the
angle opposite S at that axis; so that if O be the supplement of the
arc between the dead points,
s2 = 2 (L2
R2) - 2 (L2 - R2) cos 8 ;
} . . . . . . . . (2.)
2 L2 + 2 R2 - s2
cos o =
.
2 (L2 - R�)
I

I

I

\

+

+
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1 8!. Mean Velocity Rntio.-In dynamical questions respecting
!Da?h1nes, especially when the mode of connection is by linkwork,
it 1s often requisite to determine the mean ratio of the linear
,•el?ci ties of a pair of connected points during some definite period ;
which mean ratio is simply the ratio of the distances moved
t?rou�h by those points in that period. Three cases may be dis
t���1 �bed, according as the con1bination of linkwork belongs to
"" dhs s Class A, Class B, or Class C.
�n Class A the n1ean velocity-ratio is identical with the velocity
ratio at each instant. For examples, see Article 181, page 194,
and Article 182, page 194.
In Class B the 1nean velocity-ratio of the connected points during
e�h complete revolution is that of the circumferences of the
1�cles in which they move. For examples, see Article 182, page
4, and Article 183, page 196.
In Class C the mean velocity-ratio of the connected points may
� taken either for a whole revolution of the revolving point and
0uble
stroke of the reciprocating point, or it may be taken
sep�rately for the forward stroke and return stroke of the recipro
:ting point, where it has different values for these two parts of
� motio n. In the former case it is expressed by the ratio of
t�ice the.
length of stroke of the reciprocating point to the
�lrcumferenc
e of the circle described by the revolving point; that
18 to
say, for example, in fig. 138, page 198, by the ratio
2BC
.
·circumference D G E H
In the latter case, the t,vo mean velocity-ratios are expressed by
th� propor
tions borne by the length of stroke of the reciprocating
P�int, to the t\vo arcs into which the dead points divide the path
0 the
revolving point. For example, in fig. 138, those two r.i.tios
are respectively-

BC

and

BC

.

Arc E H D
Arc I) G E'
The most frequent case in practice is that represented in fig.
1l 36, page
1�7, where �he reciproc�ting point 1n�ves in .a straight
ine traversi
ng the axis about which the revolving point moves ;
.
:nd in that case the mean velocity-ratio for each single stroke and
or a whole revolution is

-2 =
'7r

0·63662 nearly.

th l 88.!,,. Extreme Velocity•Rntios.-In those cases in which one of
points connected by a link revolves continuously, while the
� er has a reciprocating motion, it is often desirable to determine
he greatest
value of the ratio borne by the velocity of the recipro-

th
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eating point to that of the revolving point. The general principle
upon which that greatest ratio depends is sl10,vn in fig. 139:
in which T' represents the reciprocating point, and T the revolvinge
_
of
c point; T T', the line
A
connection; and C T, the
\·
crank-arn1. Let C A be
perpendicular to the direc
tion of motion of the
reciprocating point T', and
K�-------------"T let A be the point where
the line of connection cnts
Fig. 139.
C A; then, as has been
already shown in Article 184, page, 196,
Velocity of T' - C A.
Velocity of T - C T '
and at the instant when that ratio is greatest, A is at its greatest
distance from C ; therefore, at that instant the direction of motion
of the point A in the line of connection is along that line itself.
Draw T' K parallel to C A, produce C T till it cuts T' K in K, the
instantaneous centre of motion of the link, and join K A ; then
the dii:ection of motion of the point A in the line of connection at
any instant is perpendicular to A K ; and therefore, at the instant
when C A is greatest, A K is perpendicular to A T'. Upon this
proposition �epends the determination of the greatest value of the

gt;

l;>ut that determination cannot be completed by
geo1netry alone ; for it requires the solution of a cubic equation,
as stated in the footnote.•
ratio

* In fig. 139, let the crank-arm C T = a ; let the line of connection

T T' = b ; these t\vo quantities being given ; and when the ratio of the
velocity of T to that of T is a maximum, let the angle C T1 T = t>, and th8
angle A C 'I' = <f>.
Solve the following cubic equation :2
.
.
2
£1
a
o
•
. ee - sm a - sm u + b2 - , • • • • • •••••••••••••••••( 1. >
sin
so as to determine the value of sin 2 8, which is the only root of that
equation that is positive and less than 1. Next, calculate the value of
the angle <I>, or those of its trigonometrical functions, by the help of one or
more of the following equations (each of which implies the others) :.
sin 2 8
-- ;
tan tf, cos e sm e
2
4
2
sin
0
sin
tl •}
.
----�
sm "t'
"' - V
•✓ { 2
•••••..o•••••••••• (2.)
1 + sin 6 - Bin 48'

=

=-

cos <I> = ,v(l + sin\1 6 - sin 46) ; J
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An approximate solution of this question may, however, be
obtained by plane geometry, when the line of connection, T T', is
not less than about twice the crank-arn1, C T. It consists in
t�eating the angle at T as if it were a right angle (from which it
differs by the angle A K T}; and thus we obtain

;J (C T2 + T T'2)

C T'

CA

= (nearly} TT;, =
•
T 1"
C T
'When T T' is great as compared with C T, the error of this
solution is inappreciable, or nearly so; when T T' = 2 C T, the
approxim ate solution is too small by about one per cent,, and is
{herefore neat· enough for practical purposes; when T T' becomes
ess than 2 C T, the error rapidly increases, so as to make the
approximate solution inapplicable ; but cases of this last kind are
Very uncommon in practice.
189. Doubling of Oscillations by I.inkwork.-"\Vhen two recipro
cating pieces are connected by means of a link, the f'ollo,ver may
he_ made to perform two oscillations or strokes for one of the
driver, in the following manner :-In fig. 140, let the driver be an
arm or lever, A. B ; A its axis of motion1 and B its connected point.
b
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let O be the connected point of the follower, and B C the link.
'rheu the parts of the combination are to be so arranged that the
straight
line C c which traverses the two ends of the stroke of the
l>0int C, shall t�verse also the axis A, and shall bisect the arc of
����, calculate the Tequired gi-eatest velocity-ratio by the following
CA

cos (6 - </>)
C T = cos tt ••••••••••••••• • . •••••• • • • ••••• (3.)
.
fn �he two extreme cases the values of that ratio are as follows :-When b
C �easurably longer than a, C A + C T sensibly = l ; ,vhen b = a,

-.- C T = 2.
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n1otion, b B b', of the connected point B. The result will be, that
while the point B performs a single stroke, from b to b', the point
C ,vill perform a double stroke, from c to C and back again.
If C is a point in a second lever, that second lever may, by means
of a sin1ilar arrangement, be made to drive a third lever, so as again
to double the frequency of ·the strokes ; and thus, by a train of
linkwork, the last follower may have the frequency of its strokes
increased, as compared with those of the first driver, i n a ratio
expressed by any required power of 2.
190. Slow 1'.lotjon by Linkwork.-As has been already explained
in Article 1 80, page 1 93, when the connected point i n the driver
of an elementary combination by linkwork is at a dead point, the
velocity of the connected
C:
point of the follower is
nothing; and when the
connected point of the
driver is near a dead
point, the motion of the
connected point of the
follower is comparatively
very slow, and gradually
increases as the connected
11oint of the driver moves
away fron1 the dead point.
When, therefore, it is
Fig. 141.
desired that the motion of
a follower shall, at and
near a particular position of the combination, be very slow as
cornparcu with that of the driver, or as compared ,vith that of
the follower itself when i n other positions, arrangements may be
used of the class which is exemplified in fig. 141 and fig. 141 A,
In fig. 1 4 1 the lever A B, turning a.bout an axis at A, drives,
by n1eans of the link B D, the lever C D, which turns about all
axis at C. \Vhen the driving lever is in the position marked A B,
it is in one straight line with the link B D ; so that B is a dead
point, and the velocity of the follower is null. As the connected
point of the driver advances from B towards b, the connected point
of the follower advances from D towards d, with a comparative
velocity which is at first very small, and goes on increasing by
degrees. When the motion is reversed, the comparative velocit�
of the latter point gradualJy diminishes as it returns from
towards D, and finally vanishes at the last-named point. l\iotions
?f this kind are useful in the opening and closing of steam-valves,
1n order to prevent shocks.
Fig. 141 A shows a train of two elementary combinations of the
same kind with that just described; the effect being to make th6
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a2
al

= cos i when F2 is in that plane.
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Fig. 143.

and normal to the axis of the second shaft. Let A O a be the trace
of the plane of the two axes, and C O C, perpendicular to ... .:\.0 <J,
a normal to that plane. With any convenient radius, 0 A, descri�
a circle about 0. Lay off the angle A O D equal to the angle i,
which the axes of the shafts make ,vith each other. Through D,
parallel to C C, draw D B, cutting O A in B; then
cos i is

g! :::::
g =

the velocity-ratio of the second to the first axis, when the first artll
;

I . :::=
cos •
sec i is the velocity-ratio, when the first arm coincides with O A-,
and the second with O C.

coincides with O C and the
. second with O A ; and
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�bout 0, with the radius O B, describe a circle. ·Draw the
rad•�s O El, cutting the two circles in E and/ respectively, and
lllaking the angle A O f the given angle ,vhich the first arm
=
lilakes with the plane of the
axes :-in other words, let O / be the
;abatment of the first arm, made by rabatting a plane norn1al to
��first axis u11on the plane of projection. Through E, parallel to
. , draw E F1 ; and through f, parallel to O A, draw f F1 ; the
1nt F will
be the projection of the point whose rahatment isf.
1
raw the
straight line O F1 ; this will be the projection of the forst
� on a plane nortnal to the second axis. Then perpendicular to
1 draw O F ; this will be tl,e required position of t!te second
2
ar1n.
The projection of the path of the point F1 is the ellipse C B C.
�0• find the angular velocity-ratio co�·respon?ing to the given
.
posit�on of
G,
ent
conven
point,
A O a,
1n
any
the
about
arms;
i
d c ibe
res i:l ed a circle through 0, cutting F1 0 and f O (produced if
a;tlh' k ) in H and k respectively ; from which points draw H K
parallel to O C, and cutting A O a in K and k respectively.
en. we have
a2 K H ·*
k h · . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . t.. . . . . . . . . . . (2-)
=
a1
The particular form of universal joint shown in fig. 142 is chosen
in 0 der
is o�ten to exhibit all the parts distinctly. In practice, the joint
m ade m.uch rnore compact, the forks not l1aving n1ore
spat
ad c� between them and the cross than is 11ecessa1·y in order to
0 the required extent of motion of the cross-ar1ns, and the
crotni\
tin 88 ein� sometimes n1ade in the form of a circular disc, or of a
or of a ball, with four pivots projecting from its circumference.
re
the �orkth� angle of obliquity of the two shafts (i) is small, each of
s
the �haft, is often made in the form of a round disc on the end of
beatings o_fhaving a pair of projecting horns or lugs to carry the
r_rthe �n1 the pivots.
a" couphngversal joint belongs to Willis's Class B. When used as
elocity-r , it is liable to the objection, that although the mean
atio is uniform, being that of equality, the velocity-ratio
at
'\tns::-ch inst�nt fl uctuates, and thus gives rise to vibratory and
-ady motion.
192 (A. .
Qbv·late· theM , 492.) The Doable Dook�'s .Toint (fig. 144) is used to
vibratory and unsteady motion caused by the fluctuation

t

i

'Wf'

f

• In algebraical svmboJs, et q, = A O/, and </> 2 = A O F 2 , be the angles
Illa.d
eb
l
1
first
he
l
res1)ectively at a given instant with'the
arm
and
second
!>lane oit.ue
axes of the shafts ; then
tan q, 1 • tan </> 'J = cos i ; and
a2 _

sin 2 <P i _ tan q, 1 + cotan c/> 1
d </> 2
a l - - d <Pi = sin 2 <P1 -:-- tan-<P-;-+- cotan cp

· ·�·
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of the velocity-ratio wl1ich has already been mentioned. Between
the two shafts to be connected, C1, C3, there is introduced a sh0
intermediate shaft, C2, making eq? �
Ct
. c,., angles with C1 and C3, connecw,u
,,,
_a8
· 'a
e
with each of them by a Hook
',, �-_
.._
_
:..
.a
'
joint, and having both its own for�
9!"
E-_=;-,.-......-;:::��
in the same plane. The effect 0
c.,
this combination is, that the angular
velocities of thefirst and third sh�
Fig. 144.
are equal to each other at ev-etf
instant ; and that the planes·of the first and third forks make, st
every instant, equal angles with the plane of the three axes. Hence.
as regards the· comparative motion of the first and third shafts, �be
double Hooke's joint belongs to Class A ; but as reg-a.rds the motion
of the second or intermediate shaft, it belongs to Class B. *
..___n;
The double Hooke's joint works correctly when the third sl)llJ"
is parallel to the first, as well as in the position shown in tbe
figure.
1�3. Dooke-nncl-Oldhom Coapllng.-This name may be given t{
an universal joint in ,vhich the pivots of the cross are capable 0
sliding lengthwise as ,vell as of turning in their bearings in �be
horns of the forks. It combines the properties of Hooke's coup)iJlf
with that of Oldham' s coupling, formerly described (Article 1� '
page 166) ; that is to say, it is capable of transmitting motto�
between s}1afts whose axes are neither paralJel nor intersecting. �t
acts by sliding contact and linkwork combined : when single, 1
be.longs to Class B ; and when double, with the axes of the tb�
ull
q
e
planes,
and
the
first and third making
shafts in parallel
angles with the intermediate axis, to Class A.
104. Intermitteni Link,vorl1.- CJlick and Ratebet.-A click or cat:fl'
being a reciprocating bar (such as B C in figs. 145 and 146) acting
upon a ratchet ,vheel or rack, which it pushes or pulls through;
certain arc at each forward stroke, and leaves at rest at each bacb
ward stroke, is an exa1nple of intermittent linkwork. Durin� t;
forward stroke, the action of the click is governed by the princ1plft..
of linkwork; during the backward stroke, that action ceases. &
fixed catch, or pail, or detent (such as b c in fig. 145), turning o�ts
fixed axis, prevents the ratchet wheel or rack from reversing 1
motion.

j

d

* Let i be the angle of inclination of C 1 and C�i, and also that of C9 �f
C 3 • Let <f., i , <f., 2 , <P :i , he the anfles made at a given instant by the pJanes0.,
the forks of the three shafts with the plane of their axes, and let a1, a, ,
be their angular velocities. Then
tan q, 2 • tan </> 3 = cos i
whence

= tan </>

1 • tan

g,2 ;
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e effective stroke, being the space through which the ratchet is
:i'h
driven by each forward stroke of the click, is necessarily once, or a
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:�ole number of times, the pitch of the teeth of the ratchet; and
18 obvious
that the length of the total stroke of the click must
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be greater than the effective stroke, and less than the next greater
whole number of times the pitch. It is advisable, when practicable,
to make the excess of the total above the effective stroke no greater
than is just sufficient to ensure that the click shall clear each
successive tooth of the ratchet. In figs. 145 and 146 the effective
stroke is once the pitch of the ratchet; in fig. 147, t,vice the
pitch.
A catch may be made to drop into its place in front of each
successive tooth either by gravity or by the pressure of a spring,
according to the circumstances of the case.
Son1e clicks act by thrusting, as B C in fig. 145, and B C in fig.
146; others by pulling, as b c in fig. 145.
.
is
The direction of the pressure between a click and a tooth t
nearly a normal to the acting surfaces of the click and tooth a
the centre of their area of contact; for example, in fig. 1e45, �be
dotted lines n1arked C D, c d, and in fig. 146, the dotted h�e
marked C D. In order that a click may be certain not to lose !ts
hold of the tooth, that nor1nal ought to pass inside the axis of niot!°f:
ofa thrusting click, and outside the axis of rnotion <if a pullin,g clicd
For exan1ple, in fig. 145, C D passes inside the axis B, and o ,,
passes outside the axis b ; the words " insidee" and " outside
being used to denote respectively nearer to and further from the
ra.tchet.
It is convenient, though not essential, that a click for driving :
wheel should be carried by an arm concentric with the wheel; sue
as the arms A B in fig. 145, and A B in fig. 146. In such cases
.
the total angular stroke of the click-arm (marked B A B' in fig
145, and B' A B'' in fig. 146) must be a little greater than the
effect�ve angular �troke, ,vhich is once, or a whole n � mber of �iIIlesf
the pitch-angle of the teeth of the wheel. The axis of motione°
the click-arm may, however, be placed elsewhere if necessary, prof
vided care is taken that in all positions of the arm the lin� 0
pressure passes to the proper side of the axis of motion of the cbc1'•
(See figs. 148, 149, further on.)
Fig. 146 represents a tumbling or reversible click, shaped so as tot
act upon the teeth of an ordinary toothed wheel. In its prese:6
position it drives the ,vheel in the direction pointed out by t d
arrow : by throwing it over into the position marked with dott�
lines, it is made, when required, to drive the wheel the contra
�
It is easy to see that the acting surfaces of clicks, and the tee s
of ratchets on which they act, may be shaped in a variety of V131
besides those exemplified in the figures.
•se
o
n
195. snent £lick.-This is a contrivance for avoiding tbe _e i 0(
and the tear and wear which arise from the sudden dropping Y
the common click into the space between the teeth of the ra.tche

�

-r

SILD"T CLICK-DOUBLE-ACTING CLICK.
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�eel The wheel is like an ordinary toothed wheel B C is the
�
c le�, Which,
in the exan1ple, is made to push the teeth. It is
C8.rrt�d by one branch, A B, of a bell-crank lever, which has a
tocking motion a.bout the same axis with the wheel The other
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Fig. 147.

�llch of the bell-crank lever has two studs or pins in it, E and E'.
<!at.ween these pins is the driving arm, A F, which has a recipro�otion about the same axis, and is connected by a link,
Q. Jig
, With the click.
l3
l) B � �' is the total angular stroke of the bell-crank lever ;
D is the angle through which the click must be moved in
Otd
)l ;r � lift it clear of the teeth. The sum of these angles,
B + D B D', is = F A F", the angular stroke of the driving
attn
the 1:he positions of the studs, E and E', are so adjusted, that
the ariving arm in passing from the one to the other moves through
the c �gle F A F' = D B D' ; being the angular motion that lifts
ck
ta.Jc toldclear of the teeth before the return stroke, or makes it
before the forward stroke. During those parts of the
�o:0
Still . � of the driving ann and click, the bell-crank lever stands
its
l>�.ng forward and return strokes are made by the driving arm
1 9 � against the studs E and E' respectively.
�led · f Doable-.&ctlna {;llck.-This is the contrivance sometimes
i
of tw� r�m its inventor, " the lever of La Garousse." It consists
clicks making alternate strokes, so as to produce a nearly
Contin ous
ni�tion of the ratchet which they drive; that motion
being �
1 term
1tted for an instant only at each reversal of the
direct' n
o
l>'18hi� � �f movement of the clicks. In fig. 148 the clicks act by
the wf 'i lll fig. 149, by pulling. The former arrangement is on
0 e the
best adapted to cases in which the mechanism

d.

p
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requires considerable strength ; such as windlasses on board ship.
Each single stroke of the click-arms advances the ratchet through
one-half of its pitch.
Corresponding points in the t\\•o figures are marked with the
same letters; and as fig. 148 contains some parts which do not
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occur in fig. 149, the former will, in the first place, be referred to
in explaining the principles to be follo,ved in designing such
combinations.
Let the figure and dimensions of the ratchet-wheel be given,
and let A be its axis, and B B its pitch-circle; that is, a circle
midway between the points and roots of the teeth.
Having fixed the mean obliquity of the action of the clicks
that is, the angle which their lines of action, at mid-stroke, are. to
make with tangents to the pitch-circle-draw any convenient radius
of the pitch-circle, as L A, and from it lay off' the angle L A D,
equal to that obliquity. On A D let fall the perpendicular L D,
and with the radius A D describe the circle C C; this will be the
base-circle, to which the lines of action of the clicks are to be
tangent.�. (As to base-circles, see also Article 131, page 121.) �/
off the angle D A E equal to an odd number of times half the P�'Ir
angle; then through the points D and E in the base-circle draw two
tangents, cutting each other in F. Draw F G, bisecting the angle

DOUBLE-ACTING CLICKS-FRICTIONAL CATCH.

2.1 1

at _F, and take any convenient point in it, G, for the trace of the
aXIs of motion of the rocking-shaft which carries the click-arms.
Frorn G let fall G H
and G K perpendicu
lar to the tangents
F D H and E F K ·
then H and K will b�
the positions of the
centres of motion of
the two clicks at mid
.
'..a. , ... , '
stroke ; and G H and
,
.. '
�- K will represent the
.
\
,'
c •ck-arms. Let L and
' ' I,
� be the points where
\ I
II
and
.
E K spec- :
t�vely cut the repitchB
Cl.rcle ; then H L and
Fig. 149.
M: will be the
lk.
ength s of th e two clicks. The effective st oke of each click will be
equal to half the pitch, as measured on ther base-circle C C ; and the
total stroke must be as much greater as is necessary in order to
lnake the clieks clear the teeth.
. In fig. 1 49, where the clicks pull instead ofpushing, the obliquity
1� oth
ing; and the consequence is that the base-circle, C C, coin
c�;es with the pitch-circle, B B, and that the points L and M coin
Clde resp
ectively with D and E.
197: Prtcdonal <Ja1ch.-The frictional catch (called sometimes
.the "silent feed-motion ") is a sort ofintermittent linkwork, founded
��the dynamical principle, that two surfaces will not slide on each
er so long as the angle which the direction of the pressure
e e ted b
etween th em makes with their common normal at the
fr
ace "'here they touch each other is less than a certain angle called
ihe angl,e of
a
repose, ,vhich depends on the nature of the surfaces,
d their state of roughnes.q or smoothness, and of lubricatio�.
'.rh6
smoother and the better lubricated the surfaces, the smaller 1s
h
t e angl�
of repose.
.
ln t
gono
metrical language, the angle of repose 1s th e angle
-Wh
n
?Se
rat o ta_ngent is equal to the co-efficient of friction: that is, to the
re��ists'Wh1cb the friction between two surfaces, being the force which
ing, bears to the normal pressure; or, what is the same
th ng, �lid
beI it is the angle whose sine is equal to the tio t/1,aJ, the friction
8
sub" cttoofthe resultant pressure when sliding takes place. The
the�: n friction, and of the angle of repose, properly belong to
de . Y amical part of this treatise, and will be mentioned in greater
tha�{uert�er on. For the present purpose it is sufficient to state
ame of the angle of repose for metallic surfacea in a
I
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moden.t,,Jy ,rmoot.h atate, and not lubricated, u deduoed from th•
uperimeul.l of Morin, ranp from 0·10 to 0·2, or the,..,..l,out.11; IO
that &11 angle ,.1,ooe
llioe la ..,...-,.tA of
n.diua way be con·
�eredotoobeol- tban
theoaogleoofo...,- <A
any 1•ir of meta\\i•
aurf,..,.,. which are in
th., abo.-o-mentioned
oonditioo.
Tbeofrictio11alocstcb.
though ,1.,.ay.od�pend·

:�;;:n;d:
]:!
of gred variety in

;:�=�..:..r-=g,,:=�·

dwill The ,.....ge
meot Np�oted in
Jig. la0 laooonatructed
:rt,� ro!lo..iog mall"
Tlwi Ahaa .ad ri•
of. theo Ybc,el to bf
acted. upono.,..,o�."
in aeciiou. A K JI
theotat<:h-arm,obavioa:
g
:1iou� ui1"';_t�
the •'-1; the liok"
byo.,.hi<:h it la dri,·oO

!': :.

j�i..=:r:"'!t
and K'oK'orepnll"lnU
the atrob, or arc_J
F11.ouo.
motion, ol the pOL�1
K; 10 that K' A K• Ul the aogularootroke of theo,:at.eh-ana. L Ii
a 80Cket,capable ofollidiog longitudioally on theomt.eh-arm � •
i
in
o l
"�:';�.:edll>i; �= :t:.: �:•=:�j � ��
;�.!,����

=�

i.;,r:,� �! ":(ti:':;

:::.:!t� ';!:�,.!::�t°,.?�

'i:::
0 aod 11 ...., two lltuM on� m�, •hieh grip &11d carry ro...-.rd
the rim, B B O O, of � whc,eldunngtbeoforwanlolltroke, by,nea"'
effrictioo, but letoitg,:iodlll'ing theoreturnostrokt.
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fi A similar frictional catch, not shown in the figure, hanging
rolll a socket on a fixed instead of a moveable arm, at any
convenient part of the rim of the wheel, serves for a detent,
to hold the wheel still during the return stroke of the moveable
catch-arrn .
The following is the graphic construction for determining the
proper position of the studs G and H :-Multiply �he radii of the
outer and inner surfaces, B B and C C, of the rim of the wheel by
co-efficient a little less than the sine of the angle of repose-say
�,,.-and
with the lengths so found as radii describe two circular
arcs about A ; the greater (marked E) lying in the direction of for
ard motion, and the less (marked F) in the contrary direction.
;ro
m D, the centre of the pin, draw D E and D F, touching those
t\Vo arcs. Then G, where D E cuts B B, and H, where D F cuts
C,
�Wo will be the proper positions for the points of contact of the
studs with the rim of the ,vheel. For the force by ·which the
tch _is driven during the forward stro�e acts throu�h D ; that
�
orce is resolved into two components, acting along the lines D G E
d F H D respectively; and those lines make with the normals to
:,:e rim
of the wheel, at G and H respectively, angles less than the
gle of repose of a pair of metallic surfaces that are not lubricated.
st0uld it be
thought desirable, the positions of the holding studs,
0 of
o�e of them, may be made adjustable by n1eans of screws or
0:her
w1se.
The stiffness of the spring M ought to be sufficient to bring the
catch quickly into the holding position at the end of each return
stroke.
The length of stroke of a frictional catch is arbitrary, and
:rn�Y, by suitahle contrivances, be altered during the motion. Contnvanc�s
for that purpose will be described further on..
.
A pair of frictional catches may be made double-acting, like
the
doubie-a
cting clicks of the preceding Article.
9 8. Slotted Llnk.-A slotted link is connected with a pin at one
�
otf its end
s, not by a round hole fitting the pin closely, but by an
0bl�ng
opening or slot with semicircular ends. . This is an example
;f1 intermittent linkwork ; the intermission in its action taking
during the middle part of each stroke, while the pin is
h�
:1 iftmg its position relatively to the link from the one end of the
ot � the other.
That intermission takes effect by producing a
:,use in �he motion of that pie�e which is the follower, and which
be e
is 8 orterither the link or the pin ; a.nd the stroke of the follower
the e gththan that of the driver by an extent corresponding to
of the slot, as measured from centre to centre of its two
Be � �
lll1c1rcular ends.
to 19 9 - Bnad Ltak11.-Where tension alone, and not thrust, is
act along a link, it may be flexible, and may consist either

a.1
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of a single band, or of an endless band passing round a pair
of pulleys which turn round axes traversing and n1oving with
the connected points. For example, in fig. 151, A is the axis
of a rotating shaft, B that of a crank-pin,
.........
C the other connected point, and B C
·
.....
,.,,•·
··..
,'
\
the line of connection,· and the connection
!
,___
\� is effected by means of an endless band,
passing round a pulley which is centred
{
��� upon C, and round the crank-pin itself,
\
which acts as another pulley. The pulleys
··i...
are of course secondary pieces; and the
'.........· ·· · ,·
motion of each of them belongs to the
subject of aggregate combinations, being
compounded of the motion which they have
along with the line of connection, B C, and
of their respective rotations relatively to
· that line as their line of centres; but the
motion of the points B and C is the same as
if B C were a rigid link, provided that forces
act which keep the band al ways in a state
of tension.
This combination is used in order to lessen
the friction, as compared with that which
Fig. 151
takes place between a rigid link and a pair of
pins; and the band employed is often a leather chain, of the kind
already n1entioned in Article 17 6, page 191, because of its
flexibility.
\

I
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VII.-Cmnection by Plies of Cord, or by
Reduplication.

General Explanatioae.

(A. M., 494.)-Tbe combination of

pieces connected by the several plies of a cord, rope, or chain, con
sists of a pair of cases or frames called blocks, each containing one
or more pulleys called sheaves. One of the blocks (A, figs. 152, 153),
called the fixed block, or fall-block, is fixed; the other, called the
fly-block, or running block, B, is moveable to or from the fall·
block, with which it is connected by means of a rope, or fall� of
which one end is fastened either to a fixed point or to the runntDf
block, while the other end, C, called the hauling part, is free; an
the intermediate portion of the rope passes alternately round tbf
pulleys in the fixed block and running block. The several plies ,i0
the rope are called by seamen parts; and the part which bas _its
P
�nd fastened is called the standing part. The whole combin�tio
lS called a tackle or purchase.
When the hauling part is the driver,
and the running block the follower, the two blocks are being draWll
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together; when the running block is tbe driver, and the hauling
part the follower, the two blocks are being pulled apart.
201. Velocltr-Batio.. (A. M., 495, 496.)-Theevelocity-ratioechiefly
considered in a purchase is that between the velocities of the.
running block, B, and of the hauling part, C. That ratio is
expressed by the number ef plies of rope by which the running
D

7

C

0

C

Fig. 153.

Fig. 152.

��k is connected with the fall-block. Thus, in fig. 152, C .;. B
' -. ; and in fig. 153, C + B 6. A tackle is called a twofold

=
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rrduu,;,11t1Ar«foldt p11rch,,,,,, 1111dt110to11,tacco,-di11g totthetvaloe ol
the vclocity•ra.t.lo O + .B. .For example, fig. l�lt ;. a ..,venfold
J>urchue, and fig. 153 a li:,;fol d purchue.
Thot«iocity o/anyplyor parl of t.hotrope i1tfound in thotfollo,.·
fog manner :-Fort"' ply on tho oido of tho fall -block, A, .-..,:,;t the
Jiauliog·part, C, it io lo he oomi,kred ..h.at ..ould be tbot,·el oci ty ol
that ply if \tt,..ere itsclfthe hauling po.rt : that io lo a.y, thotn,tio
of ita .-clocity lo that of tho mouing block i• npre.ed by tho
number of pliee 1,d_,. the J>ly in queestion aud the point ofatt,.ob
mc 11ttof the 1tand ing Jlllrl.. .llor a ply on the aidetoftthetfall-block
furthellt from the hauling part, the velocity is equ.ol o.nd contrary ID

0
�i:.:� :�?:r111ti:·••hu=��'l1ttr;i�;;t'.c\t !i.:i;:!1L:
;::
�::W!�,,�; t�t.l"I�"���� �f2,'.f! ��i::li1:I �.::.1t1:!:,��-�:
the block. Th e oomparati.-et.- clociti.. of the oevcn,l p,,.rt,, of tl>I
rope. are uin--t hy the upper l"(lw of 6 gurea. The lo..er 1"(11'
thot vclocitioat oftthet11everal partA rel.o.tivcly to
"t
6
�et!.:'n:i..� Ei:" .t
1r
202. or,u--, .,_ •f P■11..,.m-.,1o.-A block, u used on boArd
1hip, oon,iN of an 0,.,.1 �. l\!1u1Uly of elm or_ metal, oonta.ining
one or moru pul lcyo, called Ma>...., of hgu um-v,t"' or met&!, tu"'"
at u
n
1
ct
��e :t:1: ��·;� : :r::1t:��!:� ia
11 gun-meta.lttubeC11Jledthet6u,Jii,,g. The pa_rttof th•
oh.,.,·o-hole through which the rope or charn roe,-d
iatC111lcd the m,al/mc, In the loolto1n and oid.. of •
1 .a. block io a gro<>Ye called tho ..,,,,,., into which fit.. I�
1/i.roptort//i.rappinytofrope oriron by.,.hich the blockt'"
hun;1 or oeeu� to it.. place. Ordtna,.,. blocb co.,.
t.a.imng one pm are called ,ing�, do-ul,k, trdJu, �
&c00rding lo the number of &!,eave. th.o.t turn aboU1
tb.t pin aide by 1ido. B,.ch ohca.-e tum• in a ..,P"'":i,,
hole in tho •hell. Fig. Hi4 1how1 exampltt of tbl
form1of i roo pulley-bloclloommonlyuoed in machine'1
ootland. A ,. a treble block; Il,tatdouhh,block. �
8 block B hu ""teye for the attachment of the llla11d1of
puto(tthe rope.
'
203. wo,,w, .,,.11,,-When the obe&ve. of a block,

r::.t:::t

N
o
i
�l �:t� :Jr::�•:,:;:�;�!t:�:=:� �;�:

e
ut
e
:�:et B";!�;�,i!�t t�����,
die,ive proportional. to tho vel ocity, radl;t«y kl '!"
Uod:, of the ply or rope <orhich ;t ;,, to eany, the angular velocltit'I
of U.e "1,eo.v.. i n ona block ru�y ho rendcttJ equal; IO that t�
� 1�.

!:;f.,!� �
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For example, in fig. 155, A B C is a twofold purchase; and
at D, its pendant is Recured to the fly-block of a threefold pur
chase, D E F, whose hauling part is F G. The velocity-ratio ?{
D to B is 2, and that of G to D is 3 ; so that the velocity-ratio
of G to B is 2 x 3 = 6 ; and the compound purchase is sixfold.
205. Rope and Space Required Cor a Purcha•e.-An elementary
or simple purchase requires no more space to work in than the
greatest distance from outside to outside of the fixed and running
blocks. The least length of rope sufficient for it may be found
as follows : -To the greatest distance between the centres of the
blocks add half the effective circumference of a sheave (see Article
166, page I 80); multiply the sum by the number of plies of rope
which connect the blocks with each other; and to the product add
the least length of the hauling part required under the circuJJlstances of the particular case.
.
1Il
A compound purchase requires a length of space to work
equal to the whole distance traversed by the fly-block of the last
purchase in the train (viz., that whose hauling part is free), wit�
a sufficient additional length added for the blocks and thell'
fastenings.
206. Obliquely-acting Tackle-The parts of the rope of a tackle{
instead of being parallel to each other and to the direction °
n1otion of the running block, may make various angles with tba:
direction. For example, in fig. 166, B is the running block, and B

"

q�-----------·--;_________.------f
.
�

','....

,,
'1
,...
' ',,,

'',

,
/

,,

.,. ,,

,
,. "

I)

Fig. 156.

its line of motion ; and in the ca.c,e represented, that block bani
from two parts of a rope-the standing part, B A, and anothet
part, B C. To find the velocity-ratio of the hauling part, D, to th:
running block, B : from the centre, B, of that block, draw straigb .
lines, B a-, B c, parallel to the parts of the rope by which it baof;
at any convenient distance from B, draw the straight line a
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fl'pendicu1ar to B b, and cutting all the straight lines which
•verge from B then
,·
'
as B b : is to B a + B c,
: : so is the velocity of B
: to the velocity of D ;
and the same rule may be extended to any number of parts, thus :
�locity of D sum of lengths cut off on lines diverging from B
•
Velocity of B =
Bb
t" The combination belongs to Class B ; because, owing to the con
:.��� variation of the obliquity ofthe parts ofthe rope, the velocity
a 10 18 conti
y changing.
2.0G A. T•llnuall
er•Bopea.-The tiller of a ship is a horizontal lever
PtoJecting from the 1-udder-head, by means of which the position of
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the rudder is adjusted. It usually points forward ; that is, in th,8
contrary direction to the rudder itself. In ships of war the tiller JS
usually put 01:er, or moved to one side or to the other, by means of a
pair of obliquely-acting twofold tackles, made of raw hide ropes,
which haul it respectively to starboard (that is, towards the right)
and to port (that is, towards the left), when required. The haulinj
parts of both tackles are guided by fixed pulleys so as to be woun
in opposite directions round one barrel, which is turned by meaJJ8
of the steering-wheel. *
Fig. 156 A is a plan of this combination. A is the rudder-head ;
A B, the tiller, shown as amidships, or pointing right ahead;
D B F G is the starboard tiller-rope ; D' B F' G', the port tillet'
rope. These ropes are made fast to eye-bolts at D and D'; at B
they are rove through blocks that are secured to the tiller ; at
and F' they are led round fixed pulleys ; and G and G' are tbeil'
hauling parts, which are led, by means of pulleys which it is unne
cessary to show in the figure, to the barrel of the steering-wheel.
A b is the position of the tiller ,vhen put over about 40° to st;,al'"
board ; and the corresponding positions of the tiller-ropes ate
D b F G and D' b F' G'.
In order that the tiller-ropes may never become too slack, it js
necessary that the sum of the lengths of their several parts sboul!
be nearly constant in all positions of the tiller; that is to say, tbll
,ve should have, in all positions,
D b + b F + D' b + b F' nearlyt= 2 (D B + B F).
That object is attained, with a rough approximation sufficient fo;
practical purposes, by adjusting the positions of the points D, V,
and F, F', according to the following rule :RuLE.-About A, with the radius A B, describe a circle. :Malet

!

AC

=

!

A B ; and through C, perpendicular to A B, dra"' •

.!�

straight line cutting that circle in D and D'. These will be
points at which the staudiug pa1ts of the ropes are to be made fll>'..
Then produce A B to E, making B E = � A B ; and through j

5

perpendicular to A B E, draw F' E F, making E F = E ]" ::::ei

C D ; F and F' will be the stations for the fixed blocks.
f
When the angle B A b is about 40°e, the sum of the lengths �
the parts of the ropes is a little greater than when the tiller t
amidships; but the difference (which is about one-50th part of tbto
length expressed in the preceding equation) is not so great as
• See Peake's Rudime.ntar1J Treatise on Shipbuilding, second volum�S£

66, 16� ; also

,vatts, Rankine, Napier, and, Barnes On Sliipbuilding, P·
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:use <llny inconvenient increase of tightness. For angles not
e ng 30° the approximation to uniformity of tightness is
�
e:x. re
m.ely close.
SECTION

VIII.-Hydra:ulic Connection.

b�O?, General Nature ol tlae Voml>lnation..-The kind of com
atio� s to which the present section relates are those in which
tw cyli
nders fitted with moveable pistons are connected with each
otb
: hr a passage, and the space bet'\\•een the pistons is entirely
1iU�
W1t� a mass of fluid of invariable volume.
_
.
ny_ l1qu1d
most practical questions
mass
may
be
treated,
1n
res�ect1n
"Va, a g the transmission of motion, as if its volume were in. i l'I tle, _because of the smallness of the change of volume produced
n.
1q 1d
thea.ca�euof by any possible change of pressure. For example, in
water, the compression produced by an increase in the
inten
lbs. osnity of the pressure to the extent of one atmosphere (or 14·7
the square inch), is only one-20,000th part of the whole_
tol
utne. (See Article 88, page 75.)
'rh
e volu
of fluid enclosed in the space
bet"' twome, then, of the mass le,
if one pi�ton
(th!,, :ver pistons being invariab it follows that
oth:r p_ ) moves inwards, sweeping through a given volume, the
an. e iston (the follower) must move outwards, sweeping through
tain �actly equal voluine; otherwise the volume of the space con
e
'UJ>o ��tween the pistons would change; and this is the principle
ch
2�; i the comparative motion in hydraulic connection depends.
l>ie • �!linden, Pl■ton., and Plun,iers.-A piston is a primary
ce
is rn ' sliding in a vessel called a cylinder. The motion of the piston
0st com monly straight; and then the bearing surfaces of the
i
s
J> ton nd cylinder
are actually cylindrical, in the mathematical
aense!,, ;
O that
When the word.
motion of a piston is circular, the bearing surfaces
of the _
l°e"Vol piston, and of the vessel in which it slides, are surfaces of
�hat !tion d�scribed about the axi� of. rotation of t�e piston ; but
lts fi essel, 1n common language, 1s still called a cylinder, although
gure tnay
cylindrical.
A l n isnot be
ing P u ger distinguished from an ordinary piston in the followay
11:ler; =-The bearing surface of a cylinder for a plunger consists
� ! of a collar, of a depth sufficient to prevent the fluid from
and the plunger slides through that collar, and has a
bearfAng;
g
to the surface of a length equal to the depth of the collar added
length of stroke ; so that during the motion different parts
of the
�e surface of the plunger come successively into contact with the
has a. \Urfa_ce of the collar. On the other hand, an ordinary piston
earing surface of a depth merely sufficient to prevent the
tlllid f:
rotn escaping;
_!,,
and the cylinder has a bearing surface of a
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length equal to the depth of that of the piston added to the lepgth
of stroke; so that during the motion the same su1face of the pJ.Ston
comes into contact successively with different parts of the surf�
of the cylinder. For example, in fig. 157, A is a plunger, wor�1og
through the collar B in the cylinder C ; and in fig. 158, A 1s all
I
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Fig. 157.

Fig. 158.

ordinary piston, working in the cylinder B. The action of plunge�
and of ·ordinary pistons in transmitting motion is exactly the salJl�
and in stating the general principles of that action, the -wo
piswn is used to include plungers as well as ordinary pistons.
of
t
c
rodu
p
The volume swept by a piston in a given time is the
is
t,vo factors-transverse area and length. The transverse ar�toll
that of a plane bounded by the bearing surface of the �18 Jl
and cylinder, and normal to the direction of motion of the p1Sto;
so that it cuts that surface everywhere at right angl�s. /�be
straight-sliding piston that plane is normal to the axIS O • of
cylinder; in a piston moving circularly, it traverses the aft{ &
rotation of the piston : in other words, the area is that. 0 of
projection of the piston on a plane no:rroal to its direction
motion.
the
When the motion of the piston is straight, the l,engtl,, 0f int
volume swept through is simply the dist.a.nee moved by each \ js
of the piston. When the motion is circular, that Iengt
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t·�: distance moved through by the centre of tl1,e area of the
_n.•
plSw
long as the transverse area and length of the space swept by
a�
18ton are the same, it is obvious that the form of the ends of'
_
i!
t t pisto
n does not affect the volume of that space.
':hen the space in the cylinder which contains the fluid acted
0
�a· � a piston is traversed by a piston-rod, the effective transverse
rod 18 equal to the tranverse area of the piston, with that of the
For example, in fig. 158, the upper division of
th SU?tracted.
st�yl1nder is traversed by the piston-rod C, working through the
ng-box D ; hence the effective transverse area in that division
of· the c linder
y
is the difference between the transverse areas of the
ps n A
. and rod C. In the lower division of the cylinder, where
ther
toe is
A. ritnkno rod, the whole transverse area of the piston is effective.
acts in this respect like a piston-rod of large diameter..
�
't 09. <:omparati..e Veloeltlea eC Pl•t•n•--From the equality of the
l
� hrnes swept through by a pair of pistons that are connected with
'tt other by means of an intervening fluid mass of invariable
i: 'lllne, it obviously follows that the vel,ocities of the pistons are
Versely as their transverse areas.

he transverse areas are to
ee·di�ng

be measured, as stated in the pre
p ns Article, on planes normal to the directions of motion of the
r� ; and when the motion of a piston is circular, the velocity
r:ted to in the rule is that of the centre of its transverse area.
llla A and A' denote the transverse areas of the two pistons
rked with those letters in fig. 15 9, page 224, and v and v' their
l"elocities
.
.
. ,tf A
· IS
- = -r
; then the1r veloc1ty•rat10
V
A
� the velocity
�
-ratio of a given pair of connected pistons is cont the combination belongs to Willis's Class A.
o �•111paraai..e Velocitle• oC Plaid Particle-.-It may sometimes
·
be required
to find the comparative mean velocities with which

t

l>�nTo find the distance of the centre of a plane area from an axis in the
nlltnbeorf that area: divide the area, by lines parallel to that axis, into a
of narrow bands; let d x be the breadth of one of those bands, and
.
'ti lti, length ;
y d x is thethen y d x is the area of that band ; and
.
�� area.
.
Let x be the d1Stance
from the ans to the centre of the band
, d �. �
' en x y d x is the geometrical moment of that band, and x y d x
is t
tno�::o��trical moment of the whole area relatively to the axis ; which
of the ' mg divided by the a.rea, gives the required distance of the centre
area from the DV;a viz.
�, ,
xydx
(See Article 293, page 334.)
�o

J

J
= ____,,.__.
f yd�

J
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the fluid particles flow through a given section of the passage which
connects a pair of pistons; it being understood that the mean
velocity of flow through a given section of the passage denotes the
mean value of the component velocities, in a direction normal t,o
that section, of all the particles that pass through it. From the
fact that in a given time equal volumes of fluid flow through �l
sectional surfaces that extend completely across the passage, �t
follows that the mean velocity of jl,QW throug/1, any such section 11
inversdy as its area (a principle already stated in Article 88, page
76); and this principle applies to all possible sections, transverse
and oblique, plane and curved.
For example, in fig. 159, let B denote the area of a transverse
section, B B, of the passage which connects the two cylinders, and
-
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Fig. 159.

''

'
c',.

u. the mean velocity with which the particles of fluid flow through
that section; then v, as before, being the velocity of the pistotl
whose transverse area is A, we have
u. A
;; = B.

Also, let C denote the area of an oblique section, C C, of the pa�ge,
and w the mean component velocity of the tluid particles lJl ,.
direction normal to that section; then
"' A
- = - · and w
- =B
-·
"
C'
0
u
211. IJ'ee or ValTea Incermluena Dr.traullc '1onneetlon.-ValV�
are used to regulate the communication of motion through a 1llll

tr
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opening and shutting passages through which the fluid flows.
or example, a cylinder may be provided with valves which shall
cause the fluid to flow in through one passage, and out through
ano ther. Of this use of valves two cases may be distinguished.
I. When tlte piston drives tlie fluid, the valves may be what is
called self-acting; that is, moved by the fluid. If there be two
�ages into the cylinder, one provided with a valve opening
lllw:trds, and the other ,vith a vn.lve opening outwards, then,
during the outward stroke of the piston, the former ·valve is opened
�nd the latter shut by the inward pressure of the fluid, which flows
111 thr
ough the former passage ; and during the inward stroke of
the pisto n the former valve is shut and the latter opened by the
outw ard pressure of the fluid, ,vhich flows out through the latter
P�ssage. This combination of cylinder, piston, and valves con
st1tntes a p11mp.
II. Wlten the fluid drives tlte piston, the valves must be opened
and sht1t by mechanism, or by hand. In this case the cylinqer is

a Working cylinder.
It is by the aid of valves that intermittent hydraitlic connection
be

tween two pistons is effected ; and the action produced is
analogous to that of the click, ratchet, and detent, i n intermittent
link
. -work.
For example, i n the Hydraulic Press, the rapid n1otion of a small
PI unger in a pun1p causes the slow motion of a large plunger in
� Working cylinder; and the connection of the pistons is made
llltennittent by means of the discharge valve of the pump; being
a valve which
opens outwards from the · pun1p and inwards as
the working cylinder. The pump draws water from a
:gai·dse
.
servo
i a 1r, and forces it into the working cylinder: during the
ll�1 rd stroke of the pump plunger, the plunger of the working
ct{
nder moves outwa1·d v,rith a velocity as much less than that of
stre pun1 p plunger as its area is greater. At the end of the inward
w ok? of the pump plnncrer,
the valve between the pump and the
0
orking cylinde
r closes, and prevents any water from returning
£ om
; the working cylinder into the pun1p; and it thus answ_ers the
ose of the detent in ratchet-work (see page 206). During the
0 U?
Ward stroke of the pump plunger that valve remains shut, and
�.Plung�r o� t}Je working cylinder stands still, while_ the . pump is
filhng itself with water through a Yalve open1ng inwards.
the piston of the working cylinder has finished its outward
an e, which rnay be of any length, and may occupy the time of
n mber of strokes of the pump, it is permitted to be moved
in Yaru
toW ds again by opening a valve by hand and allowing the water
8acape.
hydra�lic press is often furnished with two, three, or more
pa, making their inward strokes in succession, and so producing

th

Wbn.
Btrokn.
P\l!

Q
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a continuous motion of the working plunger. This is analogous t.o
the double-acting click (page 209).
211 A. Flexible (;ylinclen and Plstone.-By an extension of the
use of the word "cylinder," it may be made to include vessels made
wholly or partly of a flexible material, which answer the purpose
of a cylinder with its piston, by altering their shape and internal
capacity ; such as bellows. Questions as to this class of vessels
may be approximately solved according to purely geometrical
principles, by assu1ning the flexible material of which they are
made to be inextensible.
In bellows, and pumps constructed on the principle of bellows,
the vessel must have at least a pair of rigid ends, which, being
moved alternately from and towards each other, answer the purpose
of a piston. If those ends are equal and similar, and connected
together by sides that n1ay be assumed to be inextensible and
perfectly flexible, the volume of fluid alternately drawn in and
forced out may be taken as nearly equal to the area of one end
multiplied by the distance through which the centre of area of one
end moves alternately towards and from the other end.
Another example is furnished by a kind of pump, in which a.
circular orifice in one of the sides of a box is closed by a rigid flat
disc of smaller diameter, and a bag in the form of a conical frustul]).
of leather, or some other suitable material-the inner edge of t�e
leather being made fast to the disc, and the outer edge to the c1r
cumference of the orifice. In working, the disc is moved alternate�Y
inwards and outwards, so as to draw the conical bag tight 1n
opposite directions alternately. To find the virtual area of piston,
add together the area of the disc, the area of the orifice, and four
times the area of a circle whose diameter is the half-su1n of the
diameters of the disc and orifice, and divide the sum by si�
That virtual area, multiplied by the length of stroke, gives nearly
the volume of fluid moved per stroke.
In &urdon's pumps and engines an elastic metal tube, of a
flattened form of transverse section, is bent so as to present t�e
figure of a circular arc. The internal capacity of the tube JS
varied by alternately admitting and expelling fluid ; the effect �f
which is to flatten the curvature of the tube when its capacity !8
increased, and to sharpen that curvature when that capacity JS
diminished; so that if one end of the tube is fixed in position aod
direction, the other end has an oscillating motion.
In fig. 81, page 114, the arcs A D, A D', A D" may be taken
to represent successive positions of the tube; A being its fixed el)'!,
and D its moveable end. The path of the moveable end, D D' f
is nearly an arc of a circle of the radius C G = f of the length �
the tube. The capacities of the tube in its several different �
tions, A D, A D', A D", &c., vary nearly in the inverse ratio of
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!l?'CB G D,

G D', G D", &c. ; so that if the capacity of the tube, when
in a given position, is known, we can calculate its capacity in any
othe! position, and the volume of fluid admitted or expelled in
J)assmg from any given position to any other.*
SECTION

IX.-Miscellaneous Principles 'respecting Train,,.

212. «,on.-ers••• Traln■.-The essential principles of a train of

tnechanism have been stated in Article 93, page 80. Two or
tn�re trains may converge into one; that is to say, two or more
pr1rnary pieces, which are followers in different trains, may all act
as drivers to one primary piece. In such cases the comparative
tnotion in each of the elementary combinations formed by the one
follower with its several drivers is fixed by the nature of the
�0nnection ;
and thus the comparative motions of all the pieces are
et.ermined. As an example of converging trains, we may take a
1tnpound steam engine, in which two or more pistons drive one
8 aft, each by its own connecting-rod and crank.
. 213. Dl•erglng Trala■.-One train of mechanism may diverge
��to two or more; that is to say, one primary piece may act as
\ll'lVer to two or more primary pieces, each of which may be the
00rnm
encement of a distinct train. In this case, as well as in that
co
all the pieces are
dofe rnverging trains, the comparative motions of
t.e mined.
Examples of diverging trains might be multiplied to any extent.
0ne of the most common
cases is that in which a number of aiffer
:nt machines in a factory are driven by one prime mover : all
hose machines are so many diverging trains. In many instances
there are diverging trains in one machine ;. th us in almost every
t A D' be the position for which the capacity of the tube is known,
an* Le
let

the tube
atd 0 V' be that capacity. Let A D a.nd A D'' be the positionsg of
two ends of its stroke ; let V and V" be the correspondin capacities;
res e� the lengths of the arcs G D, G D', G D" be denoted by s, s', s"
J)ectively. Then we have

anJ\

V s = V' 8' = V" s"; and - : -; : � : : V : V' : V".•......... (l.)
1 1

8

8

1

8'

'rhe volume of fluid admitted or expelled a.t each stroke is as follows :-

1 s (s - s")
(
1
l
)
V
'
u
- =
.............. (2.)
V" - V = V' a 8
,,
88
8

bel'he length of stroke of the point D is s - a" ; hence the apparatus ma.y
as e<J.Uivalent to a cylinder and pist0n of that length of stroke,
0 the followmg transverse area:-

anf\arded

V" - V V' i
--.,-,-,,. = , ," ................................... .(3.)
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machine tool there are at least two diverging trains-one to pro
duce the cutting motion, and the other the feed motion.
214. Train for dtminishlna Ji'lactnalions of 8peed.-The flnctua.·
tions in the velocity-ratio, when a revolving and a 1·eciprocating
point are connected by means of a link, have been stated in Article
184, pages 196, 197, and in Article 188, pages 199 to 201. In
some cases it is desirable that the velocity.ratio of a reciprocating
point to a revolving point should be more nearly uniform. For
this purpose a train of two combinations n1ay be used,-the first
primary piece being a rotating shaft, ,v hich may be called A ; the
second, another rotating shaft, which may be called B ; and t�e
third, the reciprocating piece, C. The connection of A ,vith B JS
by means of a pair of equal and similar two-lobed ,vheels (see
Article 109, page 97); and a crank on B, by means of a connecting·
rod, drives C. The two-lobed wheels are to be so placed that the
shortest radius of the wheel on B shall be in gearing with t�e
longest radius of the wheel on A at the instants when the crank 18
passing its dead-points. The result to be aimed at in the arrang�
ment is, that each quarter-stroke of C shall be made as nearly as
possible in the time of one-eighth of a revolution of A; and in ord:
that this may be the case, the following should be the angles mov
th1·ough by the two shafts respectively in given times :°
1350
Shaft A, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . o0
45e
Shaft B, commencing at
60°
a dead-point of the o0
crank, . . . . . . ......e...... j
Hence it appears that B is alternately to overtake and to fal}
behind A by 15°. This angle, then, being given, the rul�s 0
Article 109, page 98, are to be applied to the designing of the pitch
lines of the wheels. The greatest and least radii of those wheels are
approximately 0·634 and 0·366 of the line of centres respectivelyts
The following are the comparative velocities, at diffe1·ent i�staf ;
of a revolving point in A at a given distance from its axis, 0 a
revolving point in B at the same distance from its axis, a.nd*of
poiut in C connected by a very long link with the point in B

l

=-

pair

f
• Mr. Willis, in bis Treatise on Mechanism, investigates the figures o a Tbe

of wheels on A and B for giving exact uniformity to the ratio C � A.

tb8

f
of centres; r, a radius O ding
r dius ; r', the cori:espof

equations are as follows :-Let c be the line
wlleel on B, making the angle 8 with the shortest a
radius of the wheel on A, making the angle 6' with the longest radius 0 tbiS

wheel; then we have

,,,. sin 6
·
.
r = c • v sm
� + 2'

r = c - r '· and 8' = 2- · versm 8•
'Ir

•

u • 118
the
,:;etl
eq
by
given
pitch-lines
Mr. Willis points out that the forms of the
er
togeth
must
�Eractice be slightly modified at the points which gea1·

the er

is at its dead-points.
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Angles moved through
o
s
0
0
o
o
0
1
1
5
0
0
}
35
9
4
by A, . . . . . . . . . . . . ...h.. .
Velocity-ratio B + A, 1·732 0·866 0·577 0·866 I ·7 32
o
0·866 1 ·ooo o 866
o
Velocity-ratio C + B,
Velocity-ratio C + �.\,
0·7 50 0·577 0·7 50
o
o
Mean value of each of the velocity-ratios C + B and C + A, 0·637.

A similar adjustment may be made by connecting the shafts A
;nd B by means of an universal joint (Article 1h9 1, page 203); the
�rk on the shaft B being so placed as to have its plane perpen
dicular to the plane of the axes when the crank is at its dead-points ;
the angle made by those axes with each other should be that whose
.
cosine is 0·577, viz. , 54 f0.
The Double Hooke's Joint (Article 192, page 205) is an example
of a. tra.in in which the fluctuation of the velocity-ratio is corrected
eJtactly.
SECTION

X.-References

to

Combinations a1· nged in Classe..�.
1ra

2 15. Ohjec& oC tht• Sectlon.-In the preceding sections the various
l
� ementary combinations in mechanism have been arranged accord
!0g to the mode of connection. The object of the present section
181:<> give
a list of such combinations, arranged according to Mr.
_
�ill1s's system-that is, according. to the co1nparative motion
"'�h references to the previous Articles and page.s of this treatise,
; ere the several combinations are described. Two deviations
ro� �r 1nodifications of Mr. Willis ' s system are used; first, the
addit1on, at the commencement of each Class, of references to places
"'here the comparative motions of two points in one primary piece
:e treated of; and secondly, the placing of combinations in which
e conn
ection is intermittent, in a. class by themselves, entitled
Olass D.

.,........
216.

CLASS

A.

Dlrecdoaal- Belaltoa Con•tan& - Veloclcy-Batto
COMBINATIONS.

Velocity-Ratio that qf Equality alone.

:�� of Points in one straight-sliding Primary Piece,
� ing Contact, Oldham's Coupling,.....h
. ........ • • · ••·
t· \_ds, equal and similar Non-circular Pulleys, ..•....
in work, Coupled Parallel Shafts, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
,,
Drag-link : Shafts in one straight line,
"
Double Hooke's Joint, . . . . . . . . . . ............ .
,,
Double Hooke-and-Oldham Coupling, . . . .

ARTICLES. PAGE&

43
158
167

181
182
192

193

22

16e
182

194
194

205

206
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Any Constant Vel,ocity-Ratio.

Pair of Points in one Rotating Primar, Piece,....•...
Pair of Points in one Screw, ...... . . . . . . . .. . •••••t.........
Rolling Contact : Circular Toothless Wheels and
Sectors, and Straight Racks, . . . •................. .•....
Rolling Contact : Frictional Gearing, .......... ....•.•.

53

31

102

84

60

to

106

III

1 12

to
Sliding Contact ; Circular Toothed Wheels and 1 4 I
Sectors, and Straight Racks,.t.............. ...... ...... 1 4 4
to
Sliding Contact : Screw Gearing, . . . . . . . • . • • • . . . . .. . .. •••
Bands and Pulleys,. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •. . . . . . . . . . .

151
152

to

1

57

1

77

16 5
to

217. CLASS B.

Variable.

Dlrecdoaal•Belaaloa ConelaDI;

103
to
13 9
143
to
1 57
157

to
166
179
to

192

205

218

to

207

221

210

224

to

to

VelocltJ•Bad•

Rolling Contact: Smooth Elliptic and Lobed- Wheels, Jl 108
109

.Any Mean Velocity-Ratio.

102

214

Mean Velocity-Ratio that of Equaluy alone.

.
Sliding Contact : Toothed Elliptic and Lobed Wheels,
,,
,,
Pin and Slot Coupling,...............
Crossed Cord and Elliptic Pulleys,... . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .
Linkwork : Drag-Link,......... . . . . . . ............... ......
,,
Link for Contrary Rotations, ...t..... .... ..
,,
Single Hooke's Joint,. . . . . . . ..t........t.......
,,
Single Hooke-and-Oldham Coupling,t....

to
92

2 0

Blocks and Tackle, ••••••••• ..•... ..........• . ••••........... { t:t
Hydraulic Connection : Pistons and Cylinders,. . .....

37

95

to
99

141

1 43
1 59
17 5

167
189

183

196

182

1 91

193

1 7

Rolling Contact : Non-Circular Wheels and Sectors, { t:

1 10

194

203
206
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..4. ny Mean Velodty-Ratio-Continued.

ARTICLES.

43
������
'.
.
����-��
��:�'.
�
�'.
�
�
��
��]
•
s
•
���
}
I
Bands with Non-Circular Pulleys,.. . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . • •. . . . r 7 5

Linkwork with Rocking Cranks and, Levers, ....h...... { 184
190

Blocks and Tackle, obliquely acting, ••.•••••. . . . . . . •. ••.

{ !�� A

218. CLASS C. Direcdonal-Belation Variable.
Sliding Contact : Pin and Slot,............h.. . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1 59

"

,,

Cams, ... . . . .. .. . . . ..................... . . .

Linkwork : Rotating Cranks and Eccentrics,.....h.....

"
"

Levers for Multiplying Oscillations,... . . .
Band-links,. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

219. CLASS D. Intermittent �onnectlon.
Sliding Contact : Intermittent Wheel-work,h...........
,,
,,
Wipers and Pallets; Escapements,

160
to
163

{ 184

to
188
189
I 98

231
PAGF.&

202
218

to

221

168

170

to

175

196
to

201
201
213

11

14 2
39
164
75
206
i94
t·nkwork : Clicks and Ratchets,...h.. . . . . . . . . . . .......... { to
to
196 2 1 1
"
Frictional Catches,. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . 196 2 1 1
,,
213
Slotted Link,...h.. . . . . . . . . . . .....h.. . . . . . . . . . . . . 199
224
llydraulic Connection : Valves, Pumps, Hydraulic f 2 1 1
to
Press, Bellows, . ................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . l 2 I I A 227
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SEC'T10N XI.-Comparative Motion in the "Mechanical Powers."
220� «,tauiftcatlon of' the Mechanical Powers.-" Mechanical
p�wers "
is the name given to certain simple or elementary
chllles, all of which, with the single exception of the pulley,ma
are
simple than even an elementary combination of a driver and
wer; for, with that exception, a mechanical power consists
:se�tially of only one primary moving piece ; and the comparative
otion �ken into consideration is simply the velocity-ratio either
of
'\' a .Pair of points in that piece, or of two components of the
e1.ocity of one point. There are two established classifications of

rure
00
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the n1echanical powers ; an older c1assification, which enumerates
six; and a ne,ver classification, which ranges the six mechanical
powers of the older system under three heads. The following
table shows both these classifications :OLDER CLASSmCATIOl.(.

J The Lever.
t The Wheel and Axle.
�rhe Inclined Plane.
THE INCLINED PLANE,.e. ... . . . { The "\Vedge.
The Screw.
THE PULLEY, . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . The Pulley.
NEWER CLASSIFICATION.

THE LEVER, • • • • • · · · · • • • · • • • • • · • ·

In the present section the comparative motions in the mechanical
powers are considered alone. The relations a1nongst the forces
which act in those machines will be treated of in the dynami�l
division of this Treatise.
221. 1.e.-er-Wbeel and As:le.-In the lever and the wheel and
axle of the older classification, which are both comprehended under
the lever of the newer classification, the primary moving piece
turns about a fixed axis; and the comparative motion taken into
consideration is the velocity-ratio of two points in that piece, '\\1hicb
may be called respectively the driving point and the following point,
The principle upon which that velocity-ratio depends has already
been stated in Article 53, page 31-viz., that the velocity of each
point is proportional to the radius of the circular path which it
describes; that is, to its perpendicular distance from the axis of
n1otion.
The distinction between the lever and the wheel and axle is
this : that in the lever, the driving point, D, and the following
point, F, are a pair of determina!-6
�----points in the moving piece, as 1n
figs. 161 to 164; whereas in the
D
whlll and axle they may be an1
pair of points which are situated
respectively in a pair of cylindrical
pitch-surfaces, D and F, de�cribed
a.bout the axis A, fig. 160.
In each of these figures the pla!e
of projection is normal to the aJ:tS,
and A is the trace of the axis. If
fig. 1 60, D and F are the traces 0
two cylindrical pitch-surfaces. Iii
figs. 161 to 1 64, D and F are tb4
Fig. 160.
projections of the driving aJl
following points respectively.
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The axis of a lever is often called thefulcrum.
A lever is said to be straight, when the driving point, D, and
followin g point, F, are in one plane traversing the axis A, as in
figs. 161, 162, and 163. In other cases the lever is said to be bent,
� in fig. 164.
D

.A.

F

D

Fig. 161.

I'

D

Fig. 163.

Fig 162.
A.

The straig11t lever is said to be of one or other of three kinds,
according to the following classification:.In a lever of tlte first kind, fig. 161, the
d_l'lving and following points are at oppo- o
site sides of the fulcn1m A.
�n a leve1· of tlte second kind, fig. 1 62, the
d_l'lving and following points are at the same
___.--"r
__..-.A
:1hde of the fulcrum, and the driving point is
e further from the fulcrum.
Fig. 164.
�n a lever of the third kind, fig. 1 63, the
dllving and following points are at the same side of the fulcrum,
'11d the following point is the further from the fulcrum.
222. lnelined Plane-Wedge.-In the inclined plane, and in the
:edge, the comparative motion considered is the velocity-ratio of
he entire motion of a straight-sliding priu1ary piece and one of the
htnponents of that motion; the principles of which velocity-ratio
a'V'e been stated in Article 43, pages 22, 23.
In
l3 a the inclined plane, fig. 165, A A is the trace of a fixed plane;
block sliding on that
i>iane in the direction B C ;
-'the plane
of projection being
l>el'J>endi cular to the plane
4
<l t .A., and parallel to the
i ee1:ion of motion of B.
:&
ls some direction oblique
to � C.
From any convenient
'
Potnt,
C, in B C, let fall C D
t11>endicular to B D ; then A.
th }) -;- B C is the ratio of
Fig. 165.
e
the �omponent velocity in
direction B D to the entire velocity of B.
ln g. 166, A A is the trace of a fixed plane; B C D, the trace
of fiedg
tht� W e which slides on that plane. While the wedge advances
ough the distance C c, its oblique face advances fl'om the posi-
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tio11 C D to the position c d; and if C e be di-awn normal to the
plane O D, the ratio borne by the component velocity of the wedge
D

A

B

d

,.__,,

.........

............
........

.. , -

,........, .....
..._....
'
......,
·'

z----....:::,:,_c
Fig. 166.

"ac------1

in a. direction normal to its oblique face to its entire velocity will
be expressed by C e : C c.
223. 8crew.-In the screw the comparative motion considered
is the ratio borne by the entire velocity of some point in, or rigidly
connected with, the screw, to the velocity of advance of the sere""•
The helical path of motion of a point in, or rigidly attached t?,"
screw may be developed {as has been already explained in Article
63, page 40) into a straight line : being the hypothennse of "
right angled triangle whose height is equal to the pitch of �e
screw, and its base to the circumference of a circle whose 1-acliuS
is the distance of the given point from the axis of the screw. Tbed
if B D in fig. 1 65 be taken to represent the pitch of the screw, au
D 0, perpendicular to B D, the circumference of the circle descrii,ed
by the point in question about the axis, B C will be the develo�
ment of one turn of the screw-line described by that point as!�I
revolves and advances along with the screw; and B C + B D VfJP
be the ratio of its entire velocity to the velocity of advance; j�
as in the case of a body sliding on an inclined plane, A A, parall
to B C. This shows why the screw is comprehended under tb{
general head of the inclined plane, in the newer classification °
the mechanical powers.
224. Palley.-The term pulley, in treating of the mecha�1�
powers, means any purchase or tackle of the class already describe
in Section VII. of this Chapter, pages 214 to 221.

